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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS

TALLULAH MORGAN ET AL., )

Plaintiffs,)
) CIVIL ACTION

v. ) NO. 72-911-G

)

JAMES W. HENNIGAN ET AL., )

Defendants.)

OPINION

June 21, 1974

GARRITY, J. This is a school desegregation case brought

by black parents and their children who attend the Boston

public schools. Plaintiffs seek for themselves and on behalf
1

of their class declaratory and injunctive relief against the

defendants for a myriad of acts that allegedly violate the

constitutional rights of the plaintiff class. Defendants are

the Boston School Committee, its individual members, and the

Superintendent of the Boston Public Schools (hereinafter

collectively "the city defendants"), and the Board of Educa-

tion of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, its individual

members, and the Commissioner of Education (hereinafter col-

lectively "the state defendants").

Plaintiffs have alleged that the city defendants have

intentionally brought about and maintained racial segregation

in the Boston public schools by various actions, including

1
The court certified the named plaintiffs as proper

representatives of a class of "all black children enrolled
in the Boston Public School System and their parents." There-

after Keyes v. School Dist. No. 1, 1973, 413 U.S. 18, 195-198,
held that "petitioners are entitled to have schools with a
combined predominance of Negroes and Hispanos included in the

Lcategory of isegregatedf_schools." At the trial, the parties
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public schools. Plaintiffs,seek for themselves and on behalf
1

of their class declaratory and injunctive relief against the

defendants for a myriad of'-acts that allegedly violate the

constitutional rights of the plaintiff class. Defendants are

the Boston School Committee, its individual members, and the

Superintendent of the Boston Public Schools (hereinafter

collectively "the city defendants"), and the Board of Educa-

tion of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, its individual

members, and the Commissioner of Education (hereinafter col-

lectively "the state defendants").

Plaintiffs have alleged that the city defendants have

intentionally brought about and maintained racial segregation

in the Boston public schools by various actions, including

1
The court certified the named plaintiffs 'as proper'

representatives of a class of "all black children enrolled
in the Boston-Public School System and their parents." There-

after Keyes v. School Dist. No. 1, 1973, 413 U:S. 18, 195-198,

held that "petitioners are entitled to have schools with a
combined predominance of Negroes and Hispanos included in the

category of 'segregated' schools." At the trial, the parties
did not frame any issues as to discrimination against non-
black minority students, who comprise approximately 7% of
Boston's public school population; and in thi6 opinion the
term "racial segregation" when unqualified will refer to blacks

only. However, at future hearings concerning equitable rem-
edies required to convert the Boston schools from a dual to

a unitary system, the Keyes holding will of course be observed
and -cons:deration given to the-treagent of non-whites other
than blacks.



7
the adoption and maintenance of pupql assignment' policies,

the establishment and manipulation of attendance areas

and district lines reflecting segregated residential patterns,

the establishment of grade structures and feeder patterns,

the administration of school capacity, enlargement, and

construction policies, transportation practices, and by

unjustifiably failing to adopt or implement policies reasonably

available tO eliminate racial segregation in the Boston public

schools. Plaintiffs assert that these alleged practices have

resulted in denying black school children the, equal protection

of the laws, in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment to the

United States Constitution. See Brown v. Board of Education,

(1954, 347 U.S. 483; Keyes v. School Dist. No. 1, 1973, 413 U.S.

189. Plaintiffs further contend that the city defendants

and their predecessors have engaged in racial discrimination

with respect to the hiring and assignment of faculty and staff,

and with respect to curricula, and the allocation of instruc-

tional materials, and resources; that both the city and state

defendants have implemented pupil classification practices

which discriminate against some children in admission to

certain schools, and have maintained a pattern of lower in-

structional expenditures in schools attended disproportionately

by black children. Plaintiffs argue that these practices deny

black children their constitutional right to equality of

educational opportunity under the Fourteenth Amendment. Federal

jurisdiction is invoked and exists under 28 U.S.C. § '1343, and

violations of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments and

42 U.S,C. §§ 1981, 1983 and 2000d are alleged.
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United States Constitution. See Brown v. Board of Education,

1954, 347 U.S. 483; Keyes v. School Dist. No. 1, 1973, 413 U.S.

189. Plaintiffs further contend that the city defendants

and their predecessors have engaged in racial discrimination

with respect to the hiring and assignment of faculty and staff,
O

and with respect to curricula and the allocation of instruc-

tional materials, and resources; that both the city and state

defendants have implemented pupil classification practices

./

which discriminate against some children in admission to
O

certain schools, and have maintained a pattern of lower in-

struqtional expenditures in schools attended disproportionately

by blal'ik children. Plaintiffs argue that these practices deny

black children their constitutional right to equality of

educational opportunity under the Fourteenth Amendment. Federal

jurisdiction is invoked and exists under 28 U.S.C. § 1343, and

violations of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments and

42 U.S.C. §§ 1981, 1983 and 2000d are alleged.

- 2-
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The city defendants have generally denied the allegatiois

of the plaintiffs. They have also argued that to the extent

that schools in the Boston system contain disproportionate

numbers of whites or blacks, that result is due to residential

segregation over which they have no control and also due to

the neighborhood school policy, which defendants claim is a

constitutionally permissible tool of educational policy. The

city defendants further assert that not only have they not

promoted spezregation but they have tried to effect a better

racial balance in the Boston public schools in ,accordance

with the Racial Imbalance Act, Iass. G.L. c. 71, §§ 37C and D,

and they allege that they have been found to be in compliance

with that Act. Along this same line of defense, the city

defendants assert that they can do no more consistently with

the Racial Imbalance Act than they have already done to elim-

inate racial imbalance in the city's public schools.

The state defendants have also denied any constitutional

wrongdoing. They contend that they have frequently made

unheeded suggestions to the city defendants on how to alle-

viate racial imbalance in Boston; that they have only limited

control over the activities of the city defendants; and that

by enforcing the Racial Imbalance Act and by pursuing judicial

enforcement of the Act when the board of education's orders'

were not complied with by the Boston School Committee they

have done as much as possible to eliminate racial segregation

in the Boston public schools. The state defendants have agreed

with virtually all the contentions made by the pl aintiffs here
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and they allege that they have been found to be in compliance

with that Act. Along this same line of defense, the city

defendants assert that they can do no more consistently with

the Racial Imbalance Act than they have already done to elimr
It

inate racial imbalance in the city's public schools.

The state defendants have also denied any constitutional

wrongdoing. They contend that they have frequently made

unheeded suggestions to the city defendants on how to alle-

viate racial imbalance in Boston; that they have only limited

control over the activities of the city defendants; and that

by enforcing the Racial Imbalance Act and by pursuing judicial

enforcement of the Act when the board of education's orders'

were not complied with by the Boston School Committee they

have done as much as possible to eliminate racial segregation

in the Boston public schools. The state defendants have agreed

with virtually all the contentions made by the plaintiffs here

against the city defendants.

10



1.1
Various pretrial rolin0 should be mentioned. Shortly

after the action was commenced, the members and officers

of the Boston Teachers Union sought to intervene as parties

defendant. Partly because the positions of the city de-

fendants and the teachers were identical on constitutional

issues involved in this case, the court denied the motion

without prejudice to renewal should the alleged constitu-

tional violations be found. The court denied a motion of

he city defendants to join numerous cities. and towns around

Boston as defendants, partly on the ground that the proposed

defendant cities and towns had.not been charged by the

plaintiffs with contributing; to the violation of their con-

2

stitutional rights. The c urt also denied a motion to

dismiss the complaint by the city defendants, and their

motion to stay the proceedings pending implementation of an

order entered against the city defendants in a state court

case between it and the state defendants involving the Massa-

chusetts Racial Imbalance Act, Mass. G.L. c. 71,§§ 37C, 37D.

School Committee of Boston v. Board of Education, 1973 Mass.

Adv. Sh. 161. The court granted a motion to dismiss a cross-

claim of the state defendants charging the city defendants

with actions substantially set forth in plaintiffs' own

complaint.

2

The ordering of busing across governmental boundary

lines--the transportation of students between the suburbs

and the city--remains of challengeable validity. The

Supreme Court's first encounter with the issue resulted in

a four-to-four affirmance of a Court of Appeal's reversal

of such a remedial order. See Bradley v. °Virginia State

Board of Education, E.D. Va. 1972, 338 F.S'upp. 67, rev'd

4 Cir. 1972, 462 F.2d 1058, aff'd 412 U.S.;92 (1973) (per
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plaintiffs with contributing to the violation of their con-

2

stitutional rights. The court also denied a motion to

dismiss the complaint by the city defendants, and their

motion to stay the p.oceedings pending implementation of an

order entered against the city defendants in a state, court

case between it and the state defendants involving the Massa-

chusetts Racial Imbalance Act, Mass. G.L. c. 71, §§ 37C, 37D.

School Committee of Boston v. Board of Education, 1973 Mass.

Adv. Sh. 161. The court granted a motion to dismiss a cross-

claim of the state defendants charging the city defendants

with actions substantialify set forth in plaintiffs' own

complaint.

2

The ordering of busing across governmental boundary

lines--the transportation of students between the suburbs

and the city--remains of challengeable validity. The

Supreme Court's first encounter with the issue' resulted in

a four-to-four affirmance of a Court of Appeall's reversal

of such a remedial order. See Bradley v. Virginia State

Board of Education, E.D. Va. 1972, 338 F.Supp. 67, rev'd

4 Cir. 1972, 462 F.2d 1058, aff'd 412 U.S, 92 (1973) (per

curiam): The issue is now again before the Supreme Court.

Milliken v. Bradley, 6 Cir. 1973, 484, F.2d 215, cert.

granted, 42 U.S.L.W. 3306 (U.S.,Nov. 20, 1973). The case

was argued before the Court on February 26, 1974, 42 U.S.

L.W. 3500.

- 4 -
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At the caures request, the parties have attempted

insofar as possible, to enter into stipulations of undisputed
.

facts and to introduce evidence by way of designations and

counter-designations of depositions and prior testimony of

witnesses in the state case referred to above and in a

proceeding between the city and the federal Department of

Health, Education & Welfare. Counsel's pretrial activities

helped to shorten the actual trial of this case, which lasted

fifteendays, and which concerned only the liability issues

of the case, as contrasted-with issues re:_ting to the pos-

sible remedy. The ,court also had a one-half day view of'

some of the Boston sehorls and received several hundred

exhibits.

The case was reopened on June 20, 1973 to receive evidence

regarding the use of a new high school facility. The plain-

tiffs alleged that the city defendants in their conduct wt,th

respect to this new structure were engaged in further racial

discrimination in violation of the Equal Protection Clause.

The court received further evidence from both parties. On

March 15, 1974 the city defendant moved to reopen the case

to submit evidence dealing with their ongoing litigation in

the state courts with the State Board of Education and the plan

they had been ordered to implement under the Racial Imbalance

Act. This motion was, denied.

43 14



Massachusetts Racial-Imbalance Act

'Questions of racial segregation in the public schools

of Massachusetts have a unique dimension because of a state

racial imbalance law, Mass. G.L. c. 71, §§ 37C and 37D and

c. 15, §§ 1I, J and K, passed by the legislature in 1965.

It has been said that the requirements of the state statute

go further than those of the Fourteenth Amendment, see School

Committee of Springfield v. Board of Education, 1974 Mass.

Adv. Sh. , (slip op. at 28) (May 1, 1974-7Springfield II),

in the sense that the statute commands affirmative action to

eliminate racial imbalance in public school systems whatever

its cause, .

(e.,
independently of a finding of de jure segrega-

,

tion. The statute has been construed and applied in several

decisions of the Supreme Judicial Court of the Commonwealth

pertaining to public schools in Boston and'Springfield. See,

as to the latter, School Committee of Springfield v. Board

of Education, 1973 Mass. Adv. Sh. 1543,' and Sprinfieldl II,'

supra. Although the statute is not directly involved in the

instant proceedings, it is highly relevant. Many of the de-

fendants' actions were taken-as a result of the state law.

The provisions of the statute were the subject of frequent

discussion at meetings of the Boston'School Committee. Efforts

by the city defendants to.evade the Statute illumine their.

intent with respect to school segregation generally. Com-

munications between the city and state defendants were Utually
1

in the context of provisions of the statute.

,5/16



The Racial Imbalance Act evolved from a report in

April 1965 I.)YTd/r advisory committee appointed by the State

Board of Education and the Commissioner of Education to

study racial segregation in the public schools of Massachu-

setts generally and of Boston. Springfield, Cambriage,

Medford and Worcester individually, named the Kiernan

Report after the then Commissioner of Education for the

Commonwealth, Dr. Owen B. Kiernan. The report concluded

that racial imbalance, was educationally harmful and should

be eliminated. The report specifically noted that Boston

contained 45 "imbalanced" schools--i.e. schodIs with more

than 50% non-white students, and proposed various methods

whereby the city might solve the problem. The response of

the Boston School Committee was first, on April 26, 1965,

to refuse to acknowledge that racial imbalance was a problem

-that ought to be eliminated and than in June to adopt a

report by Superintendent Ohrenberger which disputed the

premise that racial imbalance was educationally harmful but

suggested that "interracial learning experiences are socially

desirable." As a result of/the Kiernan Report, the Massachu-
3

setts legislature passed the Racial Imbalance Act of 1965.

.

The statute declares that the promotion of racial balance in

public schools is the policy of the Commonwealth and provides

that "[t]he prevention or elimination of racial imbalance

shall be an objective in all decisions involving the drawing

or altering of school attendance lines and the selection of

3

The Act was unsuccessfully attacked' as unconstitu-
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than 50% non-white students, and proposed various method

whereby the city might solve the problem. The response of

the Boston School Committee was first, on April 26, 1965,

to refuse to acknowledge that racial imbalance was a problem

that ought to be eliminated and then in June to adopt a

report by Superintendent Ohrenberger which disputed the

premise that racial imbalance was educationally harmful but

suggested that "interracial learning experiences are socially

desirable." As a result of the Kiernan Report, the Massachu-
3

setts legislature passed the Racial Imbalance Act of 1965.

The statute declares that the promotion of racial balance in

public schools is the policy of the Commonwealth and provides,

that "ft]he prevention or elimination of racial imbalance

shall be an objective in' all decisions involving the drawing

or altering of school attendance lines and the selection of

3

The Act"was unsuccessfully attacked as unconstitu-
tional by the Boston School Committee in 1966, School
Committee of Boston v. Board of Education, 1967, 352 Mass.
693, in which the Supreme Judicial Court stated, at 698,
"The committee seems bent on stifling the act before it has

a fair chance to become fully operative."

18

- 7 -



1.9

new school sites." Mass:-G.L. c. 71, § 37C. Under the Act,

the school committees in Massachusetts cities and towns

must each year file racial statistics with the State Board

of Education. If the state board finds "racial imbalance",

which exists when "the/percent of non-white students in any

public school is in excess of fifty percent of the total

number of students in such school", it notifies the school

committee of that fact. The committee must then file a plan

for the elimination of such racial imbalance. Plans for

eliminating imbalance may involve redistricting, new school

construction, additions to schools and "other methods."

Under the statute only safety may be considered equally with

the alleviation of racial imbalance. Regarding the sensitive

question of busing, the Act provides,

"No'school committee or regional school.district

committee shall be required as part of its plan

to transport any pupil to any school outside its

jurisdiction or to any school outside the school

district established for his neighborhood, if the

parent or guardian of such pupil files written

objection thereto with such school committee."

The statute does not mention racial imbalance of faculty and

administrative staff.
\I

Under the Act it is the responsibility of the state board

to provide assistance in the formulation of plans; o make

recommendations if no plan is filed, or if a plan is filed

but does not meet statutory requirement.s; and to withhold state

financial aid if the school committee "does not show progress

within a reasonable time in eliminating racial imbalance in

its schools . . . ." Mass. G.L. c. 15, § 1I. With respect

A nr ial_assistance. the usual s ate contribution
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construction, additions to schools and "other methods."

Undet: the statute only safety may Ge considered equally with

the alleviation of racial imbalance. Regarding the sensitive

question of busing, the Act provides,

"No school committee or regional school district
committee shall be required as part of its plan

to transport any pupil to any school outside its
jurisdiction or to any school outside the school
district established for his neighborhood, if the

parent or guardian of such pupil files written
objection thereto with such school committee."

The statute does not mention racial imbalance of faculty and

administrative staff.

Under the Act it is the responsibility of the state board

to provide assistance in the formulation of plans; to make

recommendations if no plan is filed, or if a plan is filed

but does not meet statutory requirements; and to withhold state

financial aid if the school committee "does not show progress

within a reasonable time in eliminating racial imbalance in

its schools . . . ." Mass. G.L. c. 15, § 11. With respect

!-
to state financial assistance, the usual state contribution

20



21
in Massachusetts to the cost of schoolhouse construction or

enlargement is 40%; the Act provides, in § II, for an increase

to 65% when construction is for the purpose of reducing or

eliminating racial imbalance in the school system.

State Court Litigation

State courts have made several rulings whether the Boston

school committee has complied with the Racial Imbalance Act

and whether the state board might lawfully withhold state aid

from the City of Boston. More often than not their rulings

have turned on procedural aspects of the Racial Imbalance Act.

Nevertheless a general familiarity with the state court litiga-

tion is essential to a full understanding of the Boston situL

ation. The first suit by the committee was the attack upon

the constitutionality of the Racial Imbalance Act in 1967,

noted ante at n. 3. In a subsequent case brought by the

committee in the Suffolk County Superior Court, the with-

A

holding of state funds by the board under the Act was chal-

lenged. The controversy centered around what was known as
4

the city's Fourth Stage Racial Imbalance Plan. On December 18,

1972 the Superior Court ruled, in a complex opinion, that the

board could not withhold the state monies because the committee

was in literal compliance with the Act, noting, however, that

compliance was minimal. On appeal the Massachusetts Supreme

Judicial Cuut affirmed the Superior Court decision on the

ground that the board's action had been predicated upon a

4
The histoty of the dealings between the state board

and the committee involving this plan and earlier ones is

set out subqtantilll accuratel in the state defendants'
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board could not withhold the state monies because the committee

was in literal compliance with the Act, noting, however; that

compliance was minimal. On appeal the Massachusetts SulireEne

Judicial Court affirmed the Superior Court decision on the

ground that the board's action had been predicated upon a

4
The history of the dealings between the state board

and the committee involving this plan and earlier ones is

set out substantially accurately in the state defendants'

requested findings of fact numbered 1-118. Because it is

n3t .ur ,ciAba, we qhz.111 not recount the
24
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single committee vote on September 2i, 1971 rather than

upon all of the circumstances of imbalance within Boston.

School Committee of Boston v. Board of Education, 1973 Mass.

Adv. Sh. 160 (February 2,.1973). On February 15, 1973 the

Supreme Judicial Court reviewed a determination of invalidity

of a board plan which arose out of the same Superior Court

proceedings. The court ruled that judicial review of the

board's plan should be upon the basis of an administrative

record and ordered the trial judge to vacate his order and

interlocutory decree and to remand the proceedings to the

board for the development of a record. Professor Jaffe of

Harvard Law School, as a hearing examiner for the board,

conducted hearings and filed a detailed report on May 29,

1973, including findings and recommendations which were

substantially adopted by the board on June 25, 1973.

On June 28, 1973 Governor Sargent requested an advisor',

opinion from thc Supreme Judicial Court on the constitution-

ality of a bill passed by the legislature and awaiting his

approval which ,..nuld prohibit the transportation of students

without the written consent of their parents. In Opinion of

thr' Justices, 1973 Mass. Adv. Sh. (July 7), 1(-3), the

:curt ruled that the bill would be unconstituti-ral:and the

ilo',fernor vetoed it.

On July 16, 1973 the Supreme Judicial Court reviewed

three suits involving the use of a new $24,000,000, ten -story

building on Avenue Louis Pasteur, due to open in September

1973. this tower facility was constructed as part of a plan

to alleviat,, racial imbalance in high schools and accordingly
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qualified for increased state financial assistance, 65% of

the cost instead of the usual 40%. It was originally planned

for occupancy by English High School, but on April 23, 1973
6

the committee voted to use it for Girls Latin School. The

court enjoined the committee from turning the facility over

to Girls Latin.

The committee's next case challenged the beard's plan

for racial balance which had grown out of the hearings.

Noting the committee's complete inaction since those hearings,

the court reject,.d challenge, putting the committee on

notice that the time for testing the statute had passed, and

it was time for implementation. School Committee of Boston'

v. Board of Education, 1973 Mass. Adv. Sh. 1315 (Oct. 29, 1973).

On November 14, 1973 a single justice of the Supreme

Judicial Coll::: ordered the committee to file with the board

a octliied *in for ip.ol.71t-ation of the board's order. On

DecemLer 1973 the c(rmitteq filed two documents with the

board, whi-h qn Decemh-r 2r), 197 3 disapproved of portiops of

both and ore,red that ,ccific steps be taken to insure im-

plementation in Septemcy-r .;17 1376. On January 4, 1974 the

board filed a petition qenking judicial enforcement of its

orc'rs. On January 9, 1174 the committee represented to the

single justice that it would comply and the justice accord-

ingly adjourned the hearing until January 16, 1974, the day

after the de for compliance. The justice on that date

det'rmined that the cimt%%ee had not complied with the board's

order and ordered compliance by January 21, 1974. Board of

-Education v. School Cfmmit:-ee of Boston (January 16 1974).
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it was time for implementation. School Committee of Boston

v. Board of Education, 1973 Mass. Adv. Sh. 1315 (Oct. 29, 1973).

On November 14, 1973 a single justice of the Supreme

Judicial. ordered the committee to file with the board

a nctlilnd -!An for iNnlemnnration of the board's order. On
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The sulrwli,:tri.: this episode are set out more

full, xnfra
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1 March 16, 1974 the board again petitioned, the

Supreme Judicial Court for further enforcement of its orders

on the basis of the-committee's responses subsequent to the

January 16, 1974 order entered by a single justice of the

court. The court again found that the committee had not com-

plied with ti' board's orders and that it had not complied

fully with the court's order, and stated that several of the

committee's submissions manifested a continued attempt to

delay implementation of the racial balance plan. Board of

Education v. School Committee of Boston, 1974 Mass. Adv. Sh.

(Mar. 22, 1974).

On April 17, 1974 a single justice of the court entered

a further order that the committee comply with other detailed

board orders. With respect to the plan for balancing Boston's

schools in September of 1974, the order specifically required

that staff assignments be completed by May 1, 1974, that the

staff be officially notified of those assignments by May 15,

1974, and that the safety and transportation plan for students

be completed, adopted by the committee, and submitted to the
7

board by May 15, 1974.

At several times during the course of the proceedings

in this court, the city defendants have advanced the theory

that the committee has been found to bb in literal compliance

with the Racial Imbalance Act by the state courts; that there

7

Recent political developments, however, may nullify
the plan formulated under orders of the Supreme Judicial
Court and steps taken by the city defendants to carry it
out. On Aprik 29, 1974 the Massachusetts legislature passed
a bill repeolinr; the Racial Imbalance Act. On M.ly 10, the
Governor vet-oA the bill but proposed amendments to the
Act whict- 2 -2 it.
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Recent political developments, however, may nullify
the plan formulated under orders of the Supreme Judicial
Court and steps taken by the city defendants to carry it
out. On April 29, 1974 the Massachusetts legislature passed
a bill repealing the Racial Imbalance Act. On May 10, the
Governor svehaA the bill but proposed amendments to the
Act whic!, .% ' 2 a -r,..t2 it.
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restrictions in the Act and in interpretive decisions

Limiting the measures which school committees may take in

alleviating imbalance; and that consequently, since the

ccmmittee has done all that it could under the Act, the

state law itself and the state defendants are responsible

for racial segregation in Boston.

This theory of the city defendants must be rejected

on several grounds: (1) Boston is only now on the thresh-

hold of real compliance with the 1965 statute as a result

of numerous beard orders and a series of unfavorable court

decisions. (2) The record in this case simply will not

support a finding that the city defendants saw themselves

rnlight_ on the horns of the legal dilemma of choosing between

fidelity to state law or to federal constitutional principles,

and in good faith chose to follow state law. (3) Even if

they had done so,.assuming a conflict, their choice would

not have been constitutional. (4) The premise underlying

the city defendants' theory, viz., that the Racial Imbalance

A.t and the Constitution of the United States are in conflict,

is plainly srecious. As to the facial validity of the Act,

ve subscribe bct-h to the Supreme Judicial Court's conclusion

constitutionality and its observation,

"It would be the he of irony if the racial
imbalance act, enac e as it was with the laudable
purpocr rf achieving equal educational opportuni-
ties, should, by prescribing school pupil alloca-
tions Lased on race, founder on unsuspected shoals
in the Fourteenth Amendment." School Committee of
Boston v. Board of Education, 1967, supra at 698.

As to any constitutional attack on the Act as applied, Boston's

7,re.cnt racial segregation is hardly the result of the. city
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and in good faith chose to follow state law. (3) Even if
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the city defendants' theory, viz., that the'Racial Imbalance

Act and the Constitution of the United States are in conflict,

is plainly specious. As to the facial validity of the Act,

we subscribe both to the Supreme Judicial Court's conclusion

cf constitutionality and its observation,

"It would be the height of irony if the racial
imbalance act, enacted as it was with the laudable
purpose of achieving equal educational opportuni-
ties, should, by prescribing school pupil alloca-
tions based on race, founder on unsuspected shoals
in the Fourteenth Amendment." School Committee of
Boston v. Board of_Education, 1967, supra at 698.

As to any constitutional attack on the Act as applied, Boston's

t)rc-ent racial segregation is hardly the result of the city

dc47endants' having complied with the state statute. Indeed

It IS /list The
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Federal Administrative Frgceedings,

The city defendants hiVe also encountered administrative

sanctions by the federal government for alleged violations

of the Civil Rights Act of 1964: alleged discrimination

on the basis of race. At issue in federal administrative

proceedings are many millions of dollars in federat funds
8

in a wide variety of educational aid programs.

Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA),

Title I, 20 U.S.C. §§ 241a-244
1971 - $6,105,501
1972 - $8.817,298
1973 - $5,928,429

Federal Assistance for Education of Handicapped

Children under P.L. 89-313, Amendmentto Title I,

ESEA
1972 - $24,000
1973 - $21,000

School Library Resources, ESEA, 20 U.S.C.

821-827
1971 - $124,997
1972 - $145,371
1973 - $145,371

Supplementary Educational Centers and Services

ESEA Title III, 20 U.S.C. §§ 841-848

1971, - $576,984
1973 - $559,494

Education of. Handicapped Children, Title VI,

ESEA, 20 U.S.C. §§ 871-880'
1971 $41,231
1972 - $33,645
1973 - $89,345

Strengthening Instruction in Critical Subjects,

Title III NDEA, 20 U.S.C. §§ 441-444
1971 - $105,029
1972 - $100,914

Vocational Education, Vocation Education Act of

1963,- 20 U.S.C. §§ 1241-1355, 1391
1971 - $228,080
1972 - $176,046,
1973 - $455,836
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8
Some of these federal programs have recently been

reduced or eliminated, but the funds withheld may still be

attmined if 8,c,s-tert is found to be in compliance with a

final aesegTertion order. 42 U.S62.§ 2000(d)-5.
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School Assistance in Federally Affected Areas,
201U.S.C. §§ 236, 240

1971 - $611,072
1972 - $643,976
1973 - $600,000

Education Professions Development Act, 20 U.S.C.
§ 1091, P.L. 90-35, B2

1972 - $100000
1973 - -$120,000

Grants to Strengthen State Departments of Education,
'Title V, ESEA, 20 U.S.C. § 862

Children of Migratory Workers, 20 U.S.C. §§ 241c(a)(b),
241e(c)

Guidance, Counseling and Testing, Title V-A, NDEA,
20 U.S.C. §§ 481-485

School Construction in Federally- Affected Areas,
P.L. 81-815, 20 U.S.C. §§ 641-645

Teacher Corps, 20 U.S.C. §§ 1101-1107a

Drop-Out Prevention, 20 U.S.C. § 887

Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, Title III, Com-
munity Action Programs -.Special Programs and
Assistance: Head Start and Follow-Through,
42 U.S.C. § 2809

Area Redevelopment Act, Sectiori,241, 42 U.S.C.
§ 261,0a

Emergency School Assistance Program, 45 C.F.R. 181

Strengthening Instruction in the Humanities,
20 U.S.C. §§ 951, 952, 961'

Cooperative College - School Science Program,
20 U.S.C. § 1861

By letters dated November 30, 1971 and June 2, 1972 the

Office of Civil Rights of the Department of Health, Education

and Welfare (HEW), pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 2000d-1, attempted

unsuccessfully to secure voluntary compliance with the federal

Act. On June 2, 1972 consolidated compliance proceedings

were begun with HEW, the National Science Foundation, and the

Department of Hcusing and Urban Development (HUD) participating.
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34
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Since then federal funds in the abo,,e-listed amounts, and

more, have'been withheld from the public schools of Boston

pursuaht to 42 U.S.C. § 2000d-1. After notice and extensive

pre-hearing proceedings, the hearing began on September 19,

1972 and continued until October 5, 1972. Following the

filing of briefs and oral arguments, Administrative Law

Judge Ring made his initial decision finding the city defen-

dants in violation of the federal statute. In the Matter of

Boston Public Schools, March 2, 1973. Judge Ring's decision

was affirmed, with minor exceptions, by the final reviewing

authority in HEW, In the Matter of Boston Public Schools,

April 19, 1974, which found, with HUD's concurrence, that

the city defendants have been guilty of de jure segregation.

The federal officials determined that Boston had, by

persistent continuing segregative practices, intentionally

created a dual school system. Included in these practices

were the creation of the middle school system With feeder

patterns into and out of those schools and the complementary

attendance options of open enrollment and later controlled

transfers with assorted exceptions. The city defendants'

practices with respect to the McCormack, Thompson, Michel-

angelo, Lee and other schools were found to have purposefully

9

created segregated schools.

The Boston School District in General

The Boston school system, whose boundaries are coterminous

with those of the city, is headed by a five-member school

committee elected at large by the voters of Boston. There is

alsoL2a7,:board fsuperintendents_consistingof the superintendent,
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authority in

o

in HEW, In the Matter of Boston Public Schools,

April 19, 1974, which found, with HUD's concurrence, that

the city defendants have been guilty of de ,jure segregation.

The federal officials determined that Boston had, by

persistent continuing segregative practices, intentionally

created a dual school system. Included in these practices

were the creation of the middle school system With feeder

patterns into and out of those schools and the complementary

attendance options of opera enrollment and later controlled

transfers with assorted exceptions. The city defendants'

practices with respect to the McCormack, Thompson, Michel-

angelo, Lee and other schools were found to have purposefully
9

created segregated schools.

The Boston School District in General

The Boston school system, whose boundaries are c^terminous

with those of the city, is headed by a fivemember school

committee elected.at large by the voters of Boston. There is

also a board of superintendents consisting of the superintendent,

9

While the HEW proceedings have paralleled this case,

our findings are independent of the findings of the federal

administrative agencies.

- 16-
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who is the chief school administrator, deputy superintendent,

associate superintendents and the business manager. Each

member of the board, which advises the superintendent, is

in charge of a department. These departments include school

operations, educational planning in which there is an edu-

cational planning center, personnel, staff training and

development, special services, curriculum and inspection,

and the business department. Each assistant superintendent

is in charge of a portion of BostOn known ab a district.

A district contains all levels of sal-tools.

The school system is funded through a complicated

statutory formula, applicable only to Boston, which allows

the school committee to appropriate the great bulk of the

'system's funding but requires the Boston city council to

appropriate another portion upon the request of the school

committee and the recommendation of the Mayor. The committee

also ladks autonomy in selecting sites and contracting for

the construction of new schools, as to which final responsi-

bility lies with the Public Facilities Commission, an

independent agency of the city.

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts traditionally has

'exercised little authority over the day-to-day operation of

local school districts. The role of the state departMent of

education, which is under the supervision of the state board

of education, with respect to local scholol systems is largely

supportive--providing a communication and information center,

specialized services and planning. The chief administrator

for elementary and secondary education within the department

czaircmi 1r1( o f___
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statutory formula, applicable only to Boston, which allows

the school committee to appropriate the great bulk of the

system's funding but requires the Boston city council to

appropriate another portion upon the request of the school

committee and the recommendation of the Mayor. The committee
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exercised little authority over the day-to-day operation of

local school districts. The role of the state department of
f ;

education, which is under the supervision of the state board

of education, with respect to local school systems is largely

supportive--providing a communication and information center,

specialized services and planning. The chief administrator

for elementary and secondary education within the department

is the commissioner of education. The primary authority of
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the department is in the promulgation of educational stan-

dards: minimum school day lengths, minimum number of days

in a school year, professional standards, maximum pupil-

teacher ratios, ages for school attendance, nutritional

standards, minimum educational standards, minimum building'

standards, etc. The,department has two other' important

responsibilities, the distribution of federal and state aid,

see Mass. G.L. c. 15, §16, and the superviSion of the Racial

Imbalance Act, id, at § 1I. One other provision should be

specifically noted.

"The board shall see to it that all school com-
mittees comply with all laws relating to the
operation of the public schools and in the event
of noncompliance the commissioner/of education,
shall refer all such cases to the attorney gen-
eral of the commonwealth for appropriate action
to obtain compliance." Id. at §, 16.

While this division of authority between the state department

of education and local school committees may be traditional,

preferred; and .most politically feasible, it is not required.

'

The state has the authority, if the legislature should so

enact, to take education out of the hands of local officials

completely. Thus local officials derive all of their authority

from the state ultimately.

Boston, one of the oldest cities in the country, retains

much of its colonial layout, particularly in the downtown

area. Bays and rivers and the street layout of the city have

to some degree isolated some sections. The Charlestown and

East Boston areas, surrounded by the Atlantic ocean and the

Charles and Mystic rivers, are north o!= the center and have

I illitS_Iii1J=ILJaaLlnnal.2.1:___It9P-Igh.13d§t°n area has
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preferred, and most politically feasible, it is pot required.

The state has the authority, if the legislature should so

enact, to take education out of the hands of local officials

completely. Thus local officials derive all of their authority

from the state ultimately.

Boston, one of the oldest cities in the country, retains ,

much of its colonial layout, particularly,in the downtown

area. Bays and rivers and the street layout of the city have

to some degree isolated some sections. The Charlestown and

East Boston areas, surrounded by the Atlantic ocean and the

Charles and Mystic rivers, are north of the center and have

limited access to Boston proper. The South Boston area has

40
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less of a restriction on access, but remains a distinct

section of the city. As in other places, political

boundaries have also isolated one segment of the city.

Thus, the Brighton - Allston area to the west, while easily

accessible, is cut off politically from the rest of the

city by the, Town of Brookline except for a narrow connecting

strip of Boston along the south bank of the Charles River.

The Boston school system was at one time a system of

districts, subdivisions of the city, which funneled students

from elementary schools through district junior high schools

to district high schools. Boston has also had citywide

schools for many years. These' originally fell into two

categories, special examination schools and citywide trade

schools. The special examination schools were Boston Latin

and Girls Latin for college preparatory work, and Boston

Technical for technical and trade work. The citywide

-
trade schools were Boston Trade and Girls Trade, with no

examination required for admission. In addition to these

trade schools special prograiys such as auto mechanics,

upholstery and electricitywere offered at the various dis-

trict high schools and open to students throughout the city.

From this basic organization the Boston school system has

evolved into a complex maze of patterns, policies and types

of schools--with various exceptions to all of these--which

has completely changed the original district design.

At present Boston has mismatched modes of grade pro-

gression through the school system, as follows: 8-4; 5-4-4;

and 6-3-3. This system is further complicated by the possi-
_
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and Girls Latin for college preparatory work, and Boston

Technical for technical and trade work. The citywide

trade schools were Boston Trade and Girls Trade, wtih no

examination required for admission. In addition to these

trade schools special programs such as auto mechanics.,

upholstery and electricity were offered at the various dis-

trict. high schools and open to students throughout the city.

From this basic organization the Boston school system has

evolved into a complex maze of patterns, policies and types

of schools--with various exceptions to all of these--which

has Completely changed the original district design.

At present Boston has mismatched modes of grade pro-

gression through the school system, as follows: 8-4; 5-4-4;

and 6-3-3. This system is further complicated by the possi-

bility of transferring, or being transferred, from one
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progression into another. With the exception of special

examination schools and trade programs, the moving of

students who graduate from one school into, the next level

school accomplishes by feeder patterns. A feeder pattern

channels students from one or more schools in one level

into one or more schools at another level. Feeder patterns,

as distinguished from the intra-district progression method,

began to be the priMary method of funneling students in

1967-68 when the grade system was changed by the introduction

of middle schools. Aftcr the opening of four middle schools,

a plan for the convexbion of the entire system to this grade

design has apparently been abandoned or postponed indefinitely.

Boston's schools at the middle, junior and senior high

levels now obtain students from large parts of the city.

Some students, such as those in South Boston, East Boston,

and Charlestown, still move through schools in those areas'

as if they were district schools; however, their schools

also serve large numbers of students from other parts of the

city.

At present three. of Boston's high. schools admit students

by examination; Lour others admit students from all parts

of the city; three admit students fromspecified districts

as well as from all parts of the city; eight admit from

sp:Icified districts, except that eligibility for their

vocational training ?rograms is citywide. The junior high

and middle schools have equally complex methods of filling

theit classrooms.

As for elementary schools, the city has a complex maze

of single senool lnd multi-school districts which vary widely
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characterized as neighborhood schools. District lines re-

quire some students to travel many blocks to a school when

there is another school much closer, but on the other side

of that district line. In multi-school districts, students

at least when enrolling for the first time have a complete'

option as to which school to attend and often walk past one

en route to another. Some elementary schools, communi y

schools and magnet schools are further affected by other

programs. Community schools have been designed and con-

structed with a view to, involving the nearby community and

their facilities are available to adults after school hours:

Some have swimming pools and other athletic facilities and

all provide meeting places for community organizations. There

are nine such elementary schools and one junior high, the

Cleveland. Magnet schools, of which there are four, have

districts which are smaller than would be normal for their

capacities. The idea is that students from outside of the

di;trict and outside of the city will be attracted to attend

them in order to take special courses. Two, Trotter and

Hennig2n, were built in non-white neighborhoods. Whites

-q.trleted to these schools were supposed to fill vacant seats

ifter students residing in the district were seated.

Three schools, an elementary (Trotter), a junior high

(Ie,.,is) and a senior high (Copley Square), comprise a so-

Lallf,d model 4omonstration subsystem. Until federal funds

cut off, they received approximately 30%, 40% and 50%

respe,cti 'Ply of their financing from the federal government
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20 §§ 241a-244, because of special programs designed

to aid disadvantaged children of parents receiving Aid to

Families with Dependent Children. Eligible white students

from outside Boston, from between 15 to 20 suburban com-

munities,,are bused at no charge to and from these schools.

Approximately one-third. of Boston's students, a large

majority of whom are in high school, use buses or other

public transportation Lb travel to and from school. Approxi-
,

mately 3,000 elementary students are transported at city

expense, most of whom attend schools over a mile away from

their homes. In Charlestown some elementary students who

live less than a mile from school are bused for safety reasons.

Other elementary students are bused several miles, e.g., from

the Dearborn district in Roxbury to the North End and East

Boston; others from the South End to Brighton. The three

examination high schools, sometimes called the "elite schools",

were served in the school year 1971-72 by a combined total

of 63 buses on 35 routes. Many other students travel between

distant parts of the city.

Two programs for transporting black pupils to predom-

inantly white schools were started by black parents as private

projects and later financed by the state. One, called Exodus,

buses blacks within the city; at its peak in 1969 it handled

1,100 pupils, a figure reduced to 170 in 1972. The other,

which storied in 1966 and is called Metco after its sponsor

the Metropolitan Council for Educational Opportunities, takes

black pupils to schools in the suburbs; the number transported

has increased steadily and now totals approximately 1,650.
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the Dearborn district in Roxbury to the North End and East

Boston; others from the South End to Brighton. The three

examination high schools, sometimes called the "elite schools",

were served in the school year 1971-72 by a combined total

4)f 63 buses on 35 routes. Many other students travel between

distant parts of the city.

Two programs for transporting black pupils to predom-

inantly white schools were started by black parents as private

projects and later financed by the state. One, called Exodus,

buses blacks within the city; at its peak in 1969 it'handled

1,100 pupils, a figure reduced to 170 in 1972. The other,

which started in 1966 and is called Metco after its sponsor

the Metropolitan Council or Educational Opportunities, takes

black pupils to schools in the suburbs; the number transported

has increased steadily and n w totals approximately 1,650.
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The Degree of School Segregation

The Boston public schools are characterized by heavy

concentrations of black pupils in some schools and heavy

concentrations of white pupils in other schools. As of the

1971-72 school year, during which this action was filed,

approximateli 96,000 students were enrolled in the system,

of whom about 59,300, or 61%, were white; 30,600, or 32%

were black; and 6,500, or 770, were other minorities. This

overall ratio, which still exists, is far out of line with

the ratios in most of the system's schools. Eighty-four

percent of Boston's white students attend schooli that are

4

more than 80% white; 627 of the black students attend schools

that are more than 70% black. At least 80% of Boston's schools

are segregated in the sense that their racial compositions

are sharply out of line with the racial composition of the

Bost_m public school system as a whole. .Johnson v. San

Francisco Unified School District, N.D. Cal. 1971, 339 F.Supp.

1315, 1329. See also Swann v. Board of Education, 1971,

402 U.S. 1, 25-26. Racial segregation permeates schools in

all areas of the city, all grade levels, and all types of

schools.

Boston has eighteen high schools. 'Only one, Boston High,
4

which features a work -study program, reflects the racial com-

position of the student population in the Boston school system.

Only one other, Brighton High, is within 10% of that makeup.

Five high schools are in excess of 90% white. Three others

are 85% white. Two high schools are 90% black and have a
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percent of Boston's white students attend schools that are

more than 80% white; 62% of the black students attend schools

that are more than 70% black. At least 80% of Boston's schools

are segregated in the sense that their racial compositions

are'sharply out of line with the racial composition of the

Boston public school system as a whole. Johnson v. San

Francisco Unified School District, N.D. Cal. 1971, 339 F.Supp.

1315, 1329. See also Swann v. Board of Education, 1971,

402 U.S. 1, 25-26. Racial segregation permeates schools in

all areas of the city, all grade levels, and all types of

schools.

Boston 'has eighteen high schools. Only one, Boston High,

which features a work-study program, reflects the racial com-

position of the student population in the Boston school system.

Only one ether, Brighton High, is within 10% of that makeup.

Five high schools are in excess of 90% white. Three others

are 85% white. Two high schools are 90% black and have a

white student population of 2% or less. Four others have a

more than 50% black composition: 52%, 66%, 66% and 75%.
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The two remaining high schools have a combined black and

other-minority enrollment in excess of 55%. This pattern

persistsat specialized schools: Boston Latin and Girls

Latin, special ekamination schools for college preparatory

work, are 93% white and 89% white respectively. The trade

schools in Boston are similarly segregated: Boston Technical,

84% white; Boston Trade, 66% black; and Girls Trade, 75% black.

A similar pattern obtains in the junior high and middle

schools. Boston's four middle schools are 94% black, 867

black, 72° black, and 63% black. Of fifteen junior highs,

six are ver 90% white, one is 887 white, one 81% white.

Three ju for highs are 95% black. Only the Edison and Taft

junior highs approach the racial makeup of the school system,

but they miss that by 10% and 20% black shortages respectively.

Boston has ten elementary schools ending in grade eight.

Five have enrollments -eater than 82% white; one is 94% black;

another, a combination of "fl% black and 15% other-minority.

Two others are more than 60% black and other minorities. The

other 140 or st elementary schools in the city, in which the

highest grades are fifth or sixth, have similar-compositions.

Sixty-two are less than 5% black; thirty-two are 85% or more

black. The remaining elementary schools also have attendance

ratios sharply out of line with the racial makeup of the

school system. Only five of these approximately 140 elementary

schools, Marshall, Taylor, Barrett, Stone and Curley, have a

racial composition within ten percent of the citywide 61:32 ratio

of whites to blacks.
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Five have enrollments greater than 82% white; one is 94% black;

another, a combination of 78% black and 15% other-minority.

Two others are more than 60% black and other minorities. The

other 140 or so elementary schools in the city, in which the

highest grades are fifth or sixth, have similar compositions.

Sixty-two are less than 5% black; thirty-two are 85% or more

black. The remaining elementary schools also have attendance

ratios sharply out of line with the racial makeup of the

school system. Only five of these approximately 140 elemeatary

schools, Marshall, Taylor, Barrett, Stone and Curley, have a
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Teachers are also

Bos'ton's black teachers

Eighty-one schools have

segregated Seventy-five percent of

are in scho is more than 50% black.

never had a back teacher.

The Boston public school system is thus characterized

by racial segregation. The defendants do not dispute this

central fact. The dispute, rather, is how e schools have

become and remained that way. The' court's pri ary task is

to detetmine whether the defendants have intent onally and

purposefully caused dr maintained racial segregation in

meaningful or significant segmenti of the Boston public

school system, in vikati n of the Fourteenth Amendment.

Keyes v. School DistriN .. 1, Denver, Colorado, 1973,

413 U.S. 189; Swann v. Board of Education, 1971, 402 U.S. 1;

brown v. Board of Educatiork- 1954, 347 U.S. 483; Davis v.

School Dist. of ont'ac, c., E.D. Mich. 1970, 309 F.Supp.

734, aff'd 6 Ct.r.: 410 573, cert. denied, 1971, 404 U.S.

913. In makimythis determination, the court has analyzed

the defendan'ts' Conduct in six p:incipal areas, to be dis-

cussed separately, as folloks (1) facilities utilization

and new structures, (2) districting and redistricting,

Mfeederpatterns,(4) open enrollment and controlled

transfers, (5) faculty and staff and *(6) vocational and

examination schools.

I

Facilities Utilization and New Structures

The plaintiff and the defendants presented much evidence

pertaining to overcrowding, the use of portable facilities,

and new annexes and schools. The cruc:al evidence consisted

1 _ -.use-of-school -fac-il-i-ties_but



schOol system, in'violation of the Fourteenth Amendment.

Keyes v. School District No. 1, Denver, Colorado, 1973,

413 U.S. 189; Swann v. Board of Education, 1971, 402 U.S. 1;

Brown v. Board of Education, 1954, 347 U.S. 483; Davis v.

School Dist. of Pontiac, Inc., E.D. Mich. 1970, 309 F.Supp.

\
734, aff'd 6 Cir. 443 F.2d 573, cert. denied, 1971, 404 U.S.

913. In makin; this determination, the court has analyzed

the defendants' conduct in six principal areas, to be dis-

cussed separately, ,as follows, (1) facilities utilization

and new structures, (2) districting and redistricting,

(3) feeder patterns, (4) open enrollment and controlled

transfers, (5) faculty and staff and (6) vocational and

examination schools.

I

Facilities Utilization and New Structures

The plaintiff and the defendants presented much evidence

pertaining to overcrowding, the use of portable facilities,

and new annexes and schools. The crucial evidence consisted

not only of the decisions on the use of school facilities but

A
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also of the complex contexts in which these decisions were

made. Thus the planning, timing, educational justifications

and other factors all pertain to intent or purpose. The

effect of school officials' actions is more readily apparent.

The first relevant facet of the situation is the crowded

condition of some schools.

Overcrowding

The Boston system is oddly riddled-with groupings of

school facilities at each grade level .that are extremely

overcrowded. These overcrowded schools stand in stark contrast

to other facilities at all grade levels which operate far under

their capacity. Generally, the overcrowded schools are pre-

dominantly white and the under-utilized schools are predom-

inantly black. The following tablAs for the school year

1971-72 demonstrate this condition with several of the more

extreme situations in the high schools, junior highs and one

middle school:

Racial Makeup
Overcrowded Schools* B% OM% 14%

Charlestown High 2.0 6.6 91.4

Dorchester High 52.2 1.1 46.8

Hyde Park High 15.3 .7 84.1

Roslindale High 5.1 1.6 93.3

South Boston High 0 .7 99.3

Cleveland Jr. High 7.1 1.8 91.2

Gavin Jr. High 1.8 1.8 96.4

Rogers Jr. High 3.3 .4 96.3

Underutilized Schools*

Boys Trade 66.5 6.9 26.6

English High 66.7 8.5 24.8

Girls Trade 74.9 5.1 20.0

Girls High 91.7 5.8 2.5

Jeremiah Burke High 89.0 10.1 .9

King Middle School 94.4 5.4 .2

Timilty Jr. High 95.0 3.1 1.8

',7r..rcravded signifies a school with substantially more students
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In some instances this overcrowding has been extreme, e.g.,

South Boston High, all-white, was overenrolled by 676 students

in the 1971-72 school year. In contrast, Girls High, 927 black

level.

was underenrolled by 532 places.

These patterns are also

Identifiably Black

observable at the elementary

Available Seats
1971-72 1970-71 1969-70

F. Brooks 108 88 107

Q. Dickerman 75 66 45

Mackey 83 51 -

Bancroft 60 66

Williams 73 70

Carter Temporary 79 -

Dudley 156 131

Bacon 79 60

Dillaway 145 136

Hale 55 58

J. Bates 52 51 68

Lincoln 153 47 143

Enrollment Over Capacity.

Identifiably White 1971-72 1970-71 1969-70

Everett 126 138 153

Russell 27 48 18

Clap 68 76 52

O'Hearn 54 48 57

Hemenway 128 111 98

Mather 110 123 134

SouthwOrth 16 42 74

Cushing 29 95 42

Chittick 108 122 121

Longfellow 102 112 116

Overcrowding is educationally damaging partly because it

knowledged that fact. However, the defendants have responded

on at least one occasion to the problem of overcrowding with
\

...

strains the capacity of core facilities such as libraries,

classrooms, science laboratories and trade shops. The adverse

educational of overcrowding within a school facility

obviousare so obvious that we shall not discuss it further except
10

to note that by words and deeds the defendants often ..c-

know
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J. Bates 52 51 68

`Lincoln 153 47 143

Identifiably White

Enrollment Over Capacity
1971-72- 1970-71 1969-70

Everett 126 138 153

Russell 27 48 18

Clap 68 76 52

O'Hearn 54 48 57

Hemenway 128 111 98

-Mather 110 123 134

'Southworth 16 42 74

Cushing 29 95 42

Chittick 108- 122 121

Longfellow 102 112 116

Overcrowding is educationally damaging partly because it

strains the capacity of core facilities such as libraries,

classrooms, science laboratories and trade shops. The adverse

educational effects of overcrowding within a school facility

are so obvious that we shall not discuss it further except
10

to note that by words and deeds the defendants often ac-

knowledged that fact. However, the defendants have responded

on at least one occasion to the problem of overcrowding with

10

Where the word "defendants" is irimodifiedin these

findings, it refers only to the city defendants.
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actions contrary to sound educational practice. In alle-

viating overcrowding at Cleveland junior high, 917. white,

students were assigned to the already overcrowded and

relatively distant white South Boston High. There were

closer schools with available seats but these schools were

identifiably black. Similarly, when it would have reduced

racial segregation, the defendants ignored other opportunities

to decrease overcrowding by altering school assignments, viz.,

the group assignment and busing of black students to the Weld

school, nearly every use of portable classrooms and the opening

of the.Lee school.

While it would not always have been necessary, busing

was a viable alternative to overcrowding. Boston buses several

thousand school pupils. In June 1971 defendants proposed bus-

ing 4,000 inner city black students as much as fifteen to

twenty miles to suburban schools in exchange for an equal

number of white students from the suburbs. The defendants

rave not felt constrained by the busing restrictions in the

Racial Imbalance Act, Mass. G.L. c. 71, § 37D, which they cor-

rectly viewed as constraining state officials only.

Some evidence tended to show an explicit racial reason

for not relieving overcrowding. For example, Deputy Superin-

tendent Meagher did not consider assigning students from

overcrowded white schools to black schools with available

apace because he "thought it would create a problem" of white

parents protesting. Assistant Superintendent Griffith did

not favor such assignments because he knew that white parents
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school, nearly every use of portable classrooms And the opening

of the.Lee school.

While it would not always have been necessary, busing

was a viable alternative to overcrowding. Boston buses several

thousand school pupils. In June 1971 defendants propoied bus-

ing 4,000 inner city black students as much as fifteen to--
twenty miles to suburban schools in exchange for an equal

number of white students from the suburbs. The defendants

have not felt constrained'by the busing restrictions in the

Racial Imbalance Act, Mass. G.L. c. 71, f 37D, which they cor-

rectly viewed as constraining state officials only.

Some evidence tended to show an explicit racial reason

for not relieving overcrowding. For example, Deputy Suparin-
.

tendent Meagher did not consider assigning students from

overcrowded white schools to black schools with available

space because he "thought it would create a problem" of white

parents protesting. Assistant Superintendent Griffith did

not favor such assignments becwe he knew that white parents

were opposed to such transfers.
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On several occasions defendants pursued a policy of

reducing overcrowding when it would not affect the racial

composition of the schools involved, e.g., changing the

boundary lines of the Cleveland and Campbell (now King)

districts in 1959 and the Boardman district in 1964, housing

overflow students from English High in the Roosevelt and

Edison Schools from 1964 until 1970, assigning., blacks from

overcrowded schools to the Weld from 1970 until 1972, and

transporting the entire Kennedy school fourth grade to the

Boardman in 1969 due to overcrowding at the Kennedy.

Finally, the defendants deliberately dragged their feet

in formulating plans to lessen overcrowding as well as racial

imbalance generally. They constantly delayed the presenta-

tion of plans requested by the state board until the last

possible moment. For example, a plan to balance high schools

in South Boston,East Boston and Charlestown was under dis-

cussion at a school committee meeting on June 1, 1971 when

the superintendent stated, referring to the commissioner of

education, "If you'want my quick reaction to it, I'd hold

this plan in my back pocket until he demands it."

Thus the defendants have recognized the educational

hazards of overcrowding but have acted inconsistently on the

basis of the race of the students being harmed. The following

subdivisions deal specifically with affirmative acts of the

defendants related to overcrowding which we find intentionally

created or maintained racial segregation.
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in formulating plans to lessen overcrowding as well as racial
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created or maintained racial segregation.
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Portable Classrooms

Portable classrooms are semi-mobile, one classroom

buildings which are designed for quick temporary service

without large capital expenditures. Boston has used them

since the 1960's to alleviate the overcrowding of some

schools. The use of these facilities and the defendants'

contradictory statements regarding their use are highly

probative.

In 1967 the city placed 5,0 of these units at various

schools in the city. The following tables demonstrate how

they were used to alleviate overcrowding at predominantly

white schools:

Number of Schools Percentage Black Number of Portables

10 0 - 5% 24

4 5 - 15% 20

0 15 - 30% 0

2 30 - 50% 5

1 - 50 - 70% 1

0 70 -100% 0

In 1972-73 there were 46 in use and their location was

as follows:

Number of Schools Percentage Black Number of Portables

6 0 - 5% 26

4 5 - 15% 8

1 15 - 30% 3

2 30 - 50% 5

0 50 - 707 0

2 70 -100% 4

Portables were used to alleviate overcrowding when available

nonsegregative methods, such as changing district lines and

reassigning students, could have achieved the same result.

The use of these portables perpetuated the racial concentrations



schools in the city. The following tables demonstrate how

they were used to alleviate overcrowding at predominantly

white schools:

Number of Schools Percentage Black Number of Portables

10 0 - 5% 24

4 5 - 15% 20

0 15 - 30% 0

2 30 - 50% 5

1 50 - 70% 1

0 70 -100% 0

In 1972-73 there were 46 in use and their location was

as follows:

Number of Schools Percentage Black Number of Portables

6 0 - 57. 26

4 5 - 15% 8

-1 15 - 30% 3

2 30 - 50% 5

0 50 -70% 0

2 70 -100% 4

Portables were used to alleviate overcrowding when available

nonsegregative methods, such as changing district lines and

reassigning students, could have achieved the same result.

The use of these portables perpetuated the racial concentrations

present in both the overcrowded schools and the schools to

whicl- displaced students might have been sent.
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The city defendants' policy regarding the use of portables

has shifted back and forth, depending on whether their use

was proposed as a means of reducing segregation or of cor-

recting overcrowding at predominantly white schools. The

Kiernan Report recommended their use for the former purpose,

but in -June 1965.the.defendants decided against it because

portables had been proved to be, in Superintendent Ohrenberger's

phrase, "educationally undesirable." Simultaneously, however,

their use for the latter purpose was under consideration and

on September 13, 1965 the committee voted to place portables

in South Boston. According to the then chairman, a reason for

this was that "there would be no question regarding the racial

imbalance question." In February and June 1966 the state task

force on racial imbalance criticized plans submitted by the

committee for failing. to propose, among other things, the use
7

of portables to reduce racial imbalance. On June 2, 1966 the

committee again rejected the idea, with various members

raising objections of expense and parental opposition. But

on March 6, 1967, the committee approved the use of 38 new

portables to control overcrowding. Again in 1968, 1969 and

1971 the school committee declined to follow state board pro-

posals for the use of portables in the city's racial imbalance

plans for those years.

New Facilities

Boston has increased its seating capacity by the con-

struction of new schools, the building of annexes and the

acquisition and conversion to schools of such diverse structures

as a church, a synagogue, an automobile showroom, a bowling
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alley and a bathhouse. The ove'rwhelming effect of most of

these projects has been to increase racial segregation. The

following table shows the racial composition of these new

schools or annexes upon opening:

Facility

Racial Makeup upon Opening
School Year Opened* B% OM% W%,

Lewis Senior Annex 1967 ('67-'68 only) 98.6 0 1.4

Garrison Annex 1970 98.4 1.6 0

Paine Annex 1970 91.5 1.6 6.9

Weld 1970 (closed '72) 87.1 5.8 1.1

Bradford Annex 1969 81.2 9.4 9.4

Lewis Middle Annex 1970 ('70-'71 only) 79.1 .9 20.0

Tobin Annex. 19 69 74.6 14.5 10.9

Carter Temporary 1971 72.6 4.7 22.7

Kennedy Annex 1969 ('69 -'70 only) 60.7 15.2 24.1

Copley Square High 1968 56.3 3.0 40.7

Dorchdster Annex 1970 53.1 .5 46.4

Haley 1971 47.2 8.7 44.1

Boston High 1968 39.8 2.0 58.2

Hamilton Annex 1970 11.3 1.0 87.6

Georgetown Kd. 1970 (closed '72) 3.0 .4 96.6

Charlestown Annex 1971 2.0 6.6 91.4

Sumner Annex 1969 1.9 .9 97.2

Dean 1972 1.0 3.0 96.0

L Street Annex 1970 .7 2.3 97.0

Hart 1972 .5 8.3 91.2

*During the same period, three successive bilingual schools

were opened, all 100% other-minority.

Contrary to the command of the Racial Imbalance Act that "ft]he

prevention or elimination of racial imbalance shall be an ob-

jectiye in all decisions involving the selection of new school

sites", Mass. G.L. c. 71, § 37C, and that plans should detail

"proposed additions to existing school buildings", § 37D, the

defendants tonic the position that the effect on racial imbal-

ance was irrelevant to the planning of several of these new-

facilities. Significantly, many of the annexes that were

not subjected to state scrutiny, because constructed without

state financial aid of any sort, opened identifiably black.
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*During the same period, three successive bilingual schools

were opened, all 100% other-minority.

Contrary to the command of the Racial Imbalance Act that "[t]he

prevention or elimination of racial imbalance shall be an ob-

jective in all decisions involving the selectionof new school

sites", Mass. G.L. c. 71, § 37C, and that plans should detail

"proposed additions to existing school buildings", § 37D, the

defendants took the position that the effect on racial imbal-

ance was irrelevant to the planning of several of these new

facilities. Significantly, many of the annexes that were

not subjected to state scrutiny, because constructed without

state financial aid of any sort, opened identifiably black.

If state aid had been applied for when these facilities were
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being planned, the state board would routinely have inquired

about their probable impact on racial imbalanCe. Evidently

the defendants preferred not to have to respond to that type

of inquiry. From the percentages and circumstances already

described, and the specific episodes which follow, it is

apparent that, in the matter of facilities utilization and

new structures, the defendants were covertly resisting the

elimination of racial imbalance and endeavoring to perpetuate

racially segregated schools.

(a) The Weld School. This school, located in Roslindale,

were
where 98% of the residents/axk white, was opened in September

1970 after purchase from the Archdiocese of Boston for which

it had been a parochial school. For two school years, 1970-71

and 1971-72, it was used to relieve an overcrowded situation

in the 90% black Bradford-Walcott disrrtct a mile and one-

half away. There approximately 130 non-white students and

11 white students were selected mostly by lot and assigned

to the Weld, where they were joined by 14 students from the

vicinity who suffered from visual handicaps. Weld opened

87% black, 6% other-minority and 7% white. After commence-

ment of the instant action and objections by the state board,

HEW and representatives of the black community, Weld was

closed. It may be, as contended by defendants, that it was

planned from the start as a temporary facility. This does

not explain, however, why none of the regular, i.e., non-

handicapped, students from the neighborhood of Weld were

assigned to attend it. Moreover, nearly all of the 57 first

and second grade black pupils might have been assigned, with
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1970 after purchase from the Archdiocese of Boston for which

it had been a parochial school. For two school years, 1970-71

and 1971-72, it was used to relieve an overcrowded situation

in the 90% black Bradford-Walcott district a mile and one-

half away. There approximately 130 non-white students and

11 white students were selected mostly by lot and assigned

to the Weld, where they were joined by 14 students from the

vicinity who suffered from visual handicaps. Weld-opened

87% black, 6% other-minority and 7% white. After commence-

ment of the instant action and objections by the state board,

HEW and representatives of the black community, Weld was

closed. It may be, as contended by defendants, that it was

planned from the start as a temp'rary facility. This does

not explain, however, why none of the regular, i.e., non-

handicapped, students from the neighborhood of Weld were

assigned to attend it. Moreover, nearly all of the 57 first

and second grade black pupils might have been assigned, with
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no greater 11,convenience, to vacant seats in predominantly

white schools in the Sumner and Longfellow districts.

Parents of the black students were given no choice about

their children being bused distances of from one and a half

to two miles. Theretofore the defendants had adhered CO a

policy of busing only on a voluntary basis. The first

attempt by the defendants to ascertain the attitude of black

parents toward busing to Weld came in April 1972, three

months before the school was closed.

The defendants have argued that the reason for trans-
;

porting the Bradford-Walcott students to the Weld school

was to keep existing friendships intact. This argument

must be rejected because there is no evidence that this

reason was considered by the defendants before busing was

undertaken; -he evidence supporting it appears exclusively

in documents prepared after HEW and the state board charged

the defendants with discrimination in relation to the Weld

school.

(b) The Hennigan School. This new elementary school

was proposed in 1967 as part of Boston's first stage racial

imbalance plan and was built with 65% state financing as a

replacement for the Jefferson school which had a capacity of

500 students. One wing of the school was opened in 1971 with

302 students, 65% black, 10% other-minority and 25% white.

The school had a capacity of 1,080 students and was planned

to accommodate student residing in "e nearby Heath Street

housing project, 99% black, and white students to be recruited
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The defendants have argued that the reaspn for trrs-

porting the Bradford-Walcott students to the Weld sch9o1

was to keep existing friendships intact. This argument

must be rejected because there is no evidence that thi

reason was considered by the defendants before busing w\Fts

undertaken; the evidence supporting it appears exclusivlly

in documents prepared' after HEW and the state board charged

the defendants with discrimination_in relation to the Weld

school.

-(b) The Henniaan School. This new elementary school

was proposed in 1967 as part of Boston's first stage racial

imbalance plan and was built with 65% state financing as a

replacement for the Jefferson school which had a capacity of

500 students. One wing of the school was opened in 1971 with

302 students, 657 black, 10% other7minority and 25% white.

The school had a capacity of 1,080 students and was planned

to accommodate students residing in the nearby Heath Street

housing project, 99% black, and white students to be recruited

from outside the district. The defendants made no efforts to
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11

recruit white students for the 1971 opening. As a con-

sequence of its location and defendants' action, the school

was identified as tailored for black students. Thus in the

following year, the defendants distributed 50,000 recruiting

brochures but garnered only 50 white recruits. A three-day

"open house" in June 1972 was the last effort made by the

committee. The entire school opened in the fall'of 1972,

627 black, 13% other-minority and 25% white. There is no

justification for the defendants' reliance upon obtaining

white volunteer students rather than assigning white students

to the school. They argue now that failure of the efforts

to attract white volunteers to Hennigan could not have been

foreseen because, after all, white students voluntarily
12

enrolled in Trotter. But that was in 1969/. Times had

changed and local opposition to racial balancing was on the

rise. In 1971 negligible numbers of white students in the

Fifield and O'Hearn districts had volunt.ered to attend Lee.

The analogy also limps because of essential differences between

Hennigan and Trotter, which was the elementary school component

of the model demonstration subsystem to which white children

eof AFDC recipients were bused from all over the greater metro-

politan aree. The attendance of bla k students at the Hennigan

school was mandatory; its racial segregation upon opening could

not have come as a surprise.

11
When the state board protested, the defendants re-

sponded that the use of one wing for 302 students could not
be considered an "opening" of the school.

12
The defendants' oriOnal planning for Trotter, which

Is loclted_in_a_heavii _blackt_section of the city, did not__



white volunteer students rather than assigning white students

to the- schocd. They argue now that failure of the efforts

to attract white volunteers to Hennigan could not have been

foreseen because, after all, white students voluntarily
12

enrolled in Trotter. But that was in 1969. Times had

changed and local opposition to racial balancing was on the

rise. In 1971 negligible numbers of white students in the

Fifield and O'Hcarn districts had volunteered to attend Lee.

The analogy also limps because of essential differences between

Hennigan and Trotter, which was the elementary school component

of the model demonstration subsystem to which white children

of AFDC recipients were bused from all over the greater metro-

politan area. The attendance of black students at the Hennigan

school was mandatory; its racial segregation upon opening could

not have come as a surprise.

11

When the state board protested, the defendants re-
sponded that the use of one wing for 302 students could not
be considered an "opening" of the school.

12
The defendants' original planning for Tr.Dtter, which

is located in a heavily black section of the city, did not
include recruitment of white students. This feature was added
at the insistence of the state defendants on June 28, 1966
when it.became clear that otherwise Trotter would open racially
imbalanced.
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(c) The Lee School. This school was also proposed/as

pirt of the first stage racial imbalance plan and was,/lanned

to replace kindergarten through grade 5 of the Champlain,

,Ind Nightingale schools. Because its construction

v..as supposed to contribute to racial balance, the state paid

65% of its cost of over $7,000,000 pursuant to Mass. G.-L.

c. 15, § 1I. From the beginning the state board pressed the

school committee for assurances that the Lee would open

racially balanced. On June 1, 1971 the school committe

decided to include within the new Lee district approximately

350 white pupils then attending the Fifield and O'Hearn schools

but gave them the option of attending their former schools.

T'' is was done in the face of warnings by Mr. Coakley of the

city's Edu-ational Planning Center (EPC) that the option

would produce an imbalanced school. On Juiy 12, 1971 the

cpxmittee was presented with hard evidence that the Fifield-

O'Hearn option would produce an imbalanced Lee; it was told

elat no O'Hearn parents at all and the parents of only 37

Fifield pupils had indicated that they would send their

children to the Lee. To compel reconsideration, the state

board threatened to withhold state funds. So on August 23,

1971, barely two weeks before the beginning of school, the

committee eliminated the Fifield-O'Hearn option by a 3-2 vote.

Significantly neither the principal of Lee school, Miss Kelley,

who had worked many months to assure a successful opening,

nor the Fifield and O'Hearn parents were told of the August 23

vote.
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Opening day at Lee school, September 8, was chaotic.

Approximately 200 black students from the predominantly

black Franklin Field housing project nearby illegally regis-

tered by giving false addresses and occupied seats. The

Fifield and O'Hearn pupils registered at their former schools,

refusing to go to Lee. Confronted with this situation, the

.th

committee on September 17 scheduled a public meeting at the

O'Hearn school on September 21, and, with one member switching

his vote, reinstated the Fifield-O'Hearn option and allowed

the black sit-in pupil'S" to remain at Lee. The finding of

the Superior Court, to wfii-dh the defendants are bound, was

that "this vote was a m91asure of expedience in the face of

public furor." Boston School Committee v. Board of Education,

Suffolk Sup. Ct., No. 94254, at 42. We add that, to a large
13

extent, the crisis was of the committee's own making.

The defendants acted in such a way as to lead all parties

concerned to believe that it would not compel the Fifield and

O'Hearn pupils to attend Lee. It did virtually nothing to

encourage the parents of those students to send them to Lee,

even when it became inevitable that Lee would open racially

imbalanced if those students were not in attendande. The

intent of the defendants was apparent all along: they never

intended to take the initiative in seeing that Lee would open

racially balanced. The segregated consequences were clearly

foreseeable. .

Parenthetically, assignment of Fifield and O'Hearn pupils

to Lee would have alleviated overcrowding at those schools.

Educational considerations thus did not justify the defendants'

13
A r t... .. &A, .; c ,ar%rlex -1.n_Asol_ _thalzda-fendants_ _
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that "this vote was a measure of expedience in the face of

public furor." Boston School Committee v. Board of Education,

Suffolk Sup. Ct., No. 94254, at 42. We add that, to a large
13

extent, the crisis was of the committee's own making.

The defendants acted in such a way as to lead all parties

concerned to believe that it would not compel the Fifield and

O'Hearn pupils to attend Lee. It did virtually nothing to

encourage the parents of those students to send them to Lee,

even when it became inevitable that Lee would open racially

imbalanced if those students were not in attendance. The

intent of the defendants was apparent all along: they never

intended to take the initiative in seeing that Lee would open

racially balanced. The segregated consequences were clearly.

foreseeable.

Parenthetically, assignment of Fifield and O'Hearn pupils

to Lee would have alleviated overcrowding at those schools.

Educational considerations thus did not justify the defendants'

13
Although the crisis ended in 1971, the defendants

have still done nothing to redistrict Lee, which is now more
than 80% black.
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failure to advance integration at Lee. Moreover, the routes

from Fifield and O'Hearn were safe and no transportation

was necessary. Safety considerations thus did not explain

the school committee's actions.

The defendants have sought to justify their capitula-

tion of September 21 on the ground that the black pupils who

illegally registered at Lee were adamant about staying and

the Fifield-O'Hearn option was reinstated to prevent over-

crowding at Lee. This proffered theory is pure rationalization

and completely unsupported by contemporaneous evidence of the

reasons for the committee's action. Furthermore, permitting

the Fifield and O'Hearn pupils to return to their former

schools merely perpetuated overcrowding at those schools.

Finally, the defendants' suggestion that, but for the illegal

registration of 200 black students, they might-have raciutted

white students from other sections of the city to attend Lee

overlooks the fact that the recruiting season had ended as

of opening day.

(9 New English High School. In September 1973, English

High, which is located in the Back Bay Fens section of the

city near several colleges, hospitals and museums, was moved

next door into a new $24,000,000 facility ten stories high,

the first new high school opened in Boston in 35 years. The

transfer did not materially affect racial segreg tion. How-

ever, it came only after a single justice of the Supreme

Judicial Court had nullified a 3-2 vote of the school committee

awarding the facility to another high school, Girls Latin,

and the events leading up to it bear on the issue of defendants'
14
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reasons for the committee's action. Furthermore, permitting

the Fifield and O'Hearn pupils to return' to their former

schools merely perpetuated overcrowding at those schools.

Finally, the defendants' suggestion that, but for the illegal

registration of 200 black students, they might have recruited

white students from other sections of the city to attend Lee

overlooks the fact that the recruiting season had ended as

of opening day.

(d) New English High School. In September 1973, English

High, which is located in the Back Bay Fens section of the

city near several colleges, hospitals and museums, was moved

next door into a new $24,000,000 facility ten stories high,

the firSt new high school opened in Boston in 35 years. The

transfe 'id not materially affect racial segregation. How-

ever, it came only after a single justice of the Supreme

Judicial Court had nullified a 3-2 vote of the school committee

awarding the facility to another high school, Girls Latin,

and the events leading up to it bear on the issue of defendants'

intent.

14

In this instance "defcmdants" refers' to the city
le4en-lanto .)tier than the ne,a :upeintondan: of schoo_s, Leary,
who opposed the school committee's action.

60
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The nc.!: 1)uilding would accommodate roughly 2,000

Thu carolh;onts at both English and Girls Latin

were almost identical, just short of 1,200 students each.

The new building was designed and constructed to house

English, with special facilities for courses in business,

merchandising, electronics, carpentry, motor repair, and

othr cours,!s which would not fit the Girls Latin college

pcuparator:, curriculum. The new building was constructed

ith 65% state financial assistance under plans formulated

1`967 and 1968 to reduce racial imbalance. The single

justice found o all the evidence presented to him that the

f :endants made a commitment to the state board that English

uld be housed in the new tower facility upon its opening,
15

intended by their vote of April 23, 1973 to exclude

from the tower` facility upon its opening. Substan-

the same evidence was presented to this court when,

.jt-- trial, the case was reopened on plaintiffs' motion,

we agree with the state court's findings.

"T: die the school committee try to renege on its com-

e-° to the state? Plaintiffs contend that it was because

" co'ntosition of the student body at English had changed

approximately 20% black in 1967, when the new building

;,s planned, to over, $0% black in 1973 when, on the eve of

opening, it was awarded to Girls Latin, 89% white., Plain-

'Lffs have requested a finding that the committee placed the

idack students at English "in the position of what may be

scribed as second-class pupils", citing Lee v. Macon County

15
The material facts and background of the school

-
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.:endants made a commitment to the state board that English

,uld be housed in the new tower facility upon its opening,
15

11t intended by their vote of April 23, 1973 to exclude

-1-;lish from the tower facility upon its opening. Substan-

:ially the same evidence was presented to this court when,

the case was reopened on plaintiffs' motion,

ind we agree with the state court's findings.

'lly did the school committee try to renege on its com-

-.:-Ien-. to the state? Plaintiffs contend that it was because

composition of the student body at English had changed

--- approximately 20% black in 1967, when the new building

is planned, to over 80% black in 1973 when, on the eve of

lts opening, it was awarded to Girls Latin, 89% white. Plain-

tLffs have requested a finding that the committee placed the

clack students at English "in the position of what may be

.7!escribed as second-class pupils", citing Lee v. Macon County

15
The material facts and background of the school

-c-rmittee's vote are set forth in detail in the findings,
rulings and decree of the single justice dated July 16, 1973
n Bradshaw et al. v. Tierney et al., Suffolk County No. 73-91

Ea., and companion cases. The committee appealed to the full
wench but later withdrew its appeA,11.,

04
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Board of Education, 5 Cir. 1971, 448 F.2d 746, 754 n. 12

quoting Brice v. Landis, N.D. Cal. 1969, 314 F.Supp. 974,

978. Plaintiffs' requested finding raises a question

-..'hc,ther black:: ware cknied educational opportunity, cf.

Hobson v. Hanson, D. D.C. 1967, 269 F.Supp. 401, aff'd sub

nom. Smuck v. Hobson, D.C. Cir. 1969, 408 F.2d 175, which

we do not reach because the committee was enjoined by the

state court from carrying out its vote. The issue before us

is primarily one of segregative intent. On that issue, there'

is evidence that the defendants intended to keep English's

student body heavily black, and we so find.

As explained in the division of this opinion entitled

" Feeder Patterns", the rapid change from 20% to 80% black

in the racial composition of the student body at English,

which is undistricted, i.e., with students from all parts of

the city, was attributable in large measure to feeder patterns

knowingly implemented by the defendants. The new facility

had capacity for approximately 700 students in addition to

the number attending the old English; the committee had ad-

vised the state board that this excess capacity would be used

for white students, thus balancing it racially; and the head-

master and staff at English had developed courses and projects

,:hich would probably have made this goal attainable, especially

if combined with feeder pattern changes which the headmaster

recommended repeatedly but to no avail. After the committee's

vote awarding the new facility to Girls Latin, 89% white,

the ancient building which had been occupied by English was

razed and the defendants made no plans for housing English



is evidence that the defendahts intended to keep English's

student body heavily black, and we so find.

Ass explained in the division of this opini,n entitled

" Feeder Patterns", the rapid change from 20% to 80% black

in the racial composition of the student body at English,

which is undistricted, i.e., with students from all parts of

the city, was attributable in large measure to feeder patterns

knowingly implemented by the defendants. The new facility

had capacity 2or approximately 700 students in addition to

the number attending the old English; the committee had ad-

vised the state board that this excess capacity would be used

for white students, thus balancing it racially; a d the head-

master and staff at English had developed course and projects

which would probably have made this goal Attai able, especially

if combined with feeder pattern changes whic the headmaster

recommended repeatedly but to no avail. After the committee's

vote awarding the new facility to Girls Latin, 89% white,

the ancient building which had been occupied by English was

razed and the defendants made no plans for housing English

other than in ths building in Codman Square which had been
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occupied by Girls Latin. True, as argued here by the de-

fendants, the students at English were never formally

assigned to the building which would have been vacated

by Girls Lain; but as a practical matter there was no

alternative--the only word given the English headmaster

by his superiors was that English would be moved to that

building. The building at Codman Square, which incidentally

is almost as antiquated as the old English building, is

located on the border of a heavily black neighborhood. Had

English been sent there, it would have been more firmly

identifiable as tailored for the education of black

Districting and Redistricting

Districting denotes the drawing of geog-nuhicalbound-

Aries which will determine attendance zones for a given

school facility. In Boston, districting is a misnomer as

applied to high schools because their attendance is either

citywide or determined by feeder patterns geared to schools

rather than to gcograpIlical areas. Even high schools located

indefinite sPteions of the city, e.g., Brighton and Roslin-

dale, receive students on the basis of the intermediate

s'-hools from which they have graduated. Feeder patterns

taus control the cbmposition of the student bodies at
)

secondary schools; and, while they serve the same purpose

as the drawing of geographical boundaries, they will be dis-

cussed in subdivision III. Intermediate schools are all

districted geographically, although five of them also re-

ceive students by way of feeder patterns and there is at

least one instance JoLove.trannina_intezniediate_agh



identifiable as tailored for the education of blacks.

II

Districting and Redistricting

Districting denotes the drawing of geographical bound-
.

aries which will determine attendance zones for a given

school facility. In Boston, districting is a misnomer as

applied to high schoolS because their attendance is either

citywide or determined by feeder patterns geared to schools

rather than to geographical areas. Even high schools located

in definite sections of the city, e.g., Brigh-Jnand Roslin-

dale, receive students on the basis of the intermediate

schools from which they have graduated. Feeder patterns

thus control the composition of the student bodies at

secondary schools; and, while they serve the same purpose
a

as the drawing of geographical boundaries, they will be dis-

cussed in subdivision III. Intermediate schools are all

distritted geographically, although five of them also re-

ceive students by way of feeder patterns and there is at

least one instance of overlapping intermediate school

86
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districts. The student bodies at primary schools are

determined entirely on the basis of residence. Each level

of schools, intermediate and primary, obviously requires

districting of.its own.

Districting has much less to do with what school a

pupil will attend in Boston than it may in other communities.

This is because of practices which cut across district lines,

such as the controlled transfer policy with its several

loopholes, feeder patterns and specialized schools. Another

reason is the existence of multi-school districts at the

elementary level which_are administered by a district prin-
i

cipal and in which there are as many as six separate build-

ings in different parts of the district. Whether these

various features are unique to Boston was not indicated.

hovaver, they are not characteristic of most of the

public school systems kin Massachusettsl,

The defendants have not made districting changes which

brought about increased segregation where there was none

before, with the exceptiOn of districting changes pertaining

to certain fiftl- and sixth grades giving advanced work classes

leading to the three elite schools, which are too involve' to

warrant explanaticn here. Fowever the defendants have made

districting changes for the purpose of perpetuating racial

segregation, and fndings will be made about them. The bulk

of thc findings in thi; subdil.,sion will describe extreme

disparitte.,; in the racial composition of"adjacent districts

16

These advanced
grade si.r, were locat,d
sti.:utedy.juttackS" to the

classes, 15 for grad e five and 16 for
in twenty elementaryschools and con-
three examination schools,. Racial



reason s t e ex stence of multi-school ditricts at the

elementary level which are administered by a district prin-

cipal and in which there are as many as six separate build-

ings in different parts of the district. Whether these

various features are unique to Boston was not indicated.

Slurely, however, they are not characteristic of most of the

public school systemv'in Massachusettsl,

The defendants have not made districting changes which

brought about increased segregation where there was none

before, with the exception of districting changes pertaining

to certain fifth and sixth grades giving advanced work classes

leading to the three elite schools, which are too involve'il to
16

warrant explanation here. However the defendants have made

districting changes for the purpose of perpetuating racial

segregation, and findings will be made about them. The bulk

of the findings in this subdivision will deslpribe extreme

.\
disparities in the racial composition of adjacent districts

16 e

These advanced classes, 15 for grade five and 16 for
grade six, were, located in twenty elementary schools and con-
stitutedo"tracs" to the three examination schools. Racial
compositions were in evidence for 1970-71 and 1971-72. An
average total of 570 students were in these classes of whom
white students comprised more than 80%.
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and the aefendantst uncompromising cc:;istanee to redistricting

1..11 it w(,uld r.juc;,d racial :.egregation. Year after

year the defendants rejected proposals for redistricting

:arefully drawn with a view to Lessening racial imbalance

vihile at all times displaying awareness of the potential

racial impact of their actions. Despite intense pressure

frnm private groups and the state board, including the with-

holding of millions of dollars in state financial assistance,

the defendants defeated or evaded successive redisictilv,

proposals, for the pu.rpose of perpetuating the existing

segregated system.

Iu the Dorchester section of Boston, district lines at

the intermediate school level preserve a high/degree of

r:2ial segregation in adjacent districts. The following

iindings pertain to a cluster of eight dist;r:;cts, six for

junior high schools, one Cc.r an elementary school ending in

;ride eight, Pprkoan, and or for a middle school, Thompson,

w'Inse district overlaps portions of the Lewenberg district,

953 black, and the Wilson, 8l% white. The Holmes district,

957, black, whose easte-i and western district lines are near

he edges of the "black nerang", is adjacent on the east

to the Cleveland, 9l% white. To the south of the Holmes

and Cleveland districts are the Lewenerg district, 95% black,

the Wilson, 82 white, and the ThompJon, 63% black. The dis-

trict for Thompson, a middle school, is completely surrounded

by the Lewenberg district, 95% black, and the Wilson, 82%

white. Graphically the area is depicted roughly as follows:

90
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These districts shown in the map cover an area about three

miles from east to west and two miles north to south. Their

configuration results i, nearly the maximum possible amount

of racial isolation at these schools. Only small sections

of the district lines coincide with natural boundaries,

Blue Hill Avenue and a railroad track, and the latter runs

either overhead or under street level. A slight boundary

change between the Holmes and Cleveland districts would

decrease racial imbalance at both schools and would also

eliminate the situation now existing whereby pupils who are

within a few blocks of Holmes, 95°h black, must attend the

relatively distant Cleveland, 91% white. Portions of the

Wilson district, 81% white, are closer to Holmes jun4.or high,

95% black, and Lewenberl, 95% black, than to Wilson, 81% white.

Portions of the Lewenberg district are as close to Wilson

junior high as to the Lewenberg, and other portions of the

Lewenberg district are almost as close to Rogers junior high,

96% white, or Irving, 88% white, or even to Parkman, 83% white,

as they are to Lewenberg.. Parts of the Irving district are

three times as close to Lewenberg junior high as to Irving.

The feasibility of a Lewenberg to Rogers or Irving switch'is

corroborated by the school committee's ad hoc decision in

1972 which allowed several white elementary school graduates

who lived in the Lewenberg district to attend the predominarktly

white Irving or. Rogers junior highs rather than the predom-i

inantly black Lewenberg. The Thompson middle school district,
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63% black, was created in 1968 with the conversion of an

elementary school and was superimpose4 upon the predominantly

white Wilson and the predominantly black Lewenberg. The

effect of this districting was to provide students residing

in the eastern part of the Thompsondistrict with the option

of attending Wilson junior high, 817:, white, and those in the

western part of the Thompson district with the option of
17

attending Lewenberg junior high, 95% black.

The elementary schools in a portion of Boston stretching

from just south of South Boston, through Roxbury and into

Dorchester are districted with a similar effect: the pre-

dominantly black areas are cut away from the predominantly

white areas. The following map shows how the district lines

weave in and out with this effect; the broken line depicts

the dividing line between tie white and black elementary

districts.
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The elementary schools in a portion of Boston stretching,

fr'om just south of South Boston, through Roxbury and into

Dorchester are districted with a similar effect: the pre-

dominantly black areas are cut away from the predominantly

white areas. The following map shows how the district lines

weave in and out with this effect; the broken line depicts

the dividing line between the white and black elementary

districts.

17

The effect of teacher placement on choices such as
these will be discussed, infra.
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As shown in the map, on the west lie predominantly

black schools; the easternmost edge of their districts

coincides with this dividing line. Noticeably, the -pre-

dr' imintly white schools to the east arc located some di:.-

tahce away from the dividing line. The single exception

to this pattern of separation is Chdmplain, 94% black, and

that elementary school is practically on the district line.

There are no natural barriers which explain this north-south

dividing line; there is a railroad line which coincides with

parts of it, but the tracks are either elevated or below

/ street level. Moreover, the same railroad line runs through

the middle of at least six elementary school districts in

CJ..it vicinity: Northcross, Gibson, Wolcott-Bradford, Tileston,

Chittick and Lee.

Racial segregation of elementary students is facilitated

by another feature of the city's elementary school districts,

viz., ,multi- school districts. (If such districts, only six

hive significant numbers of students with different racial

b,l.ckgrounds and they are segrt4,4ted according to race at

particular schools within the districts. This is shown by

the following table in which the racial percentages are for

the school year 1971-72:

Parkman District

White

Parkman 82.6

Seaver 91.0

Haley 44.1

Sumner District
Sumner ,95.7

Philbrick 99.5

Other
Minority Black

/

9.2 81
.9 /' 8.1

8.7 47.2
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parts of it, but the tracks are either elevated or below
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Mendell District

White
Other

Minority Black

Fuller 72.4 16.5 11

Mendell 33 39.8 27.2

Roosevelt, T. 11.8 57.1 31.2

(Annex) .5' 3.2 96.2

Marshall District
Marshall 59.0 5.4 35.6

Stone 53.5 4.4 42.1

Champlain 1.1 4.8 94.1

Prince District
Prince 40 14.7 45.3

Faneuil 75.6 8.5 15.8

- Perkins .8 15.2 .... 84.0

Milmore 53.1 27.2 19.7

Rice-Franklin District
Bancroft . 57.9° 11.3 30.8

Mackey 15.2 47.1 37.7

As the table demonstrates, these multi-school districts

contain distinct racial clusters. Of the six schools in the

Sumner district, five are in excess of 90% white and the sixth
\\.\

is 81% black. By contrast, in the Mendell district the whites'

are noticeably concentrated in the Fuller school, while the

other two schools are predominantly black and other minority.

The schools in the other districts present slightly less

extreme examples, but the pattern is evident.

Redistricting, in the sense here discussed, must be fur-
/

they defined. First, it refers to redrawing of old boundaries

for old schools and is to be distinguished from new districting

necessitated-by the construction of new schools or by the

conversion of one type of school to a different type, e.g.,

a grammar to a middle. Secondly, it is a term used only with

reference to primary and intermediate schools. Secondary

schools have districts only derivatively, i.e., their student

c a An dp:rermined:_bm -the as-tricis_:of Lowe -r-_
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Rice-Franklin District
Bancroft */' 57.9 11.3 :30.8
Mackey 15.2 47.1 37.7

As the table demonstrates, these multi-school districts

contain distinct racial clusters. Of the six schools in the

Sumner district, five aze in excess of 90% white and the sixth

is 81% black. By contrast, in the Mendell district the whites

are noticeably concentrated in the Fuller school, while the

other two schools are predominantly black and other minority.

The schools in the other districts present slightly less

extreme examples, but the pattern is evident:

Redistricting, in the sense here discussed, must be fur-

ther defined. First, it refers to redrawing of old boundaries

for old schools and is to be distinguished from new districting

necessitated by the construction of new schools or by the

conversion of one type of school to1a different type, e.g.,

a grammar to a middle. Secondly, it is a term used only with

reference to primary and intermediate schools. Secondary

\

schools have districts only derivatively, i.e.,'their student

bodies are generally determined by the districts of lower

102
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level schools whose graduates are routed to them in accor-

dance with feeder, ,patterns, which are discussed in the next

division of this opinion. The redistricting of high schools

, is accomplished, in effect, by assigning and changing.,feeder

patterns. Thus in the present context redistricting means

changing attendance zones of existing elementary and inter-

mediate schools.

_On several occasions the school committee redistricted

when racial balancing was not involved: in 1959 the boundary

lines of the districts for Cleveland and Campbell (now King)

junior highs were altered for administrative reasons; between

1963-64 and 1969-70 the districts for ROOsevelt junior high

in Roxbury and Edison junior high in Brighton were changed to

douse an overflow of students from English high; and in 1969-70

the Boardman district was expanded to accommodate the entire

Cc)urth grade at Kennedy due to overcrowding. Between 1954

and 1966, the school committee made sixteen other districting

changes.

On at least one occasion the committee redistricted with

a view to perpetuating racial segregation. This occurred in

1968 when certain streets in the Cleveland junior high district,

91% white, were transferred to the Russell junior high district,

85% white, and to the South Boston high, 99% white. Approxi-

mately 150 students were affected by the change, which was

occasioned by overcrowding at Cleveland. At the time both

South Boston high and Russell were already overcrowded and

were further away from Cleveland than other schools with

nv liable seats., namely,_King_with 295 available seats, Burke



lines of the districts for Cleveland and Campbell (now King)

junior highs were altered for administrative reasons; between

1963-64 and 1969-70 the districts for Roosevelt junior high

in Roxbury and Edison junior high in Brighton were changed to

house an overflow of studenti from English high and in 1969-70

the Boardman district was expanded to accommod'te the entire

fourth grade at Kennedy due to overcrowding, Between 1954

and 1966, the school committee made sixteen other districting

changes.

On at least one occasion the committee redistricted with

a view to perpetuating racial segregation. This occurred in

1968 when certain streets in the Cleveland junior high district,

91% white, were transferred to the Russell junior high district,

85% white, and to the South Boston high, 99% white. Approxi-

mately 150 students were affected by the change, which was

occasioned by overcrowding at Cleveland. At the time both

South Boston high and Russell were already overcrowded and

were further away from Cleveland than other schools with

available seats, namely, King with 295 available seats, Burke

with 20 and Girls High with 568. However, these underutilized
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schools wen: predominantly black: king, Na; Burke,.0%; on
Girls' High, 91%. Assistant Superintendent Griffith testified

at the trial that redistricting of the King district to in-

elude stud,:nt.s from Lhe o\el:crd.:ded Cltn,c1;lod would "c:riainLy"

have been feasible, but he did not:' second it because he

"knew the attitude_ok the people in the area" and "white

parents did not wish their children in schools such as the

King and the Holmes, and possible in the Timilty", all of

which are predominantly black. Nor would safety hazards

have been involved in such a redistricting, at least any

more than those already encountered by students attending King.

On no occasion have the city defendants redistricted for

the- purpose of eliminating racial imbalance, although they

have many times been shown the way. The Kiernan Report,

filed in April 1965, proposed specific redistricting and was

largely ignored by the school committee. Following the city's

first census pursuant to the Racial Imbalance Act, Mass. G.L.

c. 71, § 37D, the board found that racial imbalance existed

in Boston and notified the school committee in writing,

thereby placing the committee under a legal duty to file a

plan which "shall detail the changes in exsiting school

attendance districts . . . ." .The committee's first plan

failed'to include any provisions.for redistricting and was

rejected by the board on February 24, 1966 for that and other

reasons. On April 12, 1966 the board voted to hold in escrow

state funds due Boston until a revised plan was filed and

accepted. In (--%.101.y 1966 the board engaged the services of

the Joint Center for Urban Studies of Harvard and MIT, which

pre-pa-re d --se vi-ra-l-Taltexn tiver.L.-re g-t
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in Boston and notified the school committee in writing,

thereby placing the committee under a legal duty to file a

plan which "shall detail the changes in exsiting school
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failed to include any provisions for redistricting and was

rejected by the board on February 24, 1966 for that and other

reasons. On April 12, 1966 the board voted to hold in escrow

state funds due Boston until a revised plan was filed and

accepted. In early 1966 the board engaged the services of

the Joint Center for Urban Studies of Harvard and MIT, which

prepared sevPrnl alternative redistrictin prnposnls, eicbt

for eiesitenia-ry schools 4'14 -thram for in.terkediato schoo.1S.
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In drawing up the proposals the Joint Center conferred

regularly with school committee personnel, including the

deputy superintendent of schools. Each prdposal would

h.lve substantially lessencd segre3.-Ition in the pauts of

the city shown in the maps, ante, and each was designed to

meet the following requirements:

1. No district should extend more than about
one-half mile from the school for grades
1 -3, or three - fourths mile from the school
for "grades 4-6. For junior high schools the

.\
maximum is 1 1/4 miles, unless public trans-

.

portation is available.

2. Each district should have a compact shape.

3. No child should walk past another school
serving his own grade on his way to his
assigned school.

4. No more than 30 children per academic class-
room should be allocated to any elementary
school involved in the redistricting, and
no more than 32 per academic classroom to a
junior high school. For schools having only
minor additions to their districts, the offi-
cial vacant seat count has been used in lieu
of this requirement.

5. No white child should be required to change
to a formally imbalanced school unless the
reassignment would eliminate racial imbalance
in that school, bringing it to 45 percent
nonwhite or less-.

Safety was considered. The proposals did not affect kifider-
,

gartens and did not involve any busing except the use of public

transit by scme junior high students. They were discussed by

the committee at a meeting on June 2, 1966 together with the

general problem of steps which might be taken to obtain the

release of the state funds being withheld. The transcript

of the meeting runs 125 pages and was received in evidence,

as were transcripts of many other committee meetings. A
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to a formally imbalanced school unless the
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Safety was considered. The proposals did not affect kinder-

gartens and did not involve any busing except the use of public

transit by some junior high students. They were discussed by

the committee at a meeting on June 2, 1966 together with the

general problem of steps which might be taken to obtain the

release of the state funds being withheld. The transcript

of the meeting runs 125 pages and was received in evidence,

as were transcripts of many other committee meetings. A
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majority of the committee were set against redistricting of
existing school districts in any form, for various expressed

reasons, mainly that it would accomplish relatively little
in alleviating racial ialbalancc., 1 g due mainly co

segregated housing patterns and could never be eliminated
18

anyway, and that transferred faculty and parents of

redistricted students would be bitterly opposed. There was

considerable talk about distances between schools, dangers

at street crossings, the educational unsoundness of over-

_ crowding, etc., as if the Joint Ce\nter proposals had ignored

these factors. But the basic issue was, in the words of one

member, "Either you believe in redistricting or you don' t

believe in it." At the meeting a stra'tegem evolved of trying

to satisfy the state board with a plan to combat racial im-

balance which would not include redistricting of existing

f$choolS, but would confine districting decisions to newlyag,.4

constructed schools. The committee agreed to propose a four-

point plan featuring new schools, an expansion of the Metco

pre.gram for exchanging black students from the city for white

students from suburban schools, an open enrollment policy and

compensatory programs including "sociological student-teacher

exchanges" and "multi-ethnic textbooks." Toward the close of

the meeting, the chairman, who believed that the funds withheld

by the state would never be released unless the city's plan

included some provision regarding redistricting and had kept

urging "a step forward, a good faith indication that we intend

18
While the deputy superintendent was explaining the

Joint Center proposals, one member asked incredulously,"'-. -4n a ifiti2i.-'-:122,to_thechiddrerLzvou_11.-ave-_-ta=igl-i.,-7.7:?
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While the deputy superintendent was explaining 'the
Joint Center proposals', one member asked incredulously,
"-- 1-/;an in aidi"ir'n to the children you have to shove

t-ichers all fv,,.1- the place also?"
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to comply with the law as they [the state board] interpret it",

made a motion that the supezinteu&nt be d'irecte'd to review

the Joint Center package and "extract from it thOse recom-

c iu ivo Zt " :";.!' t.)10

and will have.the effect of" minimizing racial imbalance.

The motion 14t by a vote of 3-2.

The four-point plan, somewhat modified, was formally

adopted by the connittee at its next meeting ar forwarded
1

to the board on June 13,, 1966. The board rejected it on

June 28. The ccamittee resubmitted it, unchanged, on July 6.

The board rejected it again on July 26. The /lines had been

drawn and, on°the matter of redistricting, the committee and

the board have been at swords' points; ever since. The board

continued to demand plans including reditricting and sought

to compel compliance by withholding stte financial assistance

and obtaining further proposals from the Joint Center. The

committee responded with lawsuits in the state courts to

compel release of the withheld funds and annual\bills in\the

state legisliLure, filed by committee members, to repeal the
19

Racial Imbalance Act. In the rhetoric of the committee,

redistricting became synonymous with abolition of the neighbor-

hood school, anathema to most parents and to be resisted at .

all costs.

19

Ac a committee mveting in March, 1970, the associate
superintendent reported to the committee concerning the pros-
pects of one such bill, "The only way we are going to get the
Lthalance bill repealedlet's face it - -is for blacks to be
up there to fight fur the repeal, which hasn't happened up to*--
this point yet. . . . I have told them that there will be n

,01

new schooLs in Roxbury in the Model City area in Roxbury
North Dorr!,.!:Pr the Irkal-w,0 L t l :, rep-l'ed."
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continued to dem4nd plans including redistricting and souet

to compel compliance by withholding state financial assistance

and obtaining further proposals from the Joint Center. The

co4imittee responded with lawsuits in the state courts to

compel release of the withheld funds and annual bills in the

state Legislature, filed by committee members, to repeal the
19

Racial Imbalance Act. It the rhetoric of the committee,

redistrictiog became synonymous with abolition of the neighbor-

hood school, anathema to most parents and to be resisted at .

all costs.

19

Ac a committee meeting in March, 1970, the associate
superintendent reported to the committee concerning the pros-
pectS of one such bill, "The only way we are going to get the
Imbalance bill repealedlet's face it--is for blacks to be
up there to fight for the repeal, which hasn't happened up- to
this point yet. . . . I have told them that there will be no
new schools in Roxbury in the Model City area in Roxbury and
Not-01 Dorester oHr:,,;:= the Imb,!1.111.o bil! ;4 rerwq!ed."
Ro::hury and ':orth Dorc'tester are heovily idoc4 residential

I a
a. a r- as.
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In other areas, the committee (14.d submit plans. In

1967, it adopted a plan for the construction of new schools

drawing pupils from more than one previously existing dis-

;:rict; .1% of in coanc.ci.t3n wW.1 tho

conversion of cei:t.lin gr,-.r1%3ar schools to middle schools for

grades 6, 7 and 8; and for the closing.of three racially

imbalanced sc1hools and the reassignment of their pupils.

This plan was approved by the board "as a first step" and

became known as the city's First Stage Plan. Second and third'

stage plans in 1968 and 1969 provided for more new schools,

but no redistricting. Meanwhile the number of racially im-

balanced schools was increasing steadily, from 49 in 1966

to 62 in 1969.

The committee belatedly adopted a fourth stage plan on

June 15, 1971, which was promptly rejected by the board on

June 22. On July 12 the committee sent a'letter containing

other amendments to the plan, which the board rejected on

July 20, stating,

"The letter contains no expression of intent to
adopt dplan for redistricting high schools and
intermediate schools; it meiely proposes further
study. The letter also con/ditions high school
redistricting on the develOpment of a metropoli-
_tan plan."

Under mounting pressure from the board and the courts, the

committee voted further amendments on August 23, one for the

revision of district lines and the other for comprehensive

racial balancing, as follows,

"A Citizens' Advisory Committe.! will be estab-
lished to review the-present district tines for
junior high, middle and high schools. Half of
the members may be selected by the State Board
o-f Educatinn 4nd hal-f-hy--1:.he- Boston School Com-
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July 20, stating,

"The letter contains no expression of intent to
adopt a plan for redistricting high schools and
intermediate schools; it merely proposes further
study. The letter also conditions high school
redistricting on the development of a metropoli-
tan plan."

Under mounting pressure from the board and the courts, the

committee voted further amendments on August 23, one for the

revision of district lines and the other for comprehensive

racial balancing, as follows,

"A Citizens' Advisory Committee will be estab-
lished to review the present district lines for
junior high, middle and high schools. Half of
the members may be selected by the State Board
of Eduction and half by the Boston School Com-
mittee. Staff members of both agencies would
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be available to assist in the effort. The
Committee could present an initial report no
later than January 15, L972 and a Final Report
no later than narch 15, 1972. Implemantation
of new district lines, approved by the School
Committee, desisned to achieve racial balance
in 1: ;- 4

3 .0.t.

. 1, 1, eei:ect no than '...

1972."

"Comprehensive Plan

The process for preparing a Comprehensive
Elan for racially balancing the Boston Public
Schools will be undertaken as follows:

A. The School Committee will forthwith
request technical assistance in preparing a
Comprehensive Racial Imbalance Plan from the
Commissioner of Education and the U. S, Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare.

B. A representative Committee of distinguished
citizens will be created during the 1971-1972
school year to oversee the planning process
carried out by the staff of the Boston School
Committee with the assistance of the staff of
the State Board of Education. Members of the
aforementioned Committee will be selected by
the State Board of Education and the Boston
School Committee.

C. A timetable for planning will be devel-
oped by the aforementioned committee to assure
implementation of the Comprehensive Plan,
approved by the Boston SchoOl Committee, no
later than September, 1973.

D. The Plan shall include, among other
things, the concept of metropolitanization."

The Committee then proceeded to sabotage both proposals. To/

membership on the Citizens' Advisory Committee it appointed

persons known to be vehemently opposed to redistricting and

encouraged them to stalemate discussions with members who had

been selected by the board. Regarding the broader plan, it

engaged in a similar charade: onAugust 31, 1971, the
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later than September, 1973.
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things, the concept of metropolitanization."
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committee c:Inirman wrote to the board, stating in part,

"In view of the 'commitment of the Boston
School Committee, by its vote of August 23,
1971, to develop a comprehensive plan which
will assure an integrated education for all

(41 Joscon, I h71 romk.sting that
the BQacd cd: Utucatico provid.z t,:chnical
assistance to the Boston Scnool Committee in

\ the preparation of alternative plans to elim-
inate minority-group isolation in the public
scho6ls far the consideration of the Schdol
Committee, under the provisions of Section 403

\ of Public Law 88-352. I am also requesting
that the Board of Education provide assistance
n the presentation, adoption, and planning
or implementation of one of these plans."

On December 21, the board wrote to the committee seeking

access to pupil data cards and other information necessary

if it was to provide the technical assistance requested in

the chairman's letter dated August 31. On January 26, 1972,

a new chairman of the committee had been installed and he

replied that technical-assistance from the board would not

be in order until after the Citizens' Advisory Committee had

completed its work, but that, "Should the need for technical

assistance arise in the future, we will make a specific re-

quest for it." The other committee, the "representative

Committee of distinguished citizens . . . to oversee the

planning process", was never even organized; members were not

even appointed.

III

Feeder Patterns

At a meeting of the school committee on June 15, 1971,

aletter from the state board dated May 28, 1971 enclosing

suggested district lines for certain intermediate and high



that the Board of Education provide assistance
in the presentation; adoption, and planning
for implementation of one of these plans."

On December 21, the board wrote to the committee seeking

access to pupil data cards and other information necessary

if it was to provide the technical assistance requested in

the chairman's letter dated August 31. On January 26, 1972,

a new chairman of the committee had been installed and he

replied that technical assistance from the board would not

be in order until\after the Citizens' Advisory Committee had

completed its work? but that, "Should the need for technical

assistance arise in the future, we will make a specific re-

quest for it." The other committee, the "representative

Committee of distinguished citizens . . . to oversee the

planning process", was never even organized; members were not

even appointed.

III

Feeder Patterns

At a meeting of the school committee on June 15, 1971,

a letter from the state board dated May 28, 1971 enclosing

suggested district lines for certain intermediate and high

schools came up for discussion, as follows:
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SITERINTENDENT: They have been screeching

for district lines for high schools.

CHAIRMAN: We have district lines for district

SlivERIAIENDc.ilf: We have feeders.

CHAIRMAN: South Boston High and Hyde Park

High, for example.

MR. HAMBELTON (assoclate superintendent):

You don't have geographic boundaries. You have

feeder patterns.

SUPERINTENDENT: You can say that pupils

from such.and such a school district may go.

CHAIRMAN: The school district has geo-

graphical boundaries.

SUPERINTENDENT: That's right.: Indirectly -^

the answer is'yes.

A fov minutes later, when another member started speaking about

a high school's "basic district", the discussion went off the

record, presumably to rcinstruct the member in the esoteric

subject of feeder patterns. Some of the confusion is doubtless

due to the fact that high schools in identifiable residential

sections of Boston, e.g., East Boston, Roslindale and Hyde Park,

are thought of as neigh!' schools with natural districts

and are usually referred to as "district" high schools. Techni-

cally, however, as the superintendent endeavored to explain,

high schools do not have geographical districts of their own- -

they have feeder patterns.



You don't have geographic boundaries. You have

fee.der patterns..

SUPERINTENDENT: You can say that pupils

from such and such a school district may go.

CHAIRMAN: The school district has geo-

graphical boundaries.

SUPERINTENDENT: That's right. Indirectly

the answer is yes.

A few minutes later, when another member started speaking about

a high school's "basic district", the discussion went off the

record, presumably to reinstruct the member in the esoteric

subject of feeder patterns. Some of the cOrfusion is doubtless

due to the fact that high schools in identifiable residential

sections of Boston, e.g., East Boston, Roslindale and Hyde Park,

are thought of as neighborhood schools with natural districts

and are usually referred to as "district" high school. Techni-

cally, however, as the superintendent endeavored to explain,

high schools do not have geographical districts of their own--

they have feeder patterns.
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Enrollment at high schools is determined by a combina-

tion of seat assignments, preferences and options collectively

called feeder pattern. They are promulgated in February

y.:or i.tl :..1;_rin131-lit. nti circular.; inc( :1).11"ln

by reference the geosraphical bounnarics of intom:diate

school districts. Since 1966 thay have always been prepared

by Associate Superintendent Meagher; for many previous years

they had always been prepared by Associate Superintendent

Tobin:;Their operation can be understood only in the context

of the various types of high schools in ,OR city and the

various types of intermediate schools whose graduates are

qualified for 'high school admission, viz., junior highs, i.e.,

.-

grades 7, 8 and 9; middle schools, i.e., grades 6, 7 and 8;
)

and elementary schools ending in grade 8. Half of Boston's

eighteen high schools are "fed" by 1 intermediate schools

throughout the city and are called "citywide" schools. They

are the examination schools, Boys Latin, Girls Latin and

Boston Technical; the trade schools, Boys Trade and Girls

Trade; the high school component of the model demonstration
ungraded

subsystem, Copley Square High; a special/school offeiing a

work-study program, not mentioned elsewhere in this opinion,

Boston High; and two general schools, English High for boys

only and Girls High for girls only. The other nine, Brighton,
20

Burke, Charlestown, Dorchester, East Boston, Hyde Park,

Jamaica Plain, Roslindale and South Boston, are fed only by

designated intermediate schools, with the qualification that

20



Tobin. Their operation can be understood only in the context

of the various types of high schools in the city and the

various types of intermediate schools whose graduates are

qualified for high school admission, viz., junior highs, i.e.,

grades 7, 8 and 9; middle schools, i.e., grades 6, 7 and 8;

and elementary schools ending in grade 8. Half of Boston's

eighteen high schools are "fed" by all intermediate schools

throughout the city and arc called "citywide" schools. They

are the examination schools, Boys Latin, Girls Latin and

Boston Technical; the trade schools, Boys Trade and Girls

Trade; the high school component of the model demonstration
ungraded

subsystem, Copley Square High; a special/school offering a

work-study program, not mentioned elsewhere in this opinion,

Boston High; and two general schools, English High for boys

only and Girls High for girls only. The other nine, Brighton,

Burke, Charlestown, Dorchester, East Boston, Hyde Park,

Jamaica Plain, Roslindale and Soutft Boston, a're fed only by

designated intermediate schools, with the qualification that

Until September 1972, when all schools in Boston
became coeducational, Burke was for girls only. The district
high schools other than Burke have always been coeducational.
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under the open enrollment and controlled transfer policies,

which permit transfers to.fill vacant seats, pupils from

anywhere in the city may theoretically attend'any high

school. This qualification must itself be modified because

several "district" high schools have been overcrowded and

transfers to them under either policy have been relatively

rare. In this division of the opinion, the findings will

pertain only to the general, i.e., non - specialized, high

schools offering the usual secondary school curriculum, viz.,

citywide English and Girls (henceforth in this division "Girls"

will always mean Girls High and not Girls Trade) and the dis-

trict high schools.

A further distinction between English and Girls and

district high schools is that they include ninth grades,

whereas six of the district schools, Brighton, Charlestown,

Dorchester, Hyde Park, Jamaica Plain (apart from a small ninth

grade for agricultural studies) and Roslindale, do not. These

six contain only three grades--10, 11 and 12--and can be fed

only by junior highs, all of which have grades 7, 8 and 9, or

by transfers from citywide high schools, The three district

high'schools with grades 9-12 are East Boston, South Boston

an& Burke for girls, whose percentages of white students in

September 1967 were, respectively, 99%, 100% and 25%. The

natural progression of students is obviously from intermediate

schools ending in grade 8 to high schools starting with grade 9;

and from intermediate schools ending in grade 9 to high schools



pertain only to the general, i.e., non -specialized, high

schools offering the usual secondary school curriculum, viz.,

citywide English and Girls (henceforth in this division "Girls"

will always mean Girls High and not Girls Trade) and the dis-

trict high schools.

A further distinction between English and Girls and

district high schools is that they include ninth grades,

whereas six of the district schools, Brighton, Charlestown,

Dorchester, Hyde Park, Jamaica Plain (apart from a mall ninth

grade for agricultural studies) and Roslindale, do not. These

six contain only three grades--10, II and 12--and can be fed

only by junior highs, all of which have grades 7, 8 and 9, or

by transfers from citywide high schools. The three district

high schools with grades 9-12 are East Boston, South Boston

and Burke for girls, whose percentages of white students in

September 1967 were, respectively, 99%, 100% and 25%. The

natural progression of students is obviously from intermediate

schools ending in grade 8 to high schools starting with grade 9;

and from intermediate schools ending in grade 9 to high schools

starting with grade 10. It was one of several factors, together

with overcrowding at some schools and the reluctance of blacks
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to attend virtually all-white schools and of whites to

attend virtually all-black schools, which enabled the de-

fendants, by the use of seat preferences and options, to

keep the white and black races as separate as 'practicable

at the high school level.

--Since Associate Superintendent Meagher took over the

responsibility for feeder patterns in 1966, they have been

manipulated with segregative effect. Until then, circulars

assigned high school seats only to pupils residing in des-

ignated junior high districts; pupils from elementary school

districts ending in grade 8 either entered grade 9 at a

junior high or enrolled at a citywide high school. In

February 1967, on the basis of informal talks with the

principals Of some of the affected K-8 school districts but

without consulting the headmaster at English, Mr. Meagher

established feeder patterns for the ten K(indergarten)-8

grade elementary school districts, to become effective the
21

following September at the start of the 1967-68 school year.

These ten K-8 school districts are listed according to the

percentages of their racial components, with the whitest

first; in the parentheses "W" signifies the percentage of

white students at that school during the 1967-68 school year,

"OM" signifies other-minority, and "B" black students; the

schools under "Sch.:,-c,ls Fed" are high schools unless otherwise

indicated:
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distrtcts ending in grade 8 either entered grade ; at a

junior high or enrolled at a citywide high school. In

February 1967, on the basis of inforthal talks with 'the

principals of some of the affected K-8 school districts but

without consulting the headmaster at English, Mr. Meagher

established feeder patterns for the ten K(indergarten)-8

grade_elementary school districts, to become effective the
21

following September at the start of the 1967-68 school year.

These ten K-8 school districts are listed according to the

percentages of their racial components, with the whitest

first; in the parentheses "W" signifies the percentage of

white students at that school during the 1967-68 school year,

"OM" signifies other-minority, and "B" black students; the

schools under "Schools Fed" are high schools unless otherwise

indicated:

21

At the same'time seat preferences for four junior
high schools, originally designated in 1963, were reaffirmed:
three of them, Michelangelo, 95% white; Timilty, 98% black;
and Lewis, 99.8% black, to English High; and one, Barnes,
997 white, to East Boston High.
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r.-8 Schools Schools Fed

OM 8 14 B
Cheverus 100 E. Boston 99

Pussell

\ay

95.8

91.3

.7 3.5,

)

S. Boston

E. r,;:.Loci

100

99

Packman 88.6 .3 11.1 Irving Jr. 93.6 1 6.4

Thompson 72.2 .3 27.5 tewenberg Jr. 54.2 .5 45.3
Wilson Jr. 93.2 .3 6.5

Prince 50.6 11.4 33.0 Taft Jr. 77.6 4.2 18.2
Edison Jr. 78.5 1.5 20

Rice- 43.1 22.5 34.4 Burke 24.7 '8 66.3
Franklin* Girls 14.5 6.4 79

Lincoln 31.7 35.3 33.0 Burke 24.7 8 66.3
Girls 14.5 6.4 79

Martin* 31.3 2.2 66.5 Burke 24.7 8 66.3

Dearborn 11.4 .4 88.2 Burke 24.7 8 66.3
English 76 /5.3 18.7
Girls 14.5 ,6.4 79

'tce-Franklin has since been renamed Mackey, and Martin
1%?named Tobin.

The effect of seat preferuces at the Live jt'nior high schools

li-;ted in this table can be understood by showing the racial

co.11positions during the school year 1967-68 of the high schools

Led by these junior highs pursuant to preexisting feeder patterns.

The high schools, all cont.-lining grades 10-12, at which they

had seat preferences, aad the years when first established are

fnilows:

junior Highs Schools Fed
OM B

Irving 1958 Roslindale 96.6 - 3.4

Lewenberg 1958 Dorchester 79.1 .3 20.6
1962 Hyde Park 96 ;3 / 3.7

Wilson 1958 Dorchester 79.1 .31 20.6
1962 Hyde Park 96 .3 3.7
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Rice- 43.1 22.5 34.4 Burke" 24.7 8 66.3
Franklin* Girls 14.5 6.4 79'

Lincoln 31.7 35.3 33.0 Burke 24.7 8 66.3
Girls 14.5 6.4 79

Martin* 31.3 2.2 66.5 Burke 24.7 8 66.3

Dearborn 11.4 .4 88.2 Burke 24.7 8 66.3

English 76 5.3 18.7

Girls 14.5 6.4 79

*ftice-Franklin has since been renamed Mackey, and Martin
renamed Tobin.

The effect of seat prefeL,:nces at the five junior high schools

.

llsted in this table can be understood by showing the racial

compositions during the school year 1967-68 of the high schools

fed by these junior highs pursuant tp preexisting feeder patterns.

The high schools, all contlining grades 10-12, at which they

had seat preferences,

as follows:

and the years when first established are

Junior Highs Schools Fed
W OM B

Irving 1958 Roslindale 96.6 - 3.4

Lewenberg 1958 Dorchester 79.1- .3 20.6
1962 Hyde Park 96 .3 3.7

Wilson 1958 Dorchestet 79.1 .3' 20.6
1962 Hyde Park 96 .3 3.7

Taft 1962 Brighton 66,6 2.9 30.5

Ediso,1 9.6.2 Br; elic n 66.6 2.9 30,,5
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in analyzilv4 these tables, the distinction between coeduca-

tional and non-coeducational schools is relevant, and also

that between high schools. with grades 9-12 and those with only

.11.s LO- i2. tau; it a!!11..3 that students at Live of' ihe

six majority white K-8 schools were fed to grade 10-12 _high

schools, and that the exception, Russell, was fed to South

Boston, 1007 white; and that students at the other schools,

where whites were in the minority, were all fed to grade 9-12

type high schools. In the latter group of four K-8 schools,

sea t pre ferences were assigned only to girls graduating from

three of them (since Burke and Girls high schools were for

girls only), and to both boys and girls at the fourth, Dear-

/born. It should also be noted that the significance 9f a

seat preference at a particular high school depends in large
22

measure on whether the school is overcrowded or underutilized --

iE the former, a seat preference would be a necessity for

admission; if the latter, it would he of slihht significance

because vacant seats could be occupied without seat preferences

by students transferring under the open enrollment policy

which was in effect until August 1971, as described in the

next division of the opinion. By this standard, preferences

were significant in the school year 1967-68 only at three

district high schools--Hyde Park where there were 95 more

students enrolled than the school's rated capacity, Roslindale

with an excess of 121., and Brighton with an excess of 163--

and at citywide English which had a rated capacity of 1,200

22

Overcrowding and underutilization are calculated by
comparing enrollments with the capacities of school buildings
as cie co nil i.r., by C1,2 ci,r _3 Edu ca Lion tit., CA:1n



seat preferences were assigned only to girls graduating from

three of them (since Burke and Girls high schools were for

girls, only), and to both boys and girls at the fourth, Dear-

born. It should also be notLI that the significance of a

seat preference at a particular high school depends in large
22

measure on whether the school is overcrowded or underutilized --

if the former, a seat preference would be a necessity for

admission; if the latter, it would be of slight signifioance

because vacant seats could be occupied without seat preferences

by students transferring under the open enrollment policy

which was in effect until August 1971, as described in the

next division of the opinion. By this standard, preferences

were significant in the school year 1967-68 only at three

district high schools--Hyde Park where there were 95 more

students enrolled than the school's rated capacity, Roslindale

with an excess of 12L, and Brighton with an excess of 163- -

and at citywide English which had a rated capacity of 1,200

22

Overcrowding and underutilization are calculated by
comparing enrollments with the capacities of school buildings

ucceran,.' hy t!1- eiLy's Eduaticnal Cc.nier.
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ind nits an 1.1:).3 a er,.1 'odd Cing 2,103, an ovo re rol liwnt of

903. I-inally iC should he noted that during the school

year 1967-68, whi to students at English outnumbered black

students by a ratio of 4:1.

A second set of feeder pattern changes was promulgated

in February 1968 appliceble to the school year 1968-69.

.5.;:udents at five 1(-8 schools were given additional seat

preferences at English. Burke or Girls. A si%th change per-

tained to Michelangelo or high and to three schools whose

grade structure was nr:T, rr rle local scene: middle schools

containing gradu.,s 6-8. '"he Ilea of pupil pres;ression from

elementary schools wish grad s K-5 to intermediate schools

with grades 6-8 to high schools with 9-12 had caught on in

other parts of the cotirr7. IL supporters c!aimed various

educational lustificat4r is f -r it, e.g., the earlier maturity

of teenagers , the des: r%Li 1 i ty of long-raAge career - planning,

reducing the number o' 'rlp-outs" on the oc-..mi,on of changing

schools, etc. Defendonf-; rilit:roduced this new grade progression

system in Boston begivoil: 01 the 1968-69 school year. In

1967 a new school, McCor...k, had opened with grades 4-8 near

the Columbia Point houtng project and it was designated as

a middle school. Two others, Lewis and Campbell (since renamed
23

Martin Luther King), hid been junior high schools and were

converted to middle schools by adding grade 6 And eliminating

grade 9. The fourth was Thompson, theretofore a K-8 school,

23

Lewis and Campbell were among the three junior high
schools in Boston in 1967 with the highest percentages of
black students in junior highs; Lewis had the highest, 99.7%,
then Timilty with 98.21 and, _C a mp_bell_ _



nine' to Niche angel° junior high and to three schools whose

grade structure was tn te local scene: middle schools

containing grades 6-8. The Ilea of pupil prs,,re::sion from

elementary schools with rra0.s K-5 to intermediate schools

with grades to-high sChools with 9-12 had caught on in

other parts of the colintr,:. It supporters c!aimed various

educational.jusrificat4cis f' it, e.g., the earlier maturity

of teenagers, the des'r%Lility of long-range career-plonning,

reducing the number of' -'r )p-outs" on the oc:cv;ion of changing

schools, etc. Defend introduced this new grade progression

system in Boston bagionii- :Lth the 1968-69 school year. In

1967 a new school, McCor...k, had opened with grades 4-8 near

the Columbie Point ho,ing project and it was designated as

a middle school. Two ethers, Lewis and Campbell (since renamed
23

Martin Luther King), hid been junior high schools and were

converted to middle schools by adding grade 6 and eliminating

grade 9. The fourth was Thompson, theretofore a K-8 school,

23

Lewis and Campbell were among the three junior high
sjhools in Boston in 1967 with the highest percentages of
black students in junior highs; Lewis had the highest, 99.7%,
then Timilty with 98.27 and Campbell with 94.5%.
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whose overlapping district was shown on the first of the

map;, ante, and which was included in the first table, ante,

since" its graduates were given seat preferences at two junior

by For the

year. There have bo,;11 no adAiLionnl conversions to middle

schools or openings of new ones since 1968. A third category

of change in feeder patterns in 1968 was the deletion of

former seat preferences for graduates of two of the new middle

schools, Lewis and Campbell, and two junior highs, Lewenberg

and Wilson. The various feeder pattern changes at the dif-

terent types of schools,
-
together with the racial compositions

of their student bodies for the school year 1968-69, are set

forth in the following tables:

K-8 Schools Schools Fed
W OM B W OM B

Kussell 94.3 2.8 2.9 Burke 19.6 11.1 69.3

Girls 9.6 7.8 82.6
English* 66.1 9.7 24.2
English- 34.6 8.9 56.5
English 72.1 3.6 24.3

Prince 47.9 14.2 37.9 Burke (as above)
English

Rice- 24.8 39.7 35.4 English
Franklin

Lincoln 20.9 50.8 28.3 English

Martin 16 7.5 76.5 Girls
English

tl it

*To alleviate overcrowding in 1968-69, the main English building
contained only grades 10-12; 393 freshmen were housed at under-
utilized T. Roosevelt grammar school in Egleston Square, Ro.,buyy
for 1i68 -69 and 270 for 1969-70; some sophomores, 165, were
sent to Brighton High for 1968-69 only. Hence the three sets
of percentages for English, the first at the main building,

______:the_np-mt for fre-shmon_at T_Roosemeltand_the_las.t_for soph-



former seat preferences for graduates of two of the new middle

schools, Lewis and Campbell, and two junior highs, Lewenberg

and Wilson. The various feeder pattern changes at the dif-

ferent types of schools, together with the racial compositions

of their student bodies for the school year 1968-69, are set

forth In the following tables:

K-8 Schools Schools Fed
W OM 13' W OM B

Russell 94.3 2.8 2.9 Burke 19.6 11.1 69.3
Girls 9.6 7.8 82.6
English* 66.1 9.7 24.2
Eriglish 34.6_ 8.9 56.5
English 72.1 3.6 24.3

Prince 47.9 14.2 37.9 Burke (as above)
English II II

Rice- 24.8 39.7 35.4 English u u

Franklin

Lincoln 20.9 50.8 28.3 English u u

Martin 16 7.5 76.5 Girls
English

u u

u u

*To alleviate overcrowding in 1968-69, the main English building
contained only grades 10-12; 393 freshmen were housed at under-
utilized T. Roosevelt grammar school in Egleston Square, RoAbury
for 1968-69 and 270 for 1969-70; some sophomores, 165, were
sent to Brighton High for 1968-69 only. Hence the three sets
of percentages for English, the first at the main building,
the next for freshmen at T. Roosevelt, and the last for soph-
omores at Brighton.
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OM B
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Schools Fed

W cart B

ichelinzelo 96 4 Charlestown 98 .5 1.5

Thompson 65.9 3 31.1 Burke 19.G 11.1 69.3

Girls 9.6 7.8 82.6

English* 66.1 9.7 24.2

English 34.6 8.9 56.5

English 72.1 3..6 24.3

McCormack 27.6 6 66.4 Burke (as above)
Girls
English

11 II

S. Boston 98.8 .2 -

Campbell .6 4.6 94.3 Burke (as ahOve)

Girls
1, 11

English
ei

* Note to previous table explains three sets of figures for

English.

InterreOiate Schools Seat Preferences Discontinved At

W OM B W OH B

Wilson 1 91.5 '.7 7.8 Hyde Park* 95.5 .6- 3.9

Lewenberg 32.5 2.3 65.2 Dorchester* 72.3 1.5 26.5

Campbell .5 4.6 94.9 Dorchester (as above)

Lewis** .5 - 99.5 Jamaica P1. 55.'5 4.2 40.3

*These di.scontinuances were partly temporary inasmuch as Wilson's

preferences at Hyde Park were partially restored in 1969-70 and

additionally in 1971-72; as were Lewenberg's at Dorchester in

the same years. Wilson never lost its preferences at Dorchester.

**Lewis became the intermediate component of the model demonstra-

tion subsystem of which Trotter was the primary component; for

two years the secondary component was at Dorchester High Annex,

a separate building; in 1970-71 it went to Copley Square High,

317, white, 107, other-minority and 59% black. In leaving the

main school system, Leclis also no longer fed Burke, and English

whose percentages are included in the previous tables.
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Lewenberg 32.5 2.3 65.2 Dorchester* 72.3 1.5 26.5

Campbell .5 4.6 94.9 Dorchester (as above)

Lewis** .5 - 99.5 Jamaica Pl. 55.5 4.2 40.3

*These di.scontinuances were partly temporary inasmuch as Wilson's

preferences at Hyde Park were partially restored in 1969-70 and

additionally in 1971-72; as were Lewenberg's at Dorchester in

the same years. Wilson never lost its preferences at Dorchester.

*Lewis became the intermediate component of the model demonstra-

tion subsystem of which Trotter was the primary component; for

pwo years the secondary component was at Dorchester High Annex,

a separate building; in 1970-71 it went to Copley Square High,

31% white, 10% other-minority and 59% black. In leaving the

main school system, Lewis also no longer fed Burke and English

whose percentages are included in the previous tables.
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As before, in analyzing these tables the type of high school,

i.e., whether 10-12 or 9-12 and coeducational,, is relevant

as well as the racial compositions of the K-8 and intermediate

feeder schools and of the high schools fed; and also the

preferences assigned a year earlier to all five K-8 schools.

With respect to the tables showing intermediate schools, a

further fact is essential to an assessment of the Michelangelo

entry: since 1962 Michelangelo's graduate's had had seat pref-

erences only at English. Also the preferences assigned to

graduates of the middle schools must be 4praised in view of
24

the overcrowding at English and the preferences which were

discontinued as well as the changing racial compositions of

the feeder and fed schools. Finally it should bt added that

very few feeder patteLn changes were made after those for

1968-69; and all changes c'r any consequence are described in

this division of the opinion.

When the feeder pattern changes for the two school years

1967-68-and=1-968--69- are .considered-together it_is:..apparent

that: (a) ,graduates of heavily white K-8 schools--Cheverus,

Russell and Parkmanwere given seat preferences at heavily
4

white coeducational high schools; (b) graduates of heavily

black lower schools--Martin, Dearborn and Campbell- -were given

. seat preferences at English for boys and Girls or Burke for

1

girls and nowhere else; (c) graduates of lower schools having

substantial white percentages who were given seat preferences

at English, Girls and Burke--Prince, Thompson and McCormack- -

were also given options of going to predominantly white high
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graduates of the middle schools must be appraised in view of
24

the overcrowding at English and 'Lilo pr:erences which were

discontinued as well as the changing racial compositions of

the feeder and fed schools. Finally it should bs added that

very few feeder pattern changes were made after those for

1968-69; and all changes of any consequence are described in

this division of the opinion.

When the feeder pattern changes for the two school years

1967-68 and 1968-69 are considered together, it is'apparent

that: (a) graduates of heavily white K-8 schools--Cheverus,

Russell and Parkman--were given seat preferences at heavily
4

white coeducational high schools; (b) graduates of heavily

black lower schools--Martin, Dearborn and Campbell--were given

seat preferences at English for boys and Girls or Burke for

girls and nowhere else; (c) graduates of lower schools having

substantial white percentages who were given seat preferences

at English, Girls and Burke--Prince, Th&mpson and McCormack- -

were also given options of going to predominantly white high

schools either directly or indirectly by.way.of a predominantly.

24
Eng h had an overnnrolisAutt of 231 setaiiestit in kit-

rain bill piing during the school 'year 19.68-49 'aettPita if* use
of tvo dIstank enaexas.
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white junior high; (d) when the feeder patte'rn changes ap-

plicable anigish staeted to take effect, students at

heavily white Xichelangelo which had fed English for several

years were given the option of attending heavily white
25

Charlestown; and (e) channeling of black students to English,

Girls anBurke and away from the grade 10-12 type'high schools

was facilitated by the selection of two of the most heavily

Mack junior high schools in the city for conversion to middle

schools.

Only once did the defendants make a seat preference change

tending to alleviate racial imbalance: in 1971 McCormack

middle school was deleted as a feeder.for English, Girls High

and Burke, leaving its graduates with a seat preference only

at South Boston High. However, the deletion was more in the

nature of a public relations gesture than a genuine change

for the following reasons: (a) by September 1971 a seat pref-

erence at English had become meaningless due to the large

number of vacant seats--between the 1967-68 school year, when

the Meagher feeder patterns first took effect, and the school

year 1971-72, total enrollment at English had plummeted from

2,103 students to 977 students; (b) English and Girls High

recei :ed students on a citywide basis anyway; and (c) Sco..th

Boston was 100% white, filled to capacity, and black students

were believed to be unwelc9pe there in 1971. Predictably,

the change in the feeder pattern made no difference: South

Boston continued 100% white and black graduates of McCormack

continued to enroll at English, Girls High and Burke.



Only once did the defendants make a seat preference change

'tending to alleviate racial.imbalance: in 1971 McCormack

middle school was deleted as a feeder .for English, Girls High

'and Burke, leaving its graduates with a seat preference only

C South Boston High. However, the deletion was more in the

nature of a public relations gesture than a genuine change

for the.following reasons: (a) by September 1971 a seat pref-
,4.

erence at English had become meaningless due to the large

number of vacant seats--between the 1967-68 schbol year, when

the Meagher feeder patterns first took effect, and the schpol

year 101-72, total enrollment at English had plummeted from

2,103, students to.977 students; (b) English and Girls High

received students on a citywide basis anyway; and (c) South

Boston was 00% white, filled to capacity, and black students

wereibelieved to be unwelcome 'there in 1971. Predictably,

the change in the feeder pattern made no difference: South

Boston continued 100% white and ,black graduates of McCormack

continued to enroll at English, Girls High and Burke.

The administrative -judge in the HEW proceedings
characterized this-opt-Con for Michelangelo graduates asna
discriminatory escape mechanism."
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Anothe- feeder pattern chnnge effective in 1971-72 was

also of minor significance: K-8\Prince's option to Taft

junior high (but not to Edison junior high), which had been

in C;6i, lhorai:y worowin .1.1)

channel to Brighton for white students at Prince. 'Howe er,

in the interim enrollment at Prince had declined steadily

trim 324 students to 285 and the percentage of whites from

51% to 40%. The remaining seat preference at Edison was

probably sufficient to accommodate the smaller number of

white graduates from Prince.

The only consistent basis for the feeder pattern designa-

tions, changes and deletions was the racial factor. Neither

distances between schools; capacities of receiving schools,

means of transportation or natural boundaries explain them.

In their requests for findings, defendants offered explanations

for the seat preferences established for graduates of five of

the affected schools--McCormack, Parkman, Prince, Michelangelo

and Thompson--but their explanations have not withstood close

scrutiny. The gesture regarding McCormack has been discussed,

ante. -Defendants ubmitted that Parkman and Prince had seat

preferences prior to 1967-68; but the pertinent testimony was

simply that in prior years some students at those K-8 schools

ehrollol2d at the Irving, Edison and Taft junior highs, hot

that seat preferences had existed. Defendants requested a

finding that "the Prince preference at the Taft was eliminated

because -of space limitations at the Taft. The Edison has much

more space- available." In fact, when the change was made,

z -canacitv-of 540-and-enrollment



probably sufficient to accommodate the smaller number of

white graduates from Prince.

The only consistent basis for the feeder pattern designa-

tions, changes and deletions was the racial factor. Neither

distances betwcen schools, capacities of receiving schools,

means of transportation or natural boundaries explain them.

In their requests for findings, defendants offered explanations

for the seat preferences established for graduates of five of

the affected schools--McCormack, Parkman, Prince, Michelangelo

and Thompson--but their explanations have not withstood close

scrutiny. The gesture regarding McCormack has been discussed,

ante. Defendants submitted that Parkman and Prince had seat

preferences prior to 1967-68; but the pertinent testimony was

simply that in prior years some students at those K-8 schools

enrolled at the Irving, Edison and Taft junior highs, not

that seat preferences had existed. Defendants requested a

finding that the Prince preference at the Taft was eliminated

because of space limitations at the Taft. The Edison has much .

more space available." In fact, when the change was made,

Taft was underutilized with a capacity of 560 and enrollment
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OL ..)21 and ,di3on was mete A tit n 4 sz: I;;;),"

and enrollment of 799; and a year Jrlier, when the Prince

change was Cirst promulgated, overcrding at Edison was

twice as severe as at Taft: an overenrollment of 56 students

at Edison compared to 27 at Ta0. Defendants submitted

that Michelangelo graduates were given the option of attending

Charlestown in 1968-69 bec'use the tenth grade for English

was then located at Brighton; however, only 165 sophomores at

English were sent to Brighton, the large majority (C them

remaining in English's main building; moreover, Liu- cbarles-

town option was undisturbed when all segments of tie EnrOish

tenth grade returned to the main building in 1969-;0. R1-

garding Thompson, defendants' requests are rebutted by

evidence too complex to set forth in detail; suffice it to

say that they overlooked the deletibns of feeders 'r,m

Lewenberg and Wilson junior highs, remaining options, and

the fragmentation of the Lewenberg and Wilson district," in

.1969-70 and 1971-72 into specified subdistricts.

With respect to the disproportionate impact on black

students of the opening of the four middle schools and related

feeder patterns, and the fact that no middle schools were opened

after 1968, defendants have contended that the program of

changing to a K-5. 6-8, 9-12 progression would have cnntinued

but for obstacles beyond thcir ccrtrol which frustrated plans

for a new 5,000 c:pacity campus tne high school in Madison

Park. However, defendants' contention is inconsistent w!th

the following evidence: (a) Cu, only school committee member,

.presen_t_p_r_former_.__Whe_testi find a t _the_trial_had_nare_collection
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1969-70 and 1971-72 into specified subdistricts.

With respect to the disproportionate impact on black

students of the opening of the four middle schools and related

feeder patterns, ard the fact that no middle schoolc were opened

after 1968, defendants have contended that the program of

changing to a K-5. 6-8, 9-12 progression would have continued

but for obstacles beyond their control which frustrated,plans

for a new 5,000 c:Tacity campus tyne high school in Madison

Park. However, defendants' con' ntion is inconsistent with

the following evidence: (a) t'le\otly school committee member,

present or former, who testili,,d at the trial had no recollection
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of any corviction between plans for a K-5, 6-8, 9-12 pro-

gression and the proposed campus high at Madison Pack;

(b) defendants' 1966-67 racial imbalance plan discussed

;Addle Jau,:iacally but did not: fL,:nri.Go tho cz.nts

high as part of that conversion; and (c) after the four

middle schools were opened in 1968, a, number of new K-6

schools were opened, rather than K-5 schools which would

have been compatible with a K-5, 6-8, 9-12 system. For

example, the Holland K-6 school opened in 1972; it was in

the King (formerly Campbell) middle school district which

was 94% black; but Holland was predominantly white and its

graduates were admitted at Cleveland junior high, 91% white,

despite the fact that Cleveland had a_capacity of 810 and

an enrollment in 1971-72 of 1,131 and King had a capacity of

1,010 and an enrollment of 837, i.e., Cleveland was over-

enrolled by 321 pupils and King had 173 available scats.

The explanation was given in the testimony of the associate

director of the city's Educational Planning Center: parents

of pupils at Holland did not wish their children to go on

to King. Finally, there was always abundant space available

at 9-12 grade high schools which might have accommpdated

ninth graders if other junior highs than Campbell (renamed

King) and Lewis had been converted to middle schools. Vacant

seats at Girls between 1967 and 1972 averaged in excess of

500; at Burke there were 142 vacant seats in 1969-70, 185,in

1970-71 and 141 in 1971-72; English became underutilized,

with 223 vacant seats-'in the main building in 1971-72. The

menty-Ipm _ crf-course-was that-the-studant-bodies-at_those
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::chools were predominantly black. This situation, however,

did not exist in East Boston, where the high school. contained

grr.dcs 9-12 and there was a junior high, Barnes, nearby. The

student bodies at both schools between 1967 and 19.72 always

exceeded 97% white. Moreover, East Boston high was always

underutilized, with vacancies ranging from 212 in 1967-68 to

89 in 1971-72; and the ninth grade at Barnes probably had

fewer than 250 pupils. If the defendants still intended a

general cony rsion of junior highs to middle schools, the

school i East Boston would seem to have been ripe for

such a chan e, but was never converted. In sum, the lack of,

the large ampus high school does not explain defendants'

7
failure to make further conversions to a middle school system.

It is of course irrelevant as a justification for the dis-

criminatory feeder patterns.

The consequence o. he feeder pattern changes and dis-

criminatory options, in co.. ,ination with the opening of four

middle schools, was altogether -oreseeable, almost immediate,

and well-understood by the defendants: a dual system of

secondary education was created, one for each race. Black

students generally entered high school upon completion of

the eighth grade, and white students upon completion of the

ninth. High school education for black students was con-

ducted by and large in citywide schools, and for white students

in district schools. White students were generally given

options enabling them to escape from predominantly black
26

schools; black students were generally without such options.

26

The options_wexe_uniformly_so_exercisedRecards
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The options were uniformly so exercised. Records
were available in a few instances, e.g., (a) when white
students at Michelangelo junior high received seat preferences
at Charlestown in addition to English, every one of them chose
Charlestown; (b) of 143 white students at Russell K-8 school
given seat preferences at South Boston, English, Girls and
Burke, 142 chose South Boston. 148
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The advantages and disadvantages of t e introduction of

middle schools were experienced almost ntirelyby one

of the races, the black. The advantages a d disadvantages

of coeducation W4re expecieaccd Laialy by ol of the caces,

the white. The high schools to which black st dents were

channeled, especially English, changed in racial\composi-

tion virtually overnight. During the first school year

affected by the Meagher feeder patterns, 1967-68, black

students at English accounted for 18.5% of the student body.

In 1968-69, the entering class at English was 56.5°h black,

and was segregated more than a mile away at Egleston Square.

In 1969-70, the entering class at English was 76% black and

18.5% other-minority. During 1967-68, 1600 white students

attended English; in September 1969; the number of white

students enrolling as freshmen at English was 15. In the

school year 1972-73 the student body at English as a whole

was 81% black; and at Girls and Burke, both were over 90%

black. Elsewhere, except at Dorchester where black enroll-

ment rose from 20.67 in 1967-68 to 5-7, in 1971-72, increases

in the percentages of black students in the student bodies

of high schools were negligible.

The defendants knew what was happening. On October 15,

4

1970 the headmlster at English wrote to Mr. Meagher, who

had become deputy superintendent, giving him the racial

breakdown of the student body for the school year just begun,

including 614 blacks and 542 whites, and listing four sources

of the problem of increasing imbalance, as follows:

4 -"1-%



In 1968-69, the entering class at English was 56.5% black

and was segregated more than a mile away at Egleston Square.,

In 1969-70, the entering class at English was 7b% black and

18.5% other-minority. During 1967-68, 1600 white students

attended Ehglish; in September 1969, the number of white

students enrolling as freshmen at English was 15. In the

school year 1972-73 the student body at English as a whole

was 81% black; and at Girls and Burke, both were over 90%

black. Elsewhere, except at Dorchester where black enroll-

ment rose from 20.6% in 1967-68 to 52% in 1971-72, increases

in the percentages of black students in the student bodies

of high schools were negligible.

The defendants knew what was happening. On October 15,

1970 the headmaster .at English wrote to Mr. Meagher, who

had become deputy superintendent, giving him the racial

breakdown of the student body for the school year just begun,

including 614 blacks and 542 whites; and listing four sources

of the problem of increasing imbalance, as follows:
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"1) Lim. .i;li.T..ont of core-city feeder schools
in out district;

2) the rolatfvely few seats actually available
to boyn from these feeder schools when they
apply elsewhere udder the open-seat plan;

3) the lack of Crade9 seats in two of our
, ? als- in alternative

.scho..i.i;

%I t..pk:ney'ef wnite families to react-to
our trend toward minority imbalance by with-
drawing their sons and thus accelerating the
trend;"

At a school committee meeting on March 9, 1971, feeder pat-

terns were a subject of discussion and the following exchange

occurred:

MEMBER #1: So the factis that the feeder
school; are imbalancinG the high schools, and
the people won't come in because they realize
that?

SUPERINTENDENT: Therefore, the large city
schools are becoming smaller and smaller and
becoming black.

MEMBER #1: And they are underenrolled in
comparison to the others?

SUPERINTENDENT: Yes

PEMBER #2: On the question of districts
for high schools or feeder .schools for high
schools, that is what we face now. We have a
choice. We can either at the English High School
and Jeremiah Burke High School. and Girls High
School and perhaps Girls Trade School stay or
becoMc almost wholly Negro, the way they are now,
or arc becoming, or we can so redistrict as to
say No, in which case we scatter those Negro
youngsters into Charlestown, into East Boston,
into South Boston.

SUPERINTENDENT: That's right.
21E'MBER #2: Do you want that degree of

hullabaloo. How are they going to get into South
Boston? If you are going to keep them out of
those schools, how are they going.to find room
in those other high schools unless the other high
schools are so redistricted to their feeder schools
that they have to come to EnGlish High School?

SUPERINTENDENT: That's right.
qEMBER #2: People living in the Fort Point

Channel area. in East Boston could be told they
must go to English High School and couldn't go
to East Boston High School

CHATRMAN: T think we had better move along.
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The committee's initial fourth stage plan voted Juile 15,

ical contained the following statement:

"Traditionally liarge numbers of high schoea aced
students from each residential district of: Boston
attended secondary school at in-town locations.
However, in recent years thi:, trend has been
reversing. Numbers of secondary students have
been abandoning the cetral schools in favor of
district schools, thereby contributing to Lhe
imbalance of selected high schools."

Defendants' implementation of these feeder patterns

and discriminatory options, which was equivalent to tbl

redistricting of several high schools; occurred at a time

when they were rejecting and evading state board demands

that they redistrict elementary and intermediate school

districts to alleviate racial imbalance. At the lower

levels, maintaining the status quo, e.g., neighborhood

schools and open enrollment, often served to perpetuate

segregation. At the secondary school level, houever, where

citywide enrollment was traditional at half of the city's

high schools and students routinely traveled several rni.ec

to and from school by public transportation, segregation

could not be maintained without basic complex changes being

made. The defendants made such changes for the purpose of

promoting racial segregation and, accomplished their purpose.

IV

Open Enrollment and Controlled Transfer

The terms open enrollment and controlled transfer refer

to school committee policies which permit pupi)s, on aa in-

dividual basis and when space is available, Lo Pnroll in

scb^ols uuLside of their residential\aiscricts or other than

-r 1 eC-1



when they were rejecting and evading state board demands

that they redistrict elementaryand intermediate school

districts to alleviate racial imbalance. At the lower

levels, maintaining the status quo, e.g., neighborhood

schools and open enrollment, often served to perpetuate

segregation. At the secondary school level, hOwever, where

citywide enrol(ment was traditional at .half. of the city's

high schools and students routinely traveled several miles

to and from school by public transportation, segregation

could not be maintained without basic complex changes being

made. The defendants made such changes for the purpose of

promoting racial segregation and accomplished their purpose.

Iv

Open Enrollment and Controlled Transfer

The terms open enrollment and controlled transfer refer

to school committee policies which permit pupils, on an in-

dividual basis and when space is available, to Pnrell in

schools outside of their residential districts or other thin

those determined by pertinent feeder patterns. In 1961, when

open enrollment was first adopted, it was generally thought
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to be an aid to integration because it enabled black students

to attend predominantly white schools if the schools had

-facant seats and private transportation, could be arranged.

It soon became evident, hoWever, that open enrollment was

also an aid to segregation because it enabled white students

to transfer from schools with racial compositions`not to

their liking. Under the Racial Imbalance Act, Mass. G.L.

c. 71, §§ 37C and 37D, the state board tried to persuade and

then compel the defendants to limit open enrollment by pro-

hibiting transfers which increased racial imbalance. The

'.2fendants refused and for a period of about five years,

'1',6 to 1971, the issue was a hard bone of contention. Fi-

nally on August 23, 1971, as part of a package deal, i.e.,

one of the amendments tc the defendants' fourth stage plan,

.nreby State funds which had been withheld since May 25

v .e renased, dcrendants agreed to prohibit transfers which

N,pla %llance. Plaintiffs have contended

ti' s. pr rh r the defendant;' change was more

irenr tha-. r n,

The segrc.r. cc sequences of defendants' transfer

licieE, ,411.1e nr -ns minimal, were small when compared

rhosi cri 41-A 'ties utilizati-in, districting and

f?-dr!r ratt:rns alvan.dy discussed. Transfer applications are

an haniled 'n an ,_ndividual basis, whereas discrimina-
.

tion in facilitiPs uii17zation, districting and the like

affect large groups of students. Also, as will be explained,

the extent of segregative transfers is blurred by loose use

of the phrase "racial imbalance." Nevertheless, the defen-

dints' words and actions i determining lud aiminIstering
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~hose cud f3ci 'tics utilization, districting and

feeder Tattcrns already discussed. Transfer applications are

::(0 an( hand led on an Lndividual basis, wt,ereas discrimina-

t n in facilities utilization, districting and the like

affect large groups of students. Also, as will be explained',

the extent of segregative transfers is blurred by loose use

of the phrase "racial imbalance," Nevertheless, the defen-
NN

&ants' words and actions in determing Hid alministering

1.. LI transfer poll,-ies urn p-oh,tave on iv;

nnestion of their intent.
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Suggevtions for .changes in the open enrollment policy

began in June 1963 when NAACP representatives addressed a

school committee meeting on a broad range of subjects. In

April 19 65 the Kiernan Report suggested modifications of

open enrollment, including (a.) preference for transfers re-

ducing racial imbalance, (b) free transportation if.beyond

walking distance, (c) centralization of administration

instead of principals' unsupervised discretion and (d) listings

of vacant seats. In September 1965 a private group of black

parents raised funds for private transportation of black

pupils transferring under open enrollment to predominantly

white schools. Called Operation Exodus and led by a black

parent, Ellen Jackson, who testified at the trial, it bused

approximately 250 black students in 1965-66 and grew steadily
27

to approximately 1,100 in 1969-70. At some of the transferee

schools, the students encountered locked doors, physical

segregation in separate classrooms, auditoriums and corridors

and placement in the rear of classrooms. Anticipating the

arrival of black students, administrators of some transferee

schools had desks unbolted from the floor and removed from

classrooms.

A black parent, Underwood, and Operation Exodus complained

in 1969 of racial discrimination in the administration of

open enrollment to the Massachusetts Commission Against Dis-

crimination (MCAD), which conducted hearings for twelve days

and issued its findings on June 22, 1971. MCAD ex rel.'Under-

wood v. Boston School Committee, No. EDXIV-1-C. The Commission
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27

By 1971-72 the number had tapered off to 171, probably

due to the opening of new schools in black neighborhoods and

transfers to suburbAn schools under the METCO program.
108
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con,fluded tht earolll..%!ot -vas aduiliis(erod yith dis-

rci-inatien on th 11 tai:; of Lace and color and issued a

(..nme and desist order. It found, among other things, that

(a) parents .inkl (ali,ldi. on cons idering C111:0I I app Lica

tion T2.,ere giv.:n Little information or help and were often

misinCormed or misled at the schools the children v,ere

:'11,7.?ad attending :Ind by school de.partorent headquarters,

_ (b) nvniLlble seat-count figures were not 'distributed or made

easily accessible to students seeking open enrollment ad-

mi;sions, (c) parents and students were discouraged from

attempting to make applications under open enroilment by

or i pa I s LOVS and gi...dance personnel, ( d ) per-

sona I. intervio'rs were used to determine the race or color

oC the npplicants nod t') discoure applicants not desired

by the receiving scho)1, (e) the ,sent-connt of available

o 1 ace i WJS -not based on es 1-11,1 ished cape ci ty figures and was

a ..o!jec t ve (20 pi ia t i on under the dire c Lion of che particular

school principal not reflecting an ,tccuratd count, and

(f) open enrollment was a means of effecting the transfer

of students arbitrarily selected.

When the defendants refused to comply with the Com-

mission' 3 orders, enforcement proceedings w.lre instituted

in Octal), r 1971 in the Superior Court, Equity No. 94218, which,

on April Lilo MAD findings but: remanded

for a (Ltc:mination of mootness since the complaining student

had ,raduaLed and open enrollment had been superseded by the

controlled transfer policy. Specifically the coort found

amt.: open enrollment had been op,:v,,red in a discriminatory
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(f) open enrollment was a means of effecting the tran3fer

of studonls arbitrarily selected.

When the defendants refused to comply with the Com-

mission's orders, enforcement proceedings w.lre instituted

in October 1971 in the Superior Court, Equity No. 94218, which,

on April 22, 1976, affirm..d tie' :'.CAI) findings but remanded

for a det.,rmination of mootness since the complaining student

had hraduatud and open enrollment had been superseded by the

controlled transfer policy. Specifically the court found

that open enrollment had boon operuted in a discriminatory
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maoner so Ai to hinder and in many cases exclude black and

other minority students from transferring to schools that

had empty seats. On May 28, 1974 an MCAD commissioner re-

ported that (a) the proceedings are not moot, (b) under the

controlled transfer system, many of the practices previously

found and condemned continue to exist, and (c) the school

committee has not eliminated the discrimination that existed

in the open enrollment system.

For a brief, ten-day period in June 1966, the open

enrollment policy was amended to prohibit transfers aggra-

vating racial imbalance. The background was as follows:

iri February 1966 the board rejected the defendants' 1965

racial imbalance plan and made several proposals including

changes in open enrollment. On April 12, 1.966 the board

voted to withhold state funds from the Boston schools. At

a committee meeting on June 13, the chairman moved that the

open enrollment policy be amended as follows: no pupil may

be permitted to attend a school out of district if his atten-

dance in that school will either cause said school to become

racially imbalancod or aggravate an already existing condition

of racial imbalance in such school. In support of his motion,

the chairman stated,

If years ago we recognized that there was
merit to the proposition [that a segregated educa-
tion is educationally harmful] and took steps to
withhold this privilege of open enrollment, today
I don't belie'Ve the Patriok T. Campbell would be
an imbalanced school. I don't think that the
Solomon Lewenberg would be approaching an imbal-
anced state.

In other words, we could have avoided the
difficulties that we now face, And I think :Lt's
reasonable to predict that if we don't adopt some
kind of order such as this we are going to have
mnre imhAldnc(,d-a,.h_Jolg-c-taablni,-more-problems
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ylems to it o to be the kind of preventive

step QC should Lake now while there is still an

opportuniLy to take preventive action.

A dissenting member responded,

Mr. Chairman, I think it is wrong to take
away this right, and I don't call it a privilege.

It is absolUtely a right that has been given t;(3
the people of the City of Boston in the form of
open seat enrollment.

The motion passed 3-2. -However, the state board would not

rLract its disapproval of the defendants' 1965 plan. There-

fore at the colicaittee's next meeting on June 22, one of the

June 13 majority moved to rescind, explaining that the state

funds hdd not been released and also that he now believed that

the amendment limiting transfers was an unconstitutional dis-

crimination against white students. The latter point was

endorsed by the superintendent who said that he believed that

"our open enrollment policy is the finest open enrollment
28

policy of any school system in America." Rescission was

voted by 3-2. Every year thereafter until 1971, similar amend-

mcnts to open enrollment were proposed and rejected.

The basis of the defendants' resistance to curtailment

of open enrollment was crystal clear: it would deprive white

students of their "right to escape" from schools with sub-

stantial percentages of back students. By 1970 the member

Lilo had switched his vote at the June 22, 1966 meeting had

bccA) elected by his colleagues as chairman of the school emi-

r-it:tee. On the same issue at a January 20, 1970 meeting, he

stated the same position he and other members had often

eFplained at previous meetings, as follows,

28
Taking pride in the transfer policy became a refrain

for members at subsequent school committee meetings, e.g.,

s-open-enrollmentpoticy_as_presi-__
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endorsed by the superintendent who said that he believ_d that

"our open enrollment policy is the finest open enrollment
28

policy of any school system in America." Rescission was

voted by 3-2. Every year thereafter until 1971, similar amend-

ments to open enrollment were proposed and rejected.

The basis of the defendants' resistance to curtailment

of open enrollment was crystal clear: it would deprive white

students of their "right to escape" from schools with sub-

stantial percentages of black students. By 1970 the member

who had switched his vote at the June 22, 1966 meeting had

been elected by his colleagues as chairman of the school com-

mittee. On the same issue at a January 20, 1970 meeting, he

stated the same position he and other members had often

explained at previous meetings, as follows,

28
Taking pride in the transfer policy became a refrain

for members at subsequent school committee meetings, e.g.,

November 24, 1970, "Boston's open enrollment policy as pres-

ently constituted is the democratic way. It's the American

way. It's what we call freedom of choice."
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Of course the thing that would have everyone
deeply concerned would be again a school like the
Lewenberg which starts to become evenly balanced
or has become so and the white youngsters start
to apply under open enrollment to move cut, and
under this they would be pretty much chained to
their seats. They wouldn't be allowed to move.

The defendants' ultimate decision in August 1971 to adopt a

controlled transfer policy was made upon consideration of a

staff memorandum dated July 9, 1971 outlining available options

and describing open enrollment as "Parental choice, as to

school attendance, historically_granted to families in changing

neighborhoods." (Emphasis added.)

Open enrollment did not die without a struggle. On

October 27, 1970, the state board voted unanimously to modify

the open enrollment policy as follows:

1. Children may enroll in a school other than that
of their assignment, on a space-grade available
"'", if, and only if, such enrollment decreases
racial imbalance (as defined in the Act) in his
school of regular assignment, and/or in the
selected school;

2. Exceptions to the foregoing policy may be made
only with respect to schools that offer special-
ized courses or curricula that are not otherwise
available to eligible students; individual ex-
ceptions to the foregoing policy may be granted
by the School Department upon the basis of a
written showing of hardship by the parents of
the student-applicant;

3. The foregoing modifications shall be operative
for the school year 1971-72, and to that end
the Title IV, Equal Educational Opportunities
Bureau of this Department is directed to provide
forthwith to local School Committees and Depart-
ments such technical assistance as may be neces-
sary to ensure implementation of this requirement.

At the committee's next meeting, defendants voted to invite

State Commissioner Sullivan to attend a meeting of the committee

-on. November 23 "so that -he-can- try-to-iustilv,his Toosition: "
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neighborhoods." (Emphasis added.)

Open enrollment did not die without a struggle. On

October 27, 1970, the state board voted unare_mously to modify

the open enrollment policy as follows:

1. Children may enroll in a school other than that
of their assignment) on a space-grade available
basis, if, and only if, such enrolluient decreases
racial imbalance (as defined in the Act) in his
school of regular assignment, and/or in the
selected school;

2. ,Exceptions to the foregoing policy may be made
only with respect to schools that offer gpecial-
ized courses or curricula that are hot otherwise
available to eligible students; individual ex-
ceptions to the foregoing policy may be granted
by the School Department upon the basis of a
written showing of hardship by the parents of
the student-applicant;

3. The foregoing modifications shall, be operative
for the school year 1971-72, and to that end
the Title IV,,Equal Educational Opportunities
Bureau of this Department is directed to provide
forthwith to local School Committees and Depart
ments such technical assistance as may be neces-
sary to ensure implementation of this requirement.

At the committee's next meeting, defendants voted to invite

State Commissioner Sullivan to attend a meeting of the committee

on November 23 "so that he can try to justify his position."

The Commissioner appeared and gave a comprehensive justification
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of the board'? action, stating in part that it was based

upon the unanimous conclusion of the courts that no plan

which involves pareutal or student choice of schools is per-

missible where it results in racial separation of white and

Negro pupils; and that the Constitution does not permit school

officials to facilitate racial separation of pupils. The

defendants' response was a vote at a meeting the next dhy to

sue the state board and seek a dPelaratory judgment that the

board's vote of October 27 was itself unconstitutional. Suit

was never instituted. On March 31, 1971, the commissioner

requested assurances from the committee by April 16 that open

enrollment would be eliminated. When such assurances were notl

forthcoming, the board on May 25 notified 'the appropriate

state officers to withhold funds otherwise payable to the

Boston school department. On June 15 the defendants submitted

their fourth stage plan to the board without any modification

of the open enrolloPn* un June 16 the board extended

its May 25 withholding of funds and on June 22 it rejected

the fourth stage plan. On July 12 the committee amended its

plan but left the open enrollment policy intact. Op July 20

ale board rejected the amendments. On August 16 the committee

amended its plan a second time, again leaving open enrollment

intact. On August 17 the board voted a resolution r.quiring

that open enrollment be eliminated. Finally, on August 23,

the committee yielded, or at least seemed to.

During 1970-71, over 6,700 pupils Mere attending out-of-

!

district schools under open enrollment/, and at least 1,028

of these transfers were segregative 324 non-white pupils
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its May 25 withholding of funds and on June 22 it rejectc.I

the fourth stage plan. On July 12 the committee amended its

plan but left the open enrollment policy intact. On July 20

the board rejected the amendments. On August 16 the committee

amended its plan a second time, again leaving open enrollment

intact. On August 17 the board voted a resolution requiring

that open enrollment be eliminated. Finally, on August 23,

the committee yielded, or at least seemed to.

During 1970-71, over 6,700 pupils were attending out-of-

district schools under open enrollment, and at least 1,028

of these transfers were segregative: 324 non-white pupils

transferred from majority white to majority non-white

schOols and 704 white pupils transferred from majority

non-white to majority white scimol.0.
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Beyond that, however, the extent of racial segregation caused

by open enrollment in 1970-71 is impossible to pinpoint.

During the same year, 1,546 white students transferred from

one majority white school to another; and 1,660 black students

transferred from one majority black school to another. But

how many of these transfers were segregative cannot, be deter-

mined on the basis of the evidence received at the trial.

Part of the difficulty lies in the definition of racial

/imbalance in § 37D of the Act: ,when the per cent of non-
%

white students in any public school is in excess of ? fifty per
/29

cent of the total number of students in such school. Thus

racial imbalance is quite different from racial segregation.

Suppose, for example, a two-school district witty an equal

number of white and blaci grammar school stude4s in which

all black pupils are_assigned to school A and /all white pupils

are assigned to school B. Both schools would be segregated

but only, school A would be imbalanced. Ye t/ often the terms

1,:ere used interchangeably, as illustrated 1y the following

discussion at a committee meeting on October 19, 1971 regarding

proposed expansion of a secondary school facility:

Ciairman: The impurtant thing is that they
need an addition out there at South Boston High.
Who is going to fill it is a decision that is
going to be made later. But we don't want to
stop progress as far as planning for the addition
is concerned. Do you follow me?

Member #1: I follow you, but to be realistic
about it, I don't think the people in South Boston
are going to want to have a racially balanced
school.

Member # 2: The people in South Boston= have
a racially balanced school.
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The same section also provides, "The term 'racial
imbalance' refers to a ratio between non -white and other
students in public schools which is sharply out of balance
vith the racial composition of the society in which non-white
children study, serve and work. ,170
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Chairman: To go forward on the addition
to South Boston High.

Member # 1: It would have to be racially
balanced.

Chairman: Racially balanced could mean/a
hundred per cent white.

Member # 1: I don't think it would Under
Commissioner Sullivan.

Member # 2: Of course not.

Member # 1: Mr. Sullivan is committed to
the numbers game, black and white--no question in
my mind about that.

Mr. Hambelton (associate superintendent):
we discussed this with the state and we-dezliot show
them how the school can be balance integrated,---
they will not fund it and that will end the project
right then and there.

Although there was relatively little direct evidence as to the

segregative effects of open enrollment, they were cumulative

an.' probably sul-,stantial. Transfers under open enrollment were

vi teal p2rTllent; they did not have to be renewed annually and

they qualified transferred studeats for the feeder patterns

applicable to graduates of the transferee schools. At school

committee. 1aetiage during the period from 1966 to 1971, several

members spoke cf Lewenberg junior high as having become pre-

dominantly black because of open enrollment; and individual

members made tle same statement about other schools, e.g.,

Holmes and Campbell junior highs and Prince elementary school.

In sum, upen enrollment as administered by the defendants

became a device for separating the races and contributed sig-

nificantly to the establishment of a dual school systeM.

The segregative effects of open enrollment were by no

means remedied by the new controlled transfer policy because

of its numerous exceptions, the most significant of which was

172
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grcndrather clauseII vhereby "any student who last year

aiieodcd an out-of-district school under the epen Enrollment

Policy may continue to attend such school, so long is a seat

:cmains available." At the trial defendants sought to de-

fond the grandfather clause on the grounds that it helped

perpetuate transfers promoting integration and avoided dis-

rupting friendships that had formed among students. The

first ground is specious since transfers promoting racial

balance would have been allowed anyway under the controlled

transfer policy. As for preserving friendships, the record

does not enable the court to discern why the defendants

thought this social interest so important. There was no

showing that pupils with friends in their out-of-district

schools could not have made new friends in their in-district

schools or that many of their friends would not also have been

returned with them to the schools whence they came. A major

consequence of the grandfather clause was to restrict severely

the balancing potenti41 of the new policy because nearly all

available seats out-of-district were already oc-

cupied by transferees under open enrollment. The total

number of transfers at all levels of schools under the new

policy in 1971-72 was only 319.

The second exceptiOn to the controlled transfer policy

came in the form of an interpretation of the grandfather

clause by the superintendent with the approval of the school

committee. Under date of August 23, 1971 the supekintendent

issued an explanatory circular including what were called

nnncrf-ritTrztrimne-_ as -follows
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issued an explanatory circular including what were called
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1 All students presently attending out-of-

distriet'sehools under the former. Open
Enrollment Policy may continue to do so.

2. No new transfers may be effected under

the discontinued Open Enrollment Policy.

3. Those pupils who avail themselves of their

options under this Controlled Transfer

Policy beginning in September 1971 shall

be required to re-apply for their seat on

an annual basis.

Continuation shall be denied only in the

case where increased attendance by pupils

living within the district shall have

produced a situation of extreme overcrowding.

4. Special educational needs and other "hard-

ship" cases should be decided on a case-to-

case basis by the Assistant Superintendent

of the home district.

The fine point lay in the second consideration which embodied

the superintendent's view that the grandfather exception ap-

plied not only to students attending out-of-district schools

under open enrollment during 1970-71 but also students who

in May 1971 had filed applications for transfers which would

begin during September 1971. Such transfers would not be

aewed "new" because 2p_Oied for before the termination of

the open enrollment policy. This construction of the grand-

father clause was, to say the least, difficult to understand,

so during the committee meeting on September 7, 1971 the

defendants went/into executive session in order that the

superintendent might explain the situation in private. After

his initial explanation, the superintendent sa , "I would

hope that my circular would stand. I don't think anybody

will notice it but ourselves." When the associate superin-

tendent said later during the executive session that he

would agree with the superintendent's interpretation "if the
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State understands it the same way", the superintendent

replied, " To my point of view, the State isn't going to

find out about it until it's too late." Standing alone,

the superintendent's cynical comments might be discounted

due to the strain and -pressure of the moment--school was

scheduled to open the next day, parental furore over the

districting for the,new Lee school was rising, etc. But .

their significance may not be so minimized. They must be

considered together with similar remarks by committee members

at previous meetings and their frequent expressions of disdain

for the state board of education and state officials respon-

sible for enforcing the Racial Imbalance Act. In that conte *t

the superintendent's remarks accurately reflected the bad faith

which characterized many oe.the school committee's dealings

with state officials.

A third exception to the controlled transfer policy

covered transfers between schools in multi-school elementary

districts. As seen ante, several elementary districts contain

more than one school and they vary greatly in racial composi-

tion, e.g., the Marshall district, in which the Marshall and

Champlain schools are within a half mile of each other and

the student body of the former, in 1971-72, was 59% white

and the latter 94% black. The board complained that this

exception did not correspond to its understanding of the new

policy which provided that, "Before October 15, a student can

only transfer from a school in which his race is in a majority

to a school in which his race is in a minority." ( Emphasis

added.) The superintendent replied that the board should



at previous meetings and their frequent expressions of disdain

for the state board of education and state officials respon-

sible for enforcing the Racial Imbalance Act. In that context

the superintendent's remarks, accurately reflected the bad faith

which characterized many of the school committee's dealings

with state officials.

A third exception to the controlled transfer policy

covered transfers between schools in multi-school elementary

districts. As seen ante, several elementary districts contain

more than one school and they vary greatly in racial composi-

tion, e.g., the Marshall district, in which the Marshall and

Champlain schools are within a half mile of each other and

the student body of the former, in 1971-72, was 59% white

And the latter 94% black. The board complained that this

exception did not correspond to its understanding of the new

policy which provided that, "Before October 15,,_a student can

only transfer from a school in which his race 1_1 in a majority

to a school in which his race is in a minority." ( Emphasis

added.) The superintendent replied that the board should

have understood all along that there would be such an exception.

It remained is effect and"allowLd intra-district segregative

transfers t( ;cctirtue.
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A fourth exception may be called, fur lack of a better

term, "group exceptions" voted by the school committee. One,

already described, permitted 200 black students to remain

in Lee school although they did not reside within its district.

Constituting approximately one-fourth of Lee school's popu-

lation, this contributed heavily to Lee's opening with a 747

black enrollment. A related, extraordinary group exception--

never voted, however, by the school committee--flowed from

the option given in September 1971 to students encompassed

by the new Lee district who had been attending Fifield, 82%

white, and O'Hearn, 99% white, schools: although residents

of the new Lee district, they we--! permitted to continua in

attendance at Fifield and O'Hearn. At the trial it was estab-

lished that the same option has been continuously granted to

the original beneficiaries' younger brothers and sisters as
30

they have entered the school system. Another group excep-

tion allowed 14 white Chittick graduates to avoid their

district junior high, Lewenbwg, which is 957 black. The

asserted basis was safety because of a high crime rate in the

neighborhood, but the same crime rate had to be endured by

black students attending Lewenberg.

A fifth exception to the controlled transfer policy was

'hardship transfers", presumably granted only on "the basis

of a written showing of hardship by the parents of the student-

applicant." However, hardship transfers were regarded and

30
Whether qualification for this group exception

involves a showing of blood relationship, or extends also
to all pupils residing on streets where the original bene-
ficiaries lived, was left uncertain at the trial, despite
the court's request of defense counsel for clarification.
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big out." Sometimes these transfers were granted on explicit

racial grounds and at others withOut any showing of hardship

to by school committee members as an "escape clause" and "a

t 1

181
istered merely as a loophole and were explicitly referred

at all. The total number of hardship exceptions was small,

118 during 1971-72; yet hardly de minimis when compared to

the total number of racially balancing transfers during the

same period, 319.

1
Viewed together, the open enrollment,and controlled

transfer policies were managed under the direction of the

defendants with a singular intention to discriminate n' the

basis of race. For open enrollment and evasion of controlled

transfer restrictions were antithetical to the defendants'

foremost publicized policy to have each pupil pi-tend the
31

school serving his neighborhood community. The court has

already found that the "ncighborhood school" policy was no

impediment to segregatira districting, red!.stricting, use of

facilities and feeder patterns. So here, when a neighborhood

started to change from predominantly white to black, the

"neighborhood school" policy was subordinated to the white-

student' presumed right to escape to safely white out-of-

district schools. The result of the defendants' maneuvering

waL to encourage and facilitate the abandonment by white

students and parents of schools which appeared to be in the

process of becoming predominantly non-white.

31

The "neighborhood school" policy has existed in
Boston more in theory than in practice. At least 30,000
students currently use public transportation; students walk
subctantial distances to school, e.g., fourth graders up to
,hree-quarters of a mile; high schools enroll students on

ft-v7vi-dr PI-PMPTt"aTV districts OAV. on Thr, one hand
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foyeulost publicized policy to have each pupil attend the
31

school serving his neighborhood' community. The coutt has

already/found that the "neighborhood school" policy was no

impediment to segregative districting, redistricting, use of

facilities and feeder patterns. So here, when a neiguoorhood

started to change from predominantly white to black, the

"neighborhood school" policy was subordinated to thg white

students' presumed right to escape to safely white siut-of-

district schools. The result of the defendants' maneuvering

was to encourage and facilitate the abandonment by white

students and parents of schools which appeared to be in the

process of becoming predominantly non-white.

31

The "neighborhood school" policy has existed in
Boston more in theory than in practice. At least 30,000
Students currently use public transportation; students walk
quilstantial distances to school, e.g., foulth graders up to
.three- quarters of a mile.; high schools enroll students on

7itywidc basis;,elementary districts may, on the one hand,
'In:lada several neighborhoods or, on the other, split them
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Faculty and Staff

Plaintiffs' claims in this area, unlike those heretofore

discussed, concern policies of'the defendants which dis-
12

criminated against them indirectly- -but no less significantly.

Another' distinction is that the racial composition of neighbor-

hoods, segregation in housing, distances to schools and safety

precautions are irrelevant here. See, e.g., Kelly v./Guinn,

9 Cir. 1972, 456 F.2d 100, 107. Except for substitutes called

in on short notice, teachers are not assigned on the basis of

residence. Plaintiffs' principal claim involving faculty and

staf: is that the defendants have knowingly pursued policies

resulting in racial segregation of teachers and administrative

personnel, thereby reinforcing the racial identifiability of

schools and increasing the racial segregation of students.

Plaintiffs' next claim under this heading raises a further

distinction in that It does not depend on the Brown and Keyes

and other school cases decided by the Supreme Court in the

past two decades, but on traditional equal protection prin-

ciples. See Sweatt v. Painter, 1950, 339 U.S. 629. Specifically,

plaintiffs assart.a denial of ..qual educational opportunity,

viz., that defendants have knowingly pursued policies resulting

in less qualified,/des experienced and lower paid teachers in

predominantly black schools. A third claim is that defendants

32

A school co_mittee's policy and practice with regard

to faculty and staff are "among tLe most' important indicia

of a segregated -ystem. Independent of student assignment,

-here it is pclsible to identify a 'white schools or a 'Negro

school' simply reference to the racial composition of

teachers anc staff , . . a prima facie case of \violation of

substantive cons7itutional rights under the Eq41.Protection

Clause is s'nown." 'Swer., v. Charlotte MecklenbumloAeLlf
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distinction in that it does not depend xi the Brown and Keyes

and other school cases decided by the Supreme Court in the

past two decades, but on traditional equal protection prin-

ciples. See Sweatt v. Painter, 1950, 339 U.S. 629. Specifically,

plaintiffs assert denial of equal educational opportunity,

viz., that defendants have knowingly pursued policies resulting

in less qualified, less experienced and lower paid teachers in

predominantly black schools. A third claim is that defendants

32
A school committee's policy and practi\e with regard

to faculty and staff are "among the most important indicia

of a segregated system. independent of student assignment,

where it is possible tc identify a 'white school' or a 'Negro

school' simply by reference to the racial composition of

teachers and staff . . . a prima facie case of violation of

substantive constitutional rights under the Equal Protection

Clause is shown."' Swann v. Charlotte Mecklenburg Board of

Education, 1971i 402 U.S. 1, 18.
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have violated the constitutional right of public school

students to have the school system operated free of racial

discrimination in the recruiting, employment and promotion

of teachers and staff. See Johnson v. San Francisco United

School District, N.D. Cal. 1971, 339 '.Supp. 1315, 1332. We

find that plaintiffs have established all three claims.

A general introductory description of certain aspects

of teacher employment, classification and transfer will help

to clarify discussion of this group of plaintiffs' claims.

Probably typically, the Boston school system has always been

structured in a way which would impede participation by out-

siders generally. The vast majority of teachers have been

prcducts of local colleges and universities, es*ially

Boston State Teachers College. New teachers were appointed

fr n eligibility lists compiled on the basis pf the Boston

Teachers Examination (BTE), a special essay type test given

only in Boston. The only mean of qualifyibg for nearly all

administrative positions was to serve as a teacher in Boston

for several years. As thought to be required by Massachusetts

'law, Mass. G.L. c. 151B, § 4(3), the system was colorblind,

i.e., there was no refer ce to race on application, transfer

or promotion/forms or in a acher's file. In recent years

many changes have been made. The teachers union, Local 66,

AFT-AFL-CIO, and the school committee entered into a collective

bargaining agreement in 1966. The BTE was replaced mainly in

1968 and entirely in 1970 by the NtItional Teachers Examination

(NTE) prepared by the Educational Testing Service (ETS) of

Princeton, New Jersey. Several programs were started as a
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products of local colleges and universities, especially

Boston State Teachers College. New teachers were appointed

from eligibility lists compiled on the basis of the Boston

Teachers Examination (BTE), a special essay type test given

only in Boston. The only means of qualifying for nearly all

ministrative positions was to serve as a teacher in Boston

for leveral years. As thought to be required by Massachusetts

law, Mass. G.L. c. 151B, § 4(3), the system was colorblind,
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many changes
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forms or in a teacher's file. In recent years

have been made. The teachers union, Local 66,

and the school committee entered into a collective

bargaining-agreement in 1966. The -BTE-was..replaced mainly in

1968 and entirely in 1970 by the National Teachers Examination

(NTE) prepared by the Educational Testing Service (ETS) of

Prine'..on, New Jersey. Several programs were started, as a
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result of title I of the federal Elementary and Secondary#

Education Act of 1965 (ESEA), 20 U.S.C. §§ 241a-244, including

the model demonstration subsystem, elementary enrichment,

and work-study. Sixty black recruits for provisional teaching

positions were trained in a program federally funded under

the Education Professions Development Act, 20 U.S.C. S 1091

et seq. However, organization and practices of the system

remain much the same, e.g., the complex provisions in the

union contract covering teacher transfers,' at appendix C

thereof, set forth procedures and criteria employed since

1951.

Three categories of teachers are employed in Boston,

permanent, provisional and temporary substitute. Mass. G.L.

c. 71, § 38G provides,

"No person shall be eligible for employment

by a school committee as a teacher, . . . unless

he has been granted a,certificate by the board;

. . . and provided,further, that a school committee

may upon its request be exempt from the requi--e-

mor,s of this section by the department for any

one pchool year when compliance therewith would in

the ,pinion of the department constitute'a great

hardship in the securing of teachers for the schools

of a town. This section shall not apply to trade,

vocational, landjtemporary substitute teachers . . . ."

Permanent teachers have obtained certificates from the state

hoard which requires a bachelorfs degree f-om an accredited

college and courses of study and semester hours therein as

,,stablishod by the board. Permanent teachers have variciUs

7ights under state statutes and the union contract.

Provisional teachers are full-time teachers who have

college deg' as but lack state certificates, presumably be-

cause they haven't taken courses in education prescribed by

-he board. Also, they may not have taken the NTE examination
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one school year when compliance therewith would in

the opinion of the department,constitute'a great

hardship in the securing of teachers for the schools
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vocational, [and] temporary substitute teachers . . . ."

Permanent teachers have obtained certificates from the state

board which requires a bachelor's degree from an accredited

college and courses of study and semester hours therein as

established by the board. Permanent teachers have various

rights under state statutes and the union contract.

Provisional teachers are full-time teachers who have

college degrees but lack state certificates, presumably be-

cause they haven't taken.courses in education prescribed by

-he board. Also, they may not have taken the NTE examination
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or have do.:e poorly on it They receive one-year contracts

pursuant to the exemption in § 38G for which Boston evidently

qualifies each year by td..)wing "a great hardship in the

securing of teachers", altI:eugh there is an oversupply of

applicants for permanent positions to such an extent that

on the major eligible lists the ratio of teacher applicants

to positions is approximately 10 to 1. Approximately 700 or

nearly 15% of the city's full-ttmei teachers are provisionals.

They are hired to fill vacancie; which are not permanent and

when there are no candids on a particular sublist of the

eligible list and, beginnin in 1971, for purpc .)7 minority

recruitment. A provisioral teacher may become 10PPlled

permanent provisional by servini for three cons:curive years,

after which he acquires tmure under Mass. G.L. c. 71, § 41.

. Provisionals are compensated au a substantiali) lower rate

than teachers with certi,.Lcetns. in the first mar Of employ-

ment, $1500 less and in the thi-d year, $2100 less. Pro-

visionals have no rights oc trenster or promoti)n..

The third category of teachers are temporary substitutes

who fill in for ill or absent teachers on a day-to-day basis

and whose compensation is at'a rate lower than that of pro-

visionals. There are also a large number of practice teachers

still in college and teachers' aides of one sort or another,

usually hired under federrl programs.

Vacancies in teaching positions and building level

administrative positLns are filled first by transfers within
1

the system on the basis of seniority. The seniority criterion
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They are hired to fill vacancie; which are not permanent and

when there are no candids on a particular suhlist of the

eligible list and, beginning in 1971, for purpc °F Oe minority

recruitment. A provisional tea:her may become :0-Palled

permanent provisional by servin3 for three.cons!curive years,

after which he acquires tenure under Mass. G.L. c. 71, § 41.

Provisionals are compensaLd at. a substantiali) lower rate

than teachers with certiLicates. in the first -,ar of employ-

ment, $1500 less and in the third year, $2100 less. Pro-

visionals have no rights ok transfer or promotion.

The third category of teachers are temporary substitutes

who fill in for ill or absent teachers on a day-to-day basis

and whose compensation is at a rate lower than that of pro-

visionals. There are also a large number of practice teachers

still in college and teachers' aides of one sort or another,

usually hired under federal programs.

Vacancies in teaching positions and in building level

administrative positions pro filled first by transfers within

the system on the basis of seniority. The Seniority criterion

has been employer in effecting transfers since 1951 and since
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1966 has been included in the collective bargaining agreement

between the defendants and the teachers union. The necessary

conditions for a transfer are that a faculty member be a

permanent teacher and have taught in that capacity for at

least the two previous years in a Boston public school. Given

an opening for which he or she is qualified and sufficient

seniority, a permanent teacher may transfer every two years.

The procelure is as follows: by means of superintendent's

circulars issued twice a year, permanent teachers are notified

of the conditions of their right to transfer and of the avail-

ability of request forms; there are spaces on the transfer

r
request form for five choices of school districts or sections

of the city to which the applicant wishes to be transferred;

the forms are filed with the personnel department, which com-

piles lists of requested transfers, ranking the requesting

teachers according to _seniority which is measured by years of

permanent teaching emploYment'in the,,Boston public school

system from date of employment; when vacancies in permanent

positions are about to occur, principals and headmasters

notify the personnel department on Request for Permanent

Teacher forms and the vacancies are filled on the basis of

seniority from the transfer lists. A teacher may refuse an

offered transfer which he has requested, but if he does so

he may not transfer until the following year.

Transfers are made only in A.ccordance with the procedure

described. Technically the right of permanent teachers to

'transfer is subject to denial for the good of-the system, but

a transfer has evidently never been denied on that ground, at
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leas': never on the ground that it would increase racial imbal-

ance. The superintendent also has power to make transfers

for the good of the service; the following provision is in-

cluded in every individual teacher employment contract:

"It is understood that the School Committee

of the City of Boston reserves the right to tran,..tr

or assign a teacher from one School, district, de-

partment, position, grade or subject to another as

the interests of the Boston Public Schools demand."

But this power has never been exercised.

If a vacalcy in a permanent position is not filled by a

transferring teacher, it is normally filled by hiring a cer-

tified teacher from an eligible lis,t of applicants who have

successfully finished the screening process for hiring new

permanent teachers. Applicants are listed in the order of the

score they achieved in the screening process, which takes into

account grades on the NTE examination, an interview and creden-

tials such as graduate study and experience: Assignments to

particular schools are frequently made on the basis of requests

by headmaster; and principals. Occasionally, when no certified

applicant is 'vailable, permanent positions are filled by pro-

visional teachers. At elementary and intermediate levels,

tram-,fers and appointments are made to districts, not schools,

permitting the principal of a multi-school elementary district

to assign teachers to schools within his district at his dis-

cretion.

Vacancies in building level administrative positions not

ailed by transfers,and central administrative positions, are

filled by promotiOns. Boston's promotion system was suspended

in the spring of 1971 and vacancies since then have been filled
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permanent teachers. Applicants are listed in the order of the

score they achieved in the screening process, which takes into

account grades on the NTE examination, an interview and creden-

tials such as graduate study and experience. Assignments to

particular schools are frequently made on the basis of requests

by headmaster; and principals. when no certified

applicant is available, permanent positions are filled by pro-

visional teachers. At elementary and itntermediate levels,

transfers and appointments are made to districts, not schools,

permitting the principal of a multi-schdol elementary district ;

to assign teachers to schools within his 'k district at hisndis-

cretion,

Vacancies in building level adminisq'ative positions not

filled by transfers,and central administrtive positions, are

fillet! by promotions. Boston's promotion rystem was suspended

in the spe.ng of 1971 and vacancies since 1-hen have been filled

on an acting basis. Before 1971 from four to six years of
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experience .4ere required to qualify for promotion. Candidates

for promotion applied to the board of examiners, which issued

promotion certificates on the basis of written examinations

and interviews. Persons qualifying for promotion\vere placed

on a "rated list" compiled for each type of position, e,g.,-.

headmaster, assistant principal, etc. Such lists were drawn

up only every third year. Administrative positions of assi's

tant superintendent and above are not filled by rating, but

by the superintendent's selection and school, committee approval.

Racial Segregation

Black teachers are segregated in black schools. In 1972-

73 there were majority black enrollments at 59 of the city's

,201 schools., Of the total of 356 black teachers, permanent

and provisional, 244 were stationed at those 59 schools. The

percentages of the total number of black teachers in the system

who were teaching at majority black schools during the five

previous years follow:

1967-68 677
68-69 68%
69-70 70%
70-71 72%
71-72 74%

A rough understatement of the -,ituation is that less than one-

third of the schools are majority black, but over two-thirds

of the black teachers are sent to them.

1

Whatever the angle from which a view is taken,, the pioeure
33

is the same. In 1971-72 the defendants hired 82 bladkteacheta,

permanent and provisional, for the first time. Of,this total

33

This is the latest year for whit the parties sub-
mitted information of this kind. Occasi rally, in .previous
portions of the opinion, 1971-72 figues were used rather than
1972 -73 because maps and charts had b en nrenared:bv the narties
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Black teachers are segregated in,Elack schools. In 1972-

73 there were majority blac ehrollments at 59 of the city's

201 schools.,tif total of 356 black teachers, permanent

and pro is'fonal, 244 were stationed at those 59 schools. The

--P-------v-ercentages of the total number of black teachera in the system

who were teaching at majority black schools during the five

previous years follow:

1967-68 67%
68-69
69-70
70-71 72%
71-72 74%

A rough understatement of the situation is that less than one-

third of the schools are majority black, but over two-thirds

of the black teachers are sent to them.

Whatever the angle from which a view is taken, the picture
33

is the same. In 1971-72 the defendants hired 82 black teachers,

permanent and provisional, for the first time. Of this total

33"

This is the latest year.for which the parties sub-
mitted information of this kind. 'Occasionally, in previous
portions of the opinion, 1971-72 figures were used rather than
1972-73 because maps and chart's had been prepared by the parties
before the later figures became available. Also, whenever
unqualified in this section.of the opinion, "teachers" includes
both permanent and providio9al.
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approximately three-quarters, precisely 61, were assigned to

teach at that traction of the city's schools, less than one-

third, which were majority black. Exactly half of the new

black teachers were assigned to seven schools whose enroll-

ments were over 90% black: Champlain, Higginson, Holmes,

King, Lewenberg, Paine and Timilty. In 1971-72 there were

158 elementary schools in the system and 167 black teachers

were assigned to them. However, three or more black teachers

were assigned to the following 18 schools, whose total enroll-

ments and numbers of white pupils and percentages of white

pupils of the total enrollments are also listed:

Elementary
Schools

Black
Teachers

White
Students

Total
Students

White 7
of Total

Bacon* 4 2 199 1%

Baker 5 9 466 2

Dearborn* 9 5 456 1

Dicker: an* 7 0 311 0

Ellis 3 6 600 1

Emerson 4 59 333 18

Fenwick 3 12 317 4
Garrison 3 4 904 .4

Gibson 8 25 589 4

Greenwood 5 13 800 1.6

Hale 4 5 286 1.7

He e* 6 4 422 1

Hurley 3 23 464 4.9
Lee 6 229 1089 21

Marshall. 8 699 1185 59

Mason 3 , 72 261 28

Paine 7 25 795 3

Perkins 3 1 125 .8
/

Lee and Marshall might well be eliminated from the table, since

Lee was so special a situation and Marshall is a new so-called

magnet school. Of the remaining 16 schools to which three or

more black teachers were assigned, only Emerson and Mason had

stuu.:-nt enrollments as high as 57 white, Fourteen elementary

schools with three or more black teachers on their faculties

had .; :went enrollments in which white students comprised less
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of Total

Lac on* 4 2 199
Baker 5 .9 466 2

Dearborn* 9 5 456
1-

Dickerman* 7 0 311 0

Ellis 3 6 600 1

Emerson 4 59 333 18

Fenwick 3 12 317 4

Garrison 3 4 904 .4

Gibson 8 25 ;-- 589 4

Greenwood 5., 13 800 1.6

Hale 4 5 286 1.7

Howe.* 6 4 422 1

Hurley 3 23 464 4.9
Lee 6 229 1089 21

Marshall 8 699 1185 59
'Mason 3 72 261 28

Paine / 7 25 795 3

Perkins 3 1 125 .8

Lee and Marshall might well be eliminated from the table, since

Lee was so special a situation and Marshall is a new so-called

magnet school. Of the remaining 16 schools to whi6h three Or

more black teachers were assigne, only Emerson and Mason had

stuGent enrollments as high as 57, white. Fourteen elementary

schools with three or more black teachers on their faculties

student enrollments in which white students comprised less
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than 5%. In nine such schools there were fewer than ten

whit,pupils in the entire school. In four (marked with an

asteVisk), white pupils were outnumbered by black teachers.

On the other hand, as of 1972-73 no black classroom teacher,

permanent or provisional, had ever been assigned to 81 of

Boston's 201 schools; and an additional 35 schools have had

only one blackteacher in any year since 1967-68, the earliest

year for which figures were put in evidence.

Black administrators are also segregated. In 1972-73 all

five black principals were at majority black schools, as follows:

Emerson, 66% black; Lewis, 72%; Tireston,- 72%; King, 95%; and

Timilty, 97%. There were fourteen black assistant principals

and assistant headmasters and all,were assigned to majority

black schools, as follows: Trotter, 53% black; English, 81%;

Burke,, 91%; Champlain, 93%; and Timilty,.97%. Black temporary

teachers are also segregated, partly because a proper factor

in their selection is proximity of the teacher's residence to

the school needing a day-to-day substitute on short notice.

Another reason, however, is that index cards cf blacks desiring

substitute work often include the names of either of two minority

recruiters and this is used by the personnel department to

match the substitute's race with 'he requesting school's racial

composition. Figures as to substitutes were not put in evidence.

Racial segregation of full-time faculty and staff has been

attributable first to requests by principals and headmasters

that black teachers be assigned to their districts. Such

racial request's are received from ten to fifteen district

an A
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Emerson, 66% black; Lewis, 72%; fileseon, 72%; King, 95%; and

Timilty, 97%. There were fourteen black assistant principals

and assistant headmasters and all were assigned to Majority

black schools, as.follows: Trotter, 53% black; English, 81%;

.Burke, 91%; Champlain, 93%; and Timilty, 97%. Black temporary

teachers are also segregated, partly because a proper factor

in their selection is proximity of the teacher's residence to

the school needing a day -to- -day subgtitute on short notice.

Another reason, however, is that index cards cf blacks desiring

substitute work often include the names of either' of two minority

recruiters and this is used by the personnel department to

match the substitute's race with the requesting school's racial

composition. .Figures as to substitutes, were not put in evidence.

Racial segregation of full-time faculty and staff has been

attributable first to requests by principals and headmasters

that black teachers be assigned to.their districts. Such

racial requests are received from ten to fifteen district
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principals a year and are honored by the personnel department

whenever possible. Senior school administrators and the

defendants were well aware ofithis practice. The second

cause was the tendency of permanent teachers who had taught

at majority black schools for at least two years to exercise

their transfer prerogative to transfer to majority white schools.

In 1971 and 1972, a total of 100 such requests were made and

39 were granted. In the same period, only two requests for

transfers from majority white t) majority Llaci, schools were

made, and neith=2r was granted. In the same period there was

but one transfer froffi an elementary school wilt a lower per-

cerit of black pupils to an elementary ,school vvt.h a higher

percent--it was from a school with a'black enrollment of

50-60% to one kith 80-90%. There was no educational justifica-

tion for these transfers,j.e. there was no p.rticitlar need

for more experienced teachers in the receiving schools. These

facts are related to the pract:ce of filling permanent -vacan-

cies by transfer before new apoointmeru:s and tie current

oversupply of teachers. Candidates who are not near the top

of the eligible list may, find that their only :hancP to enter

the system is to start teaching in a predominantly black school;

then after two years they will request a transfer. This situ-

ation was well known to senior administrators, and the defen-

dants; assistant superintendent Griffith, testifying on

deposition about: a meeting of the board of superintendents,

said,

"That there should Ee some policy of retaining
teachers. Because, as we see it, it is easier for
a person to gain access into the school system by
comin21-,in-_,_through-L:aL2.troubled_schoolA-E_mouT_look
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Made, and neither was granted. In the same period there was

but one transfer from an elementary school witl a lower per-

cent of black pupils to an elegantary school w.th a higher

percent - -it was froM a school with a black enrcllment of

50-60% to one with 80-90%. There was no educational justifica

tionfor these transfers, i.e. there was no p. rticular need

for more experienced teachers'1n the receiving schools. These

facts are related to the pract:ce of filling p-rmanent vacan-

cies by transfer before new apeointments and te current

oversupply of teachers. "Candiaates who are nc: near the top

of the eligible list may find That their only 2hance to-enter

the system is to start teachin3 in a predominantly black school;

then after two years they will request a transfer. This situ-

ation was well.knowu to-senior administrators and the defen-

dants; assistant superintendent Griffith, testifying oii

deposition abcut a meeting of the board of superintendents,

said,

"That there should be some policy of retaining
teachers. Because, as we see it, it is easier for
a person to gain access into the school system by
coming in through a troubled school. If you look
at the top of a'slist and you have very, very high
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203
scores--)'11 not say nine' out of ten times, but
; goodly degree of these people will refuse ap-
pointmenLs to troubled schools. So the teacher
that wants to get in the system will take the
troubled school, knowing that in two years they
can move out."

The pattern of faculty transfer from black to white schools

in Boston was mentioned in the study report of the federal

Civil Rights Commission filed in 1966; and the subject was

discussed at several school committee meetings. Lastly, over
of the

one-third/black teachers, 125 of 356, are provisional teachers

with no transfer rights; and black permanent teachers generally

have less seniority than most white permanent, teachers. The

transfer system's exclusive reliance on seniority thus effec-

tively locks mrny black teachers in the schools to which they

are initially assigned, usually majority black, and allows

-bite teachers with seniority t-o transfer from these same

schools to others.

Defendant have argued that assignment of black teachers

to predominant y black schools is educationally justifiable

1-1ncl -nchers sr,rire .1. adult role models and inspira-

tional example. to black pupil;. The record, however, cs

bar-1 of evict noe supporting he argument. One witness,

associate supe.intendent Leftwcch, testified that a need by

.roungster for adult _role models would in his opinion be

logical expl tnation for granting requests of black teachers

for assignrent to predominrntly black schools. But his was

ooncededly a ctrbstone opinion unsupported by any study or

Qmpirical data. The defendants never made any systema

iaquiry concerning whether assigning black teachers tD black

204
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transfer system's eXclUsive reuance on seniority onus erIee
.

tively locks many black teachers in the schools to which they

are ihitially c ssigned, usually majority black, and allows

-thin teachers with seniority t-o transfer from these same

schools to othcrs.

Defendant have argued that assignment of black teachers

to predominant y black schools is educationally justifiable

black :-tchers serre a adult: role models and 4nspira-

clonal example to black pupill. The record, however, is

bar-on of evid-nce supporting .he argument. One witness,

associate supe.intendent Leftwich, testified that a need by

bllck oungsterI for adult role models would in his opinion be

a logical exltnation for granting requests of black teachers

.for assigncent to predominantly black schools. But his,was

roncededly a cirbstone opinion unsupported by any study or

empirical data. The defendants never made any systematic

iaquiry concerning whether assigning black teachers to black
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schools inspires the confidence', or coincides with the wishes

of, the black community. More importantly, there was no

evidence that such considerations in fact played any part in

the frequent-matching of, the races of teachers and pupils.

Defendants also contended that racial matching, when

requested by-black teachers, would have educational value

-because such teachers would likely be especially' dedicated

to the training and progress black pupils.. The first diffi-

culty with this contention is the paucity of supporting evi-

dence. The only evidence in

teachers requested assignmen

the entire record that black

s to black schools had to do with

two groups of black provisional recruits trained under the

lk
Education Profession Development Act (EPDA), 20 during the

summer of 1971 and 40 in the summer of 1972. Assistant super-
.-

intendent Griffith, who is in charge of minority recruitment,

testified of deposition that the 1972 group of 40 "by and large

preferred placement in black schools" and that the personnel

department attempted to go along with their thinking and place

them in the black schools. But there was no evidence that the

black recruits actually requested such assignments. Surely

the legislative intent of Congress in passing the federal Act
.

was not to segregate black teachers in black schools. The

defendants have never inquired of black teachers generally

about the kind or degree of their commitment, if any, to teach

in black schools. More fundamentally, even if defendants had

done so, and black teachers requested assignments to black

schools, this would not overcome the prohibition of the Four-

teenth Amendment which bans intentional racial segregation in



dence. The only evidence in-the entire record that black

teachers requested assignments to black schools had to do with

two groups of black provisional recruits trained under the

EducatiOn Profession Dekrelopment Act (EPDA), 20 during the

summer of 1971 and 40 in the summer of 1972. Assistant super-

intendent driffith, who is in charge of minority recruitment,

testified cm deposition that the 1972 group of 40 "by and large

preferred placement in black schools" and that the personnel

department attempted to go along with their thinking and place

them in the black schools. But there was no evidence that the_ -

black recruits actually requested such assignments. Surely

the legislative intent of Congress in passing the federal Act

was not to segregate black teachers in black schools. The

defendants have never inquired of bladk teachers generally

about the kind or degree of their commitment, if any, to teach

in black schools. More fundamentally, even if defendants had

done so, and black teachers requested assignments.to black

1

schools, this would not overcome the prohibition or the Four-

teenth Amendment which bans intentional racial segiregation in

public schools whatever may be the desires of black teachers

or parents. Cooper v. Aaron, 1958, 358 U.S. Booker v.

Special School District No. 1, D. Minn. 1972, 351 F.Supp. 799, 809.
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Unequal Education

The gist of plaintiffS' that the defendantS'

practices heretofore described result in predominantly black

schools being staffed with less qualified and experienced /

teachers and with everchanging faculties, all to the detriment

of black pupils who generally are receiving an education unequal'

to that being given white pupils. This claim is not geared to

the racial composition of the faculty and stuff at predominantly

black schools but to the quality of education available to

students attending theM. The facts support plaintiffs' claim.

Uncertified, provisional teachers, of whom there were 585

in the system in 1971-72 and 690 in 1972-73, are found in much

greater numbers in predominantly bleak schools than in pre-
.

dominantly white schools. Statistics were compiled for 1970-71

and 1971-72 and a clear pattern with but minor exceptions

emerges in both years: the blacker 'the school, the larger the

percent
\\

pf pkovisional ei?achers. The following table shows

\ )1/
the distribution of provisional teacherg\as related to the

racial composition of elementary schools in 1971-72 but is

representative of percentages at schools at all levels in that

year and in 1970-71:

% Black
Students

Number of
Provisionals

% Permanent
Teachers

90-1007 106 78.1%
-24 schools

80-90% 34 74.6%
9 schools

70-80% 15 84.870/7/--
5 schools

85 :1%



students attending them. The facts support plaintiffs' claim.

Uncertified, provisional teachers, of whom there were 585

in the system'in 1971772 and 690 in 1972-73, are found in much

greater numbers in predominantly black schools than in pre -

dominantly white schools. Statistics were compiled for 1970-71

and 1971-72 and a clear pattern with but minor exceptions

emerges in Voth years: the blacker the school, the larger the

percent of .provisional teachers. The following table shows

the distribution of provisional teachers as related to the

racial composition of elementary schools in 1971-72 but is

represefitative of percentages at schools at all levels in that

year and in 1970-71:

% Black Number of % Permanent
Students Provisionals Teachers

90-100% 106 78.1%
24 schools

80-90% 34 74.6%
9 schools

70-80% 15 84.8%
5 schools

60-70% 19 85.7%
4 schools

50-60% 12 85.9%
4 schools
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% Black ,

Students'
Number of

Arovisionals
% Permanent
Teachers

40-50% 25 79.2%
6 schools-

30-40% 31 81.2%
9 schools

20-30% 14 82.9%
4 schools

10720% 19 91.0%
14 schools

0-10% 60 94.6%
78 schools

.)

Note, that schools above 80% black enrollment had an average

of more than four provisional teachers per school; and that

schooli under 20% black enrollment had an average of less

.than one provisional teacher per school. A similar pattern

emerges when one calculates the yearslof teachers' service in

the Boston school system in relation to the racial composition
).

of the schools to which they are assigned. This was done for

elementary schools in 1970-71, with the following results:

% Black
Students

Average Years in
Boston Schools

90-100% 5.67

80-90% i 5.02

70-80% 7.6

60-70% 6.40

50-60% 7.74

40 -50% 8.95

30-40% 8.52

20-30% 11.33

10-20% 10.20



Note, that schools above 80% black enrollment had an.average

of more than four provisional teachers per school; and that

schooli under 20% black enrollment had an average of less

than one provisional teacher per school. A similar pattern

emerges when one,dalculates the years of teachers' service in

the Boston school system in relation to the racial composition

of the schools to which"they are assigned. This was done for

elementary scho8Is in 1970-71, with the following results:

% Black
-Students

Average Years in
Boston Schools

90-100% 5.67

80-9Q% 5.02

70-80% 7.26

60-70% 6.40

50-60% 7.74

40-50% 8.95

30-40% 8.52

20-30% 11.33

10-20% 10.20

-0-10% 13.53
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This table is consistent with the previous one; it also

suggests that the system may channel teachers into pro-

gressively whiter schools as their seniority increases until

they ai-iveand replain at schools less than 30% black.

Provisional teachers are not merely novices, but novices

whose lack of qualifications and training necessitate their

exemption from the p5pvision of state law, Mass. G.L. c. 71,

§ 38G, that "No person shall be eligible for employment by a

school committee as a teacher . . unless he has been granted

a certificate by the board." They may be given one-year con-

tracts without even. having taken the NTE or other standard

examination which tests their subject matter competence. Of

course it is possible, as argued by defense counsel, that a

particular provisional may be a better teacher than one who

has taken the usual courses in education and has received a

creditable score on the NTE and when interviewed has compared

favorably with other applicants for appointment. But the odds

are against it. Generally, it cannot be doubted that the

professional qualifications and skills of provisiona s are

inferior to thoie of permanent appointees. They are paid

lower salaries, have slith prospects of permanent appointment

and.no prospects of promotion or transfer and generally lack

the stature of,newly appointed permanent teachers.

As in any calling, experienced practitioner's are ordinarily

more effective than novices, regardless of certification. The

expert witness for the defendants so testified. A highly

capable prj.ncipal who was selected to bead Lee school, Miss

_Frances_ Kelly, testified,



a certificate by the board!" They may be given one -year con

tracts without even having taken the NTE or other standard

examination which tests their subject matter competence. Of

course it is possible, as argued by defense counsel, that a

particular provisional may be a better teacher than one who

has taken the usual courses in education and has received a

creditable score on the NTE and when interviewed has compared

favorably with other applicants for appointment. But the odds

are against it. Generally, it cannot be doubted that the

professional qualifications and skills of provisionals are

inferior to those of permanent appointees. They are paid

Lower salaries, have slim prospects of permanent appointment

and no prospects of promotion or transfer and generally lack

the stature of newly appointed permanent teachers,

As in any calling, experienced practitioners are ordinarily

more effective than novices, regardless of certification. The

expert witness for the defendants so testified. A highly

capable principal who was selected to head Lee school, Miss

Frances Kelly, testified,
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"I wouldn't want to see a school, any school,
with too high a percentage of first-year teachers
in it, because the first-year teacher does need
helping hands from experienced ones around him and
if you have too many first-year teachers in a build-
ing, percentage-wise, then the experienced teachers
can't keep up with their errors and the thing becomes
very unmanageable."

The need for more experienced teachers in black schools was

discussed at school committee meetings on several occasions;

s metimes it was referred to as an "experience imbalance." At

a meeting on March 10, 1970, a member stated,

"These are the schools where we should have
.\ teachers who have much experience. Our most ex-

perienced teachers are needed there. The fact of
\the matter is that the inner city schools have a
far greater proportion of first year, second year,
and third year teachers."

Problems attributable to teacher inexperience in black schools

were known to senior administrators as well as to the defendants.

The tombination'of a disproportionate number of provisional

teachers at black schoOls ail& the right of permanent teachers

to transfer after serving at a school for two years visited

another inequality upon black students, viz., a rate of teacher

turnover higher than at predominantly, white schools, referred

to sometimes as staff instability. This subject was discussed

at several school committee meetings. On March 28, 1972, for

example, the chairman of the parents' advisory board at Lewen-

berg junior high, then 95% black, addressed the committee

regarding the poor performance of students there on citywide

tests, as follows,

"Our main concern is the low level of student
output at Lewenberg Junior High School. Our children
exhibit low skill levels in arithmetic and reading.

The first issue I_shall_speak-on-ls-the -issue-A.



perienced'teachers,are needed there. The fact of
the matter is that the inner city schools have a ,
fat greater proportion of first year, second year,
and third year teachers,"

Problems attributable to teacher inexperience in black schools

were known to senior administrators as well as to the defendants.

The combination of ',a disproportionate number of provisional
I \

teachers at black schools and the right of permanent teachers

to transfer aft\ serving at a school for two years visited

another inequaliy upon black students, viz:, a rate of teacher

turnover, higher t an at predominantly white schools, referred

L
\

to sometimes as s, aff instability. This subject was discussed

at several school committee meetings.

example, the chairman of the parents'

On March 28, 1972,

advisory board at Lewen.\

berg junior high, then 95% black, addressed the committee

regarding the poor performance of students there on citywide

tests, as follows,

"Our main concern is the low level of student
output at Lewenberg Junior High School. Our children
exhibit low Skill levels in arithmetic and reading.

The first issueq shall speak on is the issue
of staffing. Our position is that you take action
to stabilize the staff. Today most staff members
at the school are new to it and to teaching. In
fact, 'many members of the staff are provisional
teachers, and, therefore,, have no chance to ipecome
permanently appointed to the building."
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The defendants and senior administrators were aware that the

high rate of teacher turnover at predominantly black schools

was educationally harmful. Associate superintendent Leftwich

testified, "The high rate of turnover, there is no question

in my mind, is a bad thing and needs to be addressed in terms

of remedy."

Therefore the court finds, as requested by plaintiffs,

that teacher resources in Boston have been disproportionately

allocated on a systematic basis and this distribution operates

to deny black students an equal educational opportunity.

Hobson v. Hansen, D. D.C. 1971, 327 F.Supp. 844; Spangler v.

Pasadena City Board of Education, C.D. Cal. 1970, 311 F.Supp.

501, 514-15, 524; and Johnson v. San Francisco Unified School

District, supra, at 1318, where the court stated,

"Tbe, law is settled that school authorities

violate the, Constitution by assigning . . . teachers

of,limited experience to 'black' schools while

assigning few, if any, such teachers eo 'white

schools.'"

Hiring and Promotion

For 1972-73, there were 4243 permanent teachers in the

Boston school system, of whom 231, or 5.4%, were black. A

state professional staff 'survey for 1970-71, die only year as

to which such a survey was offered in evidence, gave a racial

breakdown of the various administrative positions in the.Boston.

school system for that school year, as follows:

Position Whites

Principal and
Headmaster 76

Blacks

3

Asststant_Principal and ,...;



allocated on a systematic basis and this distribhtion operates

to deny black students an equal educational opportunity.

Hobson v. Hansen, D. D.C. 1971, 327 F.Supp. 844; Spanglerv.-

Pasedena City Board of Education, C.D. Cal. 1970, 311 F.Supp.

501, 514-15, 524; and Johnson v. San Francisco Unified School

District, supra, at 1318, where the court stated,

"The law is settled that school authorities
violate the Constitution by assigning . . . teachers

of limited experience to 'black' schools while
assigning few, if any, such teachers to 'white

schools.'"

Hiriing and Promotion'

For 1972-73, there were 4243 pprmanent teachers in the

Boston school system, of whom 231, or 5.4%, were black. A

state professional staff 'survey for 1970-71, the only year as

to which such a survey was offered in evidence, gave a racial

breakdown of the various administrative positions in theBoston

school system for that school year, as follows:

Position Whites Blacks

Principal and
Headmaster 76 3

Assistant Principal and
Assistant Headmaster 194 11

Director of Department
and Manager 27

21.
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Position

Alf

21'7

Whites Blacks

Assistant Director of
Department and
Assistant Manager 49 2

Supervisor and Consultant 29 2

Attendance Supervisor 46 0

(Truant Officer)

Psychologists 28 0

Teachers Assigned to Home
Bound Instruction 42 0

Total 491 18

Blacks filled approximately 3.5% of the positions. These per-

centages may be contrasted with those of black students in the

system, approximately 33%, and of the city's black population,
34

approximately 16%. Plaintiffs contend that the disparity is

due to racially discriminatory hiring and promotion practices

knowingly followed by the defendants, and hence violative of

plaintiffs',rights under the Fourteenth Amendment.

Plaintiffs' complaint concerning hiring practices rests

largely upon defendants' misuse of the National Teachers Exam-

ination (NTE). It is based upon legal principles discussed

comprehensively in Castro v. Beecher, 1 Cir. 1972, 459 F.2d 725.

Permanent teacheig in Boston are selected from eligible lists

and offered positions in the order of their ranking, which is

determined by scores comprised of three components: the results

of an examination, a personal interview, and credentials such

as previous teaching ratings and years of experience. Until

1968 all applicants took an essay examination prepared by the

34
-This-AiSDa ritKiIsz2.prob ab:Is-_,clue=tio-,z.( 1)=the:j±,eLlat-iy_e_ly,



'Total 491 18

Blacks filled approximately 3.570 of the positions. These per-

centages may be contrasted with those of black students in the

system, approximately 337°, and of the city's black population,

34

approximately 16%. Plaintiffs contend that the disparity is

due to racially discriminatory hiring and, promotion practices.

knowingly followed by the defendants, and hence violative of

plaintiffs.',rights under the Fourteenth Amendment.

Plaintiffs' complaint concerning hiring practices rests

laxgely upon defendants' misuse of the National Teachers Exam-

ination (NTE). It is based upon legal principles discussed

comprehensively in 'Castro v. Beecher, 1 Cir. 1972, 459 F.2d 725.

Perm'anent teachers in Boston are selected from eligible lists

and offered positions in the order of their ranking, which is

determined by scores comprised of three components: the results

of an examination a personal interview, and credentials such

as previous teaching ratings and years of experience. Until

1968 all appliCants took an essay examination prepared by the

34
This disparity is probably due to (1) the relatively

younger mean age of BoKton's black population and"(2) the

larger proportion of white students enrolled in private schools,

including roughly 30,000 in parochial schools, which associate

superintendent.for planning Leftwich estimated to have enroll-

ments averaging between 75% and 81eNtii5te students.
-143.
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school system's board of examiners. Known as the Boston

Teachers Examination (BTE), the examination was never formally

validated, i.e., determined to be significantly related to

the capacity of applicants to become good teachers. From 1968

until 1970 applicants were allowed to take instead the Teaching

Area Examination of the National Teacher Examinations (NTE),

which is prepared by the Educational Testing Service (ETS) of

Princeton, New Jersey, and administered throughout the country.

In 1970 the BTE was discontinued. At the time of the switch

the board of examiners, which is responsible for hiring teachers

in Boston, set a cut-off score of 560 out of an accepted maximum

of 800 points on the NTE, a figure that matched the.70% grade
35

formerly required to pass the BTE. Persons who "pass" the

NTE by scoring above the cut-off are accorded brief interviews,

which are held in Boston; the interviewer marks applicants in

four equal areas: appearance, use of English, personality,

and attitude toward teaching. In practice, an applicant's total

rank score (NTE, interview, credentials) has an almost perfect

correlation with his NTE rank score, i.e., nearly everyone re-

ceives the same total score on, the interview and credentials

parts of the grading. Thus, as a pr'actical matter, whether and

in what order applicants for permanent teaching positions are

hired depend almost entirely on their performance on the NT.T,.

11

pre-

pares it. ETS has emphasized in several publications that

35

Defendants' use of the NTE in this fashion conflicts with

the recommendations of Educational Testing Service which pre-

The maximum score on the BTE had been 400,. and 280,
or 7.0%,_was_the .grade_ required_ _t o_qu a lily_ f or _an_ _in te rview



the board of examiners, which is responsible for hiring teachers

in Boston, set a cut-off score of 560 out of an accepted maximum

of 800 points on the NTE, a figure that thatched the 70% grade
35

formerly required to pass the BTE. Persons who "pass" the
1

NTE by scoring above the cut-off are accorded brief interviews,

which are held in Boston;. the interviewer marks applicants in

four equal areas: appearance, use of English, personality,

and attitude toward teaching. In practice, an applicant's total

rank score (NTE, interview, credentials) has an almost perfect

correlatiori with his NTE rank score, i.e., nearly, everyone re-

ceives the same total score on the interview and credentials

parts of the grading. Thus, as a practical matter, whether and

in what order applicants for permanent teaching positions are

hired depend almost entirely on their performance on the NTE.

Defendants' use of the NTE in this fashion conflicts with

the recommendations of Educational Teiting Service which pre-

pares it. ETS1las emphasized in several publications that

35

The maximum score on the BTE had been 400, and 280,
or 70%, was the grade required to qualify for an interview.
An 800 score on the NTE was adOpted by the b,,ard of examiners
as the equivalent of a perfecIt score on the discontinued BTE
and 560 was set as the cut-ofT thereby enabling the examiners
to mix new and old lists of applicants, converting NTE scores
to the old system by dividing them by two.
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the NTE results should not be the determining criterion for

who is hired and who is not. The reasons are that the NTE

has not been shown to have substantial predictive validity,

i.e., it measures only a fraction of the charadteristics

rzauilred for effective classroom performanCe;fiiia its use

assumes, in the words of an expert witness, "a kind of pre-

cision to testing that just doesn't exist." Studies conducted

by ETS, of which Boston school officials, are aware, indicate

that blacks tend to score more poorly on the examinations

than whites. Evidence of racial differences in success on

the NTE is generally known to professionals in education.
36

The effect of the cut-off is to eliminate relatively more

black applicants than white, and of the ranking by NTE score,

to reduce the number of blacks employed as permanent teachers.

Discriminatory use of the NTE has been expressly ruled to be

unconstitutional. Baker v. Columbus Municipal Separate School

District, N.D. Miss. 1971, 329 F.Supp. 706, 713-717.

Keenly aware of the strikingly small proportion of black

N
teachers and administrators in the Boston school system, the

defendants have for years "gOne through the motions" of re-

cruiting black teachers, but have never made a wholehearted

effort to get results. The burden has fallen mainly on the

shoulders of the highest tanking black official in the Boston.

schcol system, Rollins Griffith, who, as an assistant super-

intendent, has charge of the schools in one of six geographical

36
Beginning in 1973, the cut-Off score was reduced to

320 points, and the weight given to credentials and the per-
nrtva annntii.rialm_inc.raaged:__The_eutt,zfE:had.
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that blacks tend to score more poorly on the examinations

t;

than whites. Evidence of racial differences in success on

the NTE is generally known to professionals in education.
36

The effect of the cut-off is to eliminate relatively more

black applicants than white, and of the ranking by NTE score,

to reduce the number of blacks employed as permanent teachers.

Discriminatory use of the NTE has been expressly ruled to be

unconstitutional. Bakar v. Columbus Municipal Separate School

District, N.D. MiSs. 1971, 329 F.Supp. 706, 713-717.

Keenly ware of the strikingly small proportion of black

teacherr, and administrators in the Boston school system, the

defendants have for years "gbne through the motions" of re-

crniting black teachers, but have never made a wholehearted

effort to get results, The burden has fallen mainly on the

should:rs of the highest ranking black official in the Boston

school system, Rollins Griffith, who, as an assistant super-

intendent, has charge of the schools in one of six geographical

will eventually rectify past misuse of the NTE remains to
been reduced from 560 to 400 in 1972. Whether these changes

be seen.

320 points, and the weight given to credentials and the per-
sonal it correspondingly increased. The cut-off had

36

Beginning in 1973, the cut-off score was reduced to
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areas of the city. Mr. Griffith's area embraces most of

Dorchester and part of Roxbury; it has the highest percentage

of black students of any area in the city. Mr. Griffith

entered,the system as a music teacher in 1951 and has risen

steadily. In 1966 he founded the Massachusetts Negro Edu-

cators Association, now named-Black Educators Association

of Massachusetts (BEAM), and was its first president. In

1969, a coalition of black parents urged that he be named

principal of t..;1 Campbell (now King) school and he was pro-

moted to that position, although never "rated" for it. In

1970 he was named assistant superintendent. For several years

he has been the school system's overworked "resident expert"

on matters involving black students, parents and teachers

and problems of concern to the black community in general.

Mr. Griffith, with one assistant, has made several trips to

colleges and conventions in an effort to interest black

teachers in coming to Boston. The results of his efforts have
37

been, in his own words, "very, very poor";' and the reason

has been obvious enough: lack of time, money, authority and

cooperation from the defendants. Mr. Griffith has never been

authorized to offer permanent employment "on the J" to,

black candidates whom he has interviewed at distant colleges

and universities, as have recruiters from-other cities, in-

cluding Newton, Massachusetts. He and his assistant have

been allowed only to recruit black teachers willing to enter

37

Mr. Griffith's opinion, was given at a schdol oom-
mittee meeting on August 23, 1972 in response to a question
by the chairman about Boston's success in black recruiting,



principal of the Campbell (now King) school and he was pro-

moted to that position, although never "rated" for it. In

1970 he was named assistant superintendent. For several years

he has been the school system's overworked "resident expert"

on matters involVing black students, parents and teachers

and 'problems of concern to the black community in general.

Mr. Griffith, with one assistant, has made several trips to

colleges and conventions in an effort to_ interest black

teachers in coming to Boston. The results of his efforts have
37

been, in his own words, "very, very poor"; and the reason

has been obvious enough: lack of time, money, authority and

cooperation from the defendants. Mr. Griffith has never been

authorized to offer permanent employment "on the spot" to

black candidates whom he has intervieWed at distant colleges

and universities, as have recruiters from other cities, in-

cluding Newton, Massachusetts. He and his assistant have

been allowed only to recruit black teachers willing to enter

37

Mr. Griffith's opinion was given at a school com-
mittee meeting on August 23, 1972 in response to a question
by the chairman about Boston's success in black recruiting
compared with other cities. Later in the meeting, the
chairman o b s e r v e d , "Somewhere along the line we failed."
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the Boston system at the provisional revel. The budget for

minority recruiting is much less than in other large cities

and was reduced from $60,000 for 1970-71 to $34,000 for

1971-72.

Except for accepting the federal EPDA programalready
41)

described, resulting in the employment of 60 black provisional

teachers (of whom at least eight had left the system by the

time of tri$1), the defendants' contribution to minority

recruitment.has been much talk but little action. At a

meeting on ;July, 31, 1972, a prbpcsal to recruit black truant

officers was approved and later tabled--at the time of trial

thcre were no black truant offiders, now known as supervisors
, .

of attendance, in Boston. At three other committee meetings

in 1972, Mr. Griffith sought committee approval of plans to

increase the number of black teachers,' and none of his pro-,

posals was adopted. The defendants' attitude is fairly re-
.

flected by the following exchange at a committee meeting on

August 23, 1972:

Mr. Griffith: Yes. I am saying that we
should take a position that we should say X
number of minority teachers should be hired. ,

Member #1: That's right, and we should
tell white teachers that we can't use them.

Hr. Griffith: Well, somewhere over
.

the
years some minority teachers have been told
that they couldn't be hired.

Member #1: No question about it. But
sometimes two wrongs don't make aright.

Until 1971, building level and central administrators

were selected by means of a procedure known as "rating." Only

permanent teachers and administrators who had been employed

1

if



Meeting on July 31, 1972, a proposal to recruit black truant

officers was approved and later tabled--at the time of trial

there were no black truant officers, now known as supervisors

of attendatce, in Boston. At three other committee meetingi

in 1972, Mr.' Griffith sought committee approval of plans to

increase the number of black teachers, and none of his pro-

posals was adopted. The defendants' attitude is fairly re-

fleccpd by 'the following exchange at a committee meeting on

August 23, 1972:

Mr. Griffith: Yes. I am saying that we
should take a position that we should say X
number of minority teachers should be hired.

Member #1: That's right, and we should
tell white teachers that we can't use them.

Mr. Griffith: Well, somewhere over' the
years some minority teachers have been told
that they couldn't be hired.

Member #1: No qflestion about it. But
sometimes two wrongs don't make a right.

Until 1971, building level and central administrators

were selected by means of a procedure known as "rating." Only

permanent teachers and administrators who had been employed

in Boston in their current positions from four to six years
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qualified for promotion. Lists of personnel "rated" for the
38

varic-is types of administrative positions were compiled

every three years and each list had a. life of thiee years.

The effect of Lhis system was quite drastic: for example,

a person appointed'to a principalship in 1969 would have to

have rated for the 1967 principal list, which would still be

in effect in 1969, and would have had to have been teaching

in Boston since the 1962 -63 school year. A person wishing to

"rate" applied to the board of examiners. A general prerequi-

site was a promotional certificate for the position desired,

obtained by scoring 70% or better on an essay exam given by

the examiners. This score was only a qualifying condition

and did not enter the rating procedure itself, which was

analogous to the initial hiring procedure: there were 800

possible points, 600 for credentials and 200 based upon an

interview as to which there were no objective guidelines. A

candidate needed760 points dr more to be rated.

Few blacks successfully completed the promotional process.

Between 1969 and 1971 the board compiled 39 rated lists of

candidates for promotion. Twenty-five lists contained no black_

candidates; eight contained only one black candidate; two con-,

tained two black candidates; and three contained four black

candidates. The number of candidates who qualified for pro-

motion during those three years was as follows:

White Black
1969 331 13

1970 115 7

1971 173 5

Because blacks"comprised only an estimated 1% of the teaching

g. _LIZA a a Aft.i: t-



site was a promotional certificate for the position desired,

obtained by scoring 70% or better on an essay exam given by

4e examiners. This score was only a qualifying condition

and did not enter the rating procedure itself, which was

analogous to the initial hiring procedure: there were 800

possible points, 600 for credentials and 200 based upon an

interview as to which there were no objective guidelines. A

candidate needed 760 points or more to be rated.
4.0

Few blacks successfully completed the promotional process.

Between 1969 and 1971 the board compiled 39 rated lists of

candidates for promotion. Twenty-five lists contained no black

candidates; eight contained only one black candidate; two con-

tained two black candidates; and three contained four black

candidates. The number of candidates who qualified for pro-

motion during those three years was as follows:

White . Black
19 69 331 13
1970 115 7

1971 ,173 5

/ Because blacks comprised only an estimated 1% of the teaching

faculty in Boston during the early 1960's, rating requirements

38

Positions of assistant superintendent and above were
filled not by rating but by the superintendent's selection
and school committee approval.
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had a continuing discriminatory effect, even as the

number of black teachers has.increased.

The school committee has shown its awareness of the

problem of discrimination'in the promotional process. In 1968

it commissioned a study of the promotional system by the local

deans of schools of education; the resulting Deans' Report was
39

submitted in-1970 and recommended an overhaul of the system.

However, the defendants acted slowly in responding to the Deans'

Report. The old system is apparently suspended and the board

of superintendents has been asked to recommend changes. The

consequences of that system, however, remain: blacks still

occupy a disproportionately small portion of Boston's adminis-

trative positions. The school committee froze the promotional

system in August 197i. Nonethelegs the thirty vacancies filled

at the time of trial on an acting basis had all been filled by

whites.

VI

Examination and Vocational Schools and Programs

-

ination. They offer excellent college preparatory instruction

high schools, Boston Latin, Girls Latin and Boston Technical,

have traditionally admitted students only by competitive exam

city's specialized high schools and vocational programs. Three

A high degree of racial segregation also exists in the

and their graduates matriculate at the nation's finest colleges

and universities; they are called examination schools or elite

schools. Their enrollments are heavily white; and the faculties

39
pro-

motion system prevented people from becoming higher level

administrators in Boston until they were more than fifty years

of age, The concomitant effect upon the eligibility of blacks

This report concluded, inter alia, that Boston'g pro-



consequences of that system, however, remain: blacks still

occupy a disproportionately small portion of Boston's adminis-

trative positions. The school committee froze the promotional

system in August 1971. Nonetheless .the thirty vacan-ies filled

at the time of trial on an acting basis had all been filled by

whites.

VI

Examination and Vocational Schools and Programs

A high degree of racial segregation also exists in the

city's specialized high schools and vocational programs. Three

high schools, Boston Latin, Girls Latin and Boston Technical,

have traditionally admitted students only by competitive cxam-

ination. They offer excellent college preparatory instruction

and their graduates matriculate at the nation's finest colleges

and universities; they are called examination schools or elite

schools. Their enrollments are heavily white; and the faculties

39
This report concluded, inter alia, that Boston's pro-.

motion system prevented people from becoming higher level

administrators in Boston until they were more than fifty years

of age. The concomitant effect upon the eligibility of blacks

is obvious.

11
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at the three schools from 1967 to 1972 averaged only one black

member per school. The precise percentages of black students

at these high schools for the school years beginning in the

fall of the years 1967 to 1972 were as follows:,

1967, 1968 1969 1970/ 1971 1972
Boston Latin, 3.2 3.0 2.6 2.3' 1.9 2.2

Girls Latin 3.5 6.1 6.3 5.3 5.4 5.0
Boston Tech.* 6.7 8.5' 8.1 8.13 10.8 13.7

*The larger number of blacks at Boston Tech. is due at least
partly to a cooperative industrial printing program being run
there which does not admit students on the basis of an exam-
ination.

The two trade schools, BostmTrade and Girls Trade, have heavily

black enrollments. The precise percentages of black students

in their'enrollments for the period were as follows:

1967 1968 1969, 1970 1971 1972

Boston Trade 9.6 40.7 41.3 53.2 66.5 65.2*
Girls Trade 35.7 40.0 66.0 69.8 74.8* 68.7*

*In 1972-73 there were also 9% other-minority students at Boston
Trade and 6.8% at Gitls Trade. In previous years the other-
minority enrollment at these schools was negligible.

The city also operates various industrial trade programs at

several regular high schools whose enrollments are predominantly

white. The question presented is whether the racial segregation

in these high schools and programs is intentional and therefore

unconstitutional. The test to be applied is stated in Keyes v.

School District No. 1, Denver Colorado,-supra, at 208. On

the basis of the presumption created by the defendants' segre-

gative practices in other parts of the school system, we conclude

that these schools and programs have been intentionally segregated.

The controlling principles appear is the Keyes case which

held that "a finding of intentionally segregative school board

ae.bons., in:_ a:.meaninzftil. tenortion :LoLaL:schor.l' SKStem- -creates-



The two trade schools, Bostararade and Girls Trade, have heavily

black enrollments. The precise percentage's of black students

in their enrollments for the period were as follow's:

1967
Boston Trade 9.6
Girls Trade 3547

*In 1972-73 there le also 97. other-minority students
Trade and 6.8% at Girls Trade. In previous years the
minority enrollment at these schools was negligible.

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972
40.7 41.3 53.2 66.5 65.2*
40.0 66.0 69.8 74.8 68.7*

at Boston
other-

The city also operates various, industrial trade programs at

several regular high schools whose enrollments are predominantly

white. The queltion presented is whether the racial segregation

in these high schools and programs is intentional and therefore

unconstitutional. The test to be applied is stated in Keyes v.

School District No. _1, Denver, Colorado, ama, at 208. On

the basis of the presumption created by the defendants' segre-

gative practices in other parts of the school system, we conclude

that these schools and programs have been intentionally segregated.

The controlling principles appear in the Keyes case which

held that "a finding of intentionally segregative school board

actions in a meaningful portion of a school system . . . creates
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a presumptiro that other segregated schooling within the

system is not adventitious. It establishes . . . a prima

facie case of unlawful segregative design on the part of

school authorities, and shifts to those authorities the burden

of proving that other segregated schools within the system

are not also'the result of intentionally segregative actions."

We have heretofore made detailed findings of intentional segre.:

gation of students and staff at all grade levels and in all

'parts of the city. Plaintiffs have shown racial segregation

in the examination and vocational schools and programs, thereby

establishing "a prima facie case of unlawful segregative design

on' the part of school authorities" with respect lo such schools.

The burden of disproving unlawful intent thereupon falls upon

the defendants, who in this case have failed to carry that

burden. The presumption created by their general course of

conduct stands.

There was not a great deal of evidence received at the

trial on the question whether the defendants intended that the

examination schools be segregated; but most of what was intro-

d4ced tended to support the validity of the presumption discussed

in the Keyes case. Their racial identifiability is unrelated

to the neighborhoods in which they are located: Boston Tech

is surrounded by black residential neighborhoods, Girls Latin

is located on the border of the black residential area in Dor-

chester, and Boston Latin is in the Fenway section, more of an

institutional than residential area. Their enrollments are all

citywide, with approximately 24 buses transporting students to

each school. Admission may be at the level of the 7th grade or

the 9th. The examinations siven prior to 1973 were achievement
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the defendants, who in this case have failed to carry that

burden. The presumption created by their general course of

conduct stands.

There was not a great deal of evidence received at the

trial on the question whether the defendants intended that the

examination schools be segregated; but most of what was intro-

diced tended to support the validity of the presumption discussed

in the Keyes case. Their racial identifiability is unrelated

to the neighborhoods in which they are located: Boston Tech

is surrounded by black residential neighborhoods, Girls Latin

is located on the border of the black residential area in Dor-
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tests for English and mathematics rather than aptitude tests.

It is generally accepted that blacks perform poorly on this

type of examination. Racial statistics as to the percentages

of whites an non-whites who passed the examinations are avail-

able for 1971 and they confirm the generally accepted under-

standing, showin\g a widely disparate success rate for whites

versus non-whites:

Boston Latin Girls Latin Boston Tech.
7th 9th 7th 9th 7th 9th

White 25.4 7.5 24.4 2.5 52.2 324
Non-white 4.3 0 6.6 0 21.5 9.2

\

While there is no specific evidence in the record that the exam-

inations discriminate against blacks, col=nputer printouts pre-

pared by the defendants as early as 1966 demonstrated that

students at schools with high percentages of whites had a success

rate two to three times greater than studentS from schools with

high percentages of blacks. In 1971 charges of racial discrim-

ination in admission to the elite schools were filed with the

Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination. The defendants

agreed to a settlement of those charges in May 1972 which pro-

vided that for three years beginning in 1973 _he defenden*s

would use entrance examinations prepared by the Educational

Testing Service of Princeton, New Jersey, and reserve seats,

84 at the Latin schools and 28 at Boston Technical for fur

students from each of the under-represented districts of the city.

In addition to the full range of vocational training given

at khe citywide trade schools and the printing course at Boston
40

Technical, whose racial compositions have already been shown,

40
No specific evidence was offered regarding programs
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While there is'no specific evidence in the record that the exam-

inations discriminate against blacks, computer printout&
y
pre-

pared by the defendants as early as 1966; demonstrated that

students at schools with h gh percentages of whites had a success

rate two to three times reater than students from schools with

high percentages of blacks. In 1971 charges of racial discrim-
-,

ination in admission to the elite schools were filed with the

Massachusetts CommissiCh Against Discrimination. The defendants

agreed to a settlement of those charges in May 1972 which pro-

vided for three year& beginning in 1973 the defendants

would u e entrance examinations-.prepared by the Eductional

Testing Service, of Princeton, New Jersey, and reserve seats,

84 at the Latin schools and 28 at Boston' Techrildal for four

students from each of the :under-represented districts of the city.

In addition to the full range of vocational training given

at the citywide trade schools and the printing course at Boston
40

Technical, Whose racial compositions have already been shown,
IIMM

40

No specific evidence was offered regarding programs
at predominantly white district high schools comparable to
the courses given at Girls Trade. Thus our finding that Girls
Trad-is unconstitutibnally segregated rests solely upon its
raciaL__c-emp-c-griion, 25% white and 75% non-white, in the light
of other findings on the issue of defendants' intent.
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part -time cooperative vocational programs are offered at six

41 .

_ district high schools at which the percentages of black

students. from 1967 to 1972 were as follows:

South Boston
1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 922.
0 0 0 0 0 .05%

Charlestown 1.3% 1.4% .8% 3.3% 2.0% .9
East Boston 1.1 1.9 2.2 1.6. 2.5 .4
Brighton 30.4 36.2 24.9 26.5 23.1 1 .8
Hyde.Park 3.7 3.9 7.8 12.0 15.2 18,8
Dorchester 20.6 26.1 35.4 37.9 52.1 57.7

These figures do not show the degree of segregation in the vo-

cational programs as such, but do warrant an inference at least

as to. courses at South Boston,Zharlestown.and East Boston that

enrollments in the vocational programs at those schools have been

predominantly white. Also, in a few instances precise racial

information about particular vocational programs at some schools

was received in evidence: (a) the electrical program at Charles-

town had 406 students, of whom approximately 6 were black and
.

6 other-minority, (h) the machine shop program at Hyde Park had
and

94 students in grades 10 to 12, of, whom 5 were black,/(c) of an

unsp2cified number of students in the printing program at Boston

Technical, about 20% were black.

The type of vocational training offered at the predominantly

white district high schools is quite different from that at

predgminantlyblack Boston Trade. In the latter, students .spend

all their time at school and learn their trades in workshops

at school. In the district high programs, the school conducts,

"cooperative - industrial" courses featuring part-time employment

41
Also, an agricultural vocational course is offered at

. Jamaica Plain for about students viho are placed in summer
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ca ona programs as such, but do warrant an irifikence-at least
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asito.dou ses at South Boston., Charlestown and-East Boston that

/

enrollments in the vocational programs at those schools have been

predominantly white. Also, in a few instances precise racial
-

information about particular ocatiOnal programs at some school's

was received in evidence: (a) the electrical program at Charles-

townhad 406 students, of whom approximately 6 were black and

the machine shop program6 other-minority, (b)

94 students in grades 10 to 12, of whom 5 were

unspecified number of students in the printing program at' oston

at Hyde Park had
and

black, /(c) of an

Technical, about 20% were black.
;

The type of vocational training offered at the predominantly

white district high schools is quite different from that at

predominantly black Boston Trade, In the latter, students spend

all their time at school and learn their trades in workshops

at school. In the district high programs, the school conducts

"cooperative- industrial" courses featuring part-time employment.

41
Also, an agricultural vocational course is offered:at

Jamaica Plain for about 80 students who are placed in summer
jobs; however there was no evidence of these students' races
and accordingly we make no findings as to that vocational
program.
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obtained b; the school f6r vocational students in the 11th
!

and 12th grades, which enables them to earn a average of

$1,800 per year. Students may keep their jobs after gradUa-

/
\tion. Typically, a student alternates weeks in regular classes

and on the job, e.g., a/student in auto mechanics works every,

other week in a garage, where his performance is graded by his

employer and reported to the school. There are educational
.49

advantages to both types of programs. On the one hand, stu-
/'

dents at Boston Trade receive more supervision by instructors

and a broader range of experience than students gaining on-

the-job experience in cooperative programs.' A student at Trade

may :hange from one vocation to another, whereas a vocational

student in a district high school may not change without also

changing schools. On the other hand, students in the coopera-

tive courses may receive experience in some types of work not

undertaken at Boston ;Trade because of the cost of materials.

Regarding strictly academic courses, there are .no. differences

other than the scheduling of/classes. Students in the district

high programs are not awarded a diploma, however, until they

have completed one year of full-time work in their chosen fields
43

after their regular high school years. This withholding is

wholly unrelated to academic studies since only the extra year

of work experience is required for the award of the diploma;

apparently it is designed to encourage students to remain in

the'same jobs after completing their classroom studies and to

help them adjust to the transition from part-time to full -time

employment.

42
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may change from one vocation to another, whereas a vocational
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undertaken at Boston Trade because of the.cost of materials.

Regarding strictly academic courses, there are no differences

other than the scheduling of clsses. Students in the district

high programs are not awarded a diploma, however, until they

have completed one year of full-time work in their chosen fields
43

after their regular high school years. This withholding is

wholly unrelated to academic studies since only the extra year

of work experience is required for the award of the diploma;

apparently it is designed to encourage students to remain in

the same jobs after completing their classroom studies and to

help them adjust to the transition from part-time to full-time

employment._

42
It does seem ironic-that the cooperativ&-industrial

program supplies the economic advantage which would be most
helpful to the black students: jOb access.

43
Of 353 "extra-year" cooperative-industrial students

in district high schools in 1972, the only year as to which
such figures were introduced, 323 were white.

'
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As in the case of the examination schools, little evi-

dence, was offered on the issue whether the racial segregation

of vocational students was purposeful; and the presumption of

unlawfulness described in.the Keyes decision was not rebutted.

In fact, some independent evidence buttresses the court's

reliance on the presumption in finding unconstitutional segre7

gation in the vocational programs: (a) there are no black

instructors in the vocational programs at South Boston, Charles-

town and East Boston--whether there are any in other district

high programs did not appear in the evidence; (b) on- the -job

training could be arranged for students at Boston Trade, but

has not been; (c) cooperative-industrial courses have never

been arranged for students at English, Girls High and Burke,

the only predominantly black high schools otherthan the two

trade schools; and (d) program coordinators of the district

high programs focus their efforts to interest junior high

school students in enrolling in cooperative-industrial courses

on predominantly white junior highs.

\Boston 'Trade and Girls Trade will both close when a new

vocational facility opens, the Occupational Resource Center,

whiCh will be a central facility offering vocational programs

to students at high schools throughout the city. Boston Trade

opened in 1912 and has been in urgent need of repairs and

renovation. In 1970 the man later selected to be directpr

of the proposed new Center wrote a memorandum of reasons for

not building a new four-year residential trade school; his

first two reasons were:

"1. Statistics indicate that an alarming rate of
pupils are dropping out of our trade cohools.

Residential trade school pupils suffer from a
_ _



training could be arranged for students at Boston Trade, 'but

has not been; (c) cooperative-industrial courses have never

been arranged for students at English, Girls High and Burke,

the only predominantly black high schools other than the two

trade schools; and (d) program coordinators of the district

/ high programs focus their efforts to interest junior high

school students in enrolling in cooperative-induitrial courses

on predominantly white junior highs.

Boston Trade and Girls Trade will both close, when a new

vocational facilit'y' opens, the Occupational Resource Center,

which will be a central facility offering vocational programs

to students at high schools throughout the city. Boston Trade

opened in 1912 and has been in urgent need of repairs and

renovation. In 1970 the man later selected to' be director

of the proposed new Cent6s wrote a memorandum of reasons for

not building a new four-year residential trade school; his

first two reasons were

"1. Statistics indicate that an alarming rate of
pupils are dropping out of our trade schools.

2. Residential trade school pupils suffer from a
sense of inferiority and the students going
into it are generally regarded as second-rate
_people who cannot survive in the college7
directed program."
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Residential Segregation and
Neighborhood Schools

In addition to defendants' contentions discussed ante,

defendants have raised two major ;defenses which pertain to

a number of plaintiffs' claims. First, they contend that

the segregation in Boston's schools is the inevitable con-

sequence' f segregated housing patterns and the increase in

the cit black population for which they are not responsible.

Second ihey assert that they have adhered to a neighborhood

school policy which is constitutionally valid-'regardless of

any s_gregative consequences. These two arguments are not

wholly separate; rather, they have both a common factual basis

in this case and an analytical inter-relationship. For a school

to reflect the racial cL ,sition of the area in which it is

located, attendance Must obviously be based upon a district

which is to some degree the same as the area around the school:

This "district" may or may not be a "neighborhood" and the

school may or may not be a neighborhood school: However, the

major thrust of the defendants' first point would be that if

the school district boundary predated a segregated housing

pattern within that district, there is no constitutional

violation. By contrast, the defendants' second point about

their alleged neighborhood school policy interjects something

else: nonracial, presumptively yalid governmental reasons for

decision making. These would include such things as the safety

of the child by providing a nearby school and fiscal economy
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Second, they assert that they have adhered to a neighborhood

school policy which is constitutionally valid regardless'of,

any seg egative consequences. These two arguments are not

wholly separate; rather, they have both a common factual basis

in this case and an analytical inter-relationship. For a school

to reflect the racial composition of the area in which it is

located, attendance must obviously be based upon a district

which is to some degree the same as the area around the school.

This "district" may or may not be a "neighborhood" and the

school may or may not be a neighborhood school. However, the

major thrust of the defendants' first point would be that if

the school district boundary predated a segregated housing

pattern within that district, there is no constitutional

violation. By contrast, the defendants' second point about

their alleged neighborhood school policy interjects something

else: nonracial, presumptively valid governmental reasons for

decision making. These would include such things as the safety

oZ the child by providing a nearby school and fiscal economy

by avoiding the costs of transportation. Because the two de-

fenses overlap, we shall discuss them together.
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Initially it should be nted out that/defenses are only

.partial, i.e., neither argument has any relevance to the de-

fendants' practices with respect faculty and staff, open

enrollment .and controlled transfer o feeder patterns. These

three areas of the defendants' conduct in which abundant

evidence of segregative intent was found, are unrelated to

residential segregation or neighborhood sc 71s. Boston's

faculty and staff are not assigned on the b of residence;

open enrollment and controlled transfer are both inimical to

a neighborhood school system; and high schools are nct neighbor-

hoOd schools.

There are various answers to the defendants' arguments:

first, it is now generally recognized that school officials'

practices may have a substantial impact upon housing patterns;

second, when school officials have followed for at leiSt a

decade a persistent course of conduct which intentionally

incorporated residential segregation into the system's schools,

that conduct is unconstitutional; and, third, when school dis-
)

tricting and a neighborhood school system are fraught with

segregative exceptions, neither defe ,e need even be considered.

It is now generally agreed that schools and neighborhoods

have a reciprocal effect upon one another. There is a sub-

stantial interaction: a school will cause the racial composi-

tion of the neighborhood to shift and vice versa. Both

plaintiffs' and defendants' expert witnesses testified as to

this. These phenomena have been recognized and discussed in

many cases, e.g., Swann v. Board of Education, 402 U.S. 1,

2G-21:

.1 OA.
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There are various answers to the defendants' arguments:

first, it is now generally recognized that school officials'

practices may have a substantial impact upon housing patterns;

second, when school officials have followed "for at least a

decade a persistent course of conduct which intentionally

incorporated residential segregation into the system's schools,

that conduct is unconstitutional; and, third, when school dis-

tricting and a neighborhood school system are fraught with

segregative exceptions, neither defense need even be considered.

It is now generally agreed, that schools and neighborhoods

have a reciprocal effect upon one another. There is a sub-

stantial interaction: a school will cause the racial composi-

tion of the neighborhood to shift and vice versa. Both

plaintiffs' and defendants' expert witnesses testified as to

this. These phenomena have been recognized and discussed in

many cases, e.g., Swann v. Board of Education, 402 U.S. 1,

20-21:
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"People graNAtate toward school facilities, just as
schools are located in response to the needs of people.
The location of schools may thus influence the patterns
of residential development of a metropolitan area and
have important impact on composition of inner-city
neighborhoods."

See also Felice v. Board of Education of New York City., E.D. N.Y.

1974, F.Supp. ; Higgins v. Board of Education of

Grand Rapids, W.D. Mich., July 18, 1973, No. 6386. We shall

not dwell upon the point beyond stating that in this respect

Boston is not unlike other major urban areas, and that defen-

dants may not disclaim responsibility for segregated schools

because of population shifts which they theffiselves may have

contributed to bringing about. Because of the complexity of

the point and the difficulty of identifying and -separating

causes versus effects and their reciprocal dimensions, we rely

more directly uriOn the considerations which follow.

The defendants have, with awareness of the racial segrega-

tion of Boston's neighborhoods, deliberately incorporated that

segregation into the school system. This has been accomplished

through construction practices and facilities utilization. With

respect to school construction, the defendants have pursued a

pattern of building relatively small schools to serve defined

racial groups. These practices were not founded solely upon

private discrimination, but also incorporated unconstitutional

discrimination by other governmental officials. The 1960 United

States census reported ,that 97% of Boston's black population

lived within RoxubrY, Dorchester and the South End. This segre-

gated housing configuration had not been altered-noticeably by
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dants may not disclaim responsibility for segregated schools

because, of population shifts which they themselves may have

contributed to bringing about. Because of the complexity of
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the point and the difficillty of identifying and separating

causes versus effects and their reciprocal dimensions, we rely

more directly upon the considerations which follow.

The defendants have, with-awareness of the racial segrega-

tion of BostOn's neighborhoods, deliberately incorporated that

segregation into the school system. This has been accomplished

through construction practices and facilities utilization. With

respect to school construction, the,defendants have pursued a

pattern of building relatively small schools to serve defined

racial groups. TheSe practices were not founded solely upon

private discrimination, but also incorporated unconstitutional

discrimination by other governmental officials. The 1960 United

States census reported that 97% of Boston's black population

lived within Roxubry, Dorchester and the South End. This segre-

gated housing configuration had not been altered noticeably by

1970--only the number of black residents and the basic area in

which they reside had expanded. The concentration in these

three areas remained the same.
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It has been asserted that residential segregation exists

in our cities regardle s of law, policies and other forms of

tdiscrimination. Taeuber, Negroes in Cities 36 (1965). We

shall never know whether Boston's segregated hotthing patterns

would have evolved as they are today absent longstanding and

thorough governmental complicity. Local, state and federal

agencies historically followed discriminatory policies with

respect to housing with consequences that remain clearly
44

visible. Nor is there any present prospect of a reversal

of the segregated housing patterns which were brought about

by governmental action. The Boston Housing Authority built

and maintained racially segregated housing projects, making

tenant assignments on an explicitly racial basis. The Federal

'Housing Authority maintained an official pOlicy of racial

compatibility in housing. See 1938 FHA Underwriting Manual

§ 980(3)(g). AS recently as1971 Boston banks providing FHA

mortgages as part of the Boston Banks Urban Renewal Group

(BBURG) would grant mortgages to blacks -only within a specific

geographical area of the city. This was done for the avowed

purpose of preserving racially homogeneous neighborhoods.

These funds were virtually the only Source'of home financing

for low and moderate income black families. The Massachusetts

Legislature dutlawed housing discrimination in 1950 with little

if any result. The complementary consequence of private dis-

crimination in the sale-and rental of houging was also established

by testimony at the trial. The Combined effect of this private

44
We refer to explicitly

/

racial pplicies, not presumably
___,neutral .policies_which-may _also,have_-had-\a- foreseeablY: aegre,T_:_. ___
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compatibility in'housing. See 1938 FHA Underwriting Manual
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mortgages as part of the Boston Banks Urban Renewal Group

(BBURG) would grant mortgages to,blacks only within a specific ,

geographical area othe city,. This was done for the avowed

purpose of preserving racially homogeneous neighborhoods.

These funds were virtually the only source of home financing

for low and moderate incameblack families. The Massachusetts

Legislature outlawed housing discrimination in 1950 with little

if any result. The complementary consequence of private dis-

crimination in the sale and rental of houSing was also established

by testimony at the trial. The combined effect of this private

44

We refer to explicitly racial polities, not presumably
neutral policies which may also have had a foreseeably segre-
gatory impact. Sc_ generally, Hart v. Community,School Board
of Brooklyn,. E.D. N.Y. 1974, ----F.Supp. .
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discrimination and the BBURG program was to liMit blacks to

a block-by-block expansion of the areas in which they could

obtain housing during the late 1960Is. This kind of expansion,

most commonly associated with the term "block busting ", does

not result in integrated housing.

Ih 1972 there were twenty-five housing projects in Boston;

twelve were 79% or more white and thirteen were 73% or more

black, his residential segregation was'readily observable

in Boston and widely known. In Boston the term "Roxbury"

probably carries many of the connotations which "Harlem" does

in New York City. Unfortunately, streets in disrepair, burned

out hoUses left standing, and rubbish left on side streets in

parts of Roxbury cannot help but intensify the identification

of parts A this section of the city. The defendants were not

ignorant of these segregated housing patterns and projects,

which were a frequent topic of discussion at school committee

meetings from at least 1963 until the time of trial. In fact

the defendants had unusually detailed knowledge of existing

residential segregation and forecasts for changes because of

a study commissioned by them in 1962. This study, the Sargent

RPpor,,, predicted with 95% accuracy the size of the black popu-

lation and those neighborhoods in Boston which would become

predominantly black by 1970. Those predictions were confirmed

by the 1970 United States census. The existence of this re-

port is a sufficient answer to defendants' intimation that

they were surprised by shifting racial concentrations which

frustrated their racial balance plans.

*i
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A substantial correlation exist: between racial segre-

gation in Boston public housing and in nearby schools: In

1972, for nine public housing projects which are 80% black,

there were 33 schools, all of which are majority non-white.

Similarly, 38 schools serving eleven 80% white housing projects

are all majority white, and 29 of them are more than 80% white.

This correlation between residential segregation and school

segregation is the direct result of school construction

projects between 1953 and 1972. Specifically, the small size

of these schools was such that their enrollments could not

but reflect, the racial composition of the immediate neighbor-

45

hood. Their locations were such that it is readily infer-

able that their racial compositions were intended; many were

located within housing projects, bordered on three sides by

them, directly adjacent to them, across the street from them,

or on the same block. At least twenty such elementary schools

were built near racially segregated housing projects; the Dever, / I

Tobin, Hurley, Prescott, Carter, Aggasiz and Hennigan schools /

are prime examples. The defendants have also built additions

to segregated schools or used portables which perpetuated the

racial composition of those schools and neighborhoods. The i

following table demonstrates the extensive construction of /

school facilities near segregated housing projects and showI

the racial compositions of both in the year when the new s pool,

addition or portable opened:

45
Racial censuses of housing projects were taken

the basis of white and non-white. How many blacks are i

cluded in the non-white figures did not appear. Howeve

since the other minorities in Boston comprise only a sm 11

percentage of the city's population, the predominant pa t

of the non-white population is most probably black.
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racial composition of those schools and neighborhoods. The

following table demonstrates the extensive construction of

school facilities near segregated housing projects-and shows

the racial compositions of both in the year when the new school,

addition or portable opened:

45
Racial censuses of housing projects were taken on

the basis of white and non-white. How many blacks are in-

cluded in the non-white figures did not appear. However,

since the other minorities in Boston comprise only a small

percentage of the city's population, the predominant part

of the non-white population is most probably black.
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Year
Opened

New
School

Housing
Project

Percent White
School Project

1953 Fairmount Fairmount 100
1956 Guild-a Orient Hgts. 100
1957 Greenwood Fairmount 100
1957 Dever -Columbia-Pt. 93
1958 Bradley Orient Hgts. 99
1958 Grew Fairmount 100
1959 Tobin Mission Hill Ext. 25
1961 Hurley Lennox & Camden
1963 Prescott Charlestown 99
19 64 Grew-a Fairthount 100
19 64 "Greenwood-a Fairmount 100
1967 McCormack Columbia Pt. 43* 54
1967 .Taylor -a . MortowSt. 83 98
1967 P. Bates-p Wash. & Beech 88 89
19 67 Bigelow-p D Street 94 94
1967 Hoar-p D Street 91 94
1967 Paine-p Franklin Hill 69 79
1971 Carter Lennox & Camden 5 -3
1971 Lee Franklin Field 21 13
1972 Agassiz South Street 81 79
1972 Hennigan -Heath Street 24 1

"-a" signifies an addition to an existing school.
"-p" signifies a portable.
*1967 was the.first year for which racial breakdowns of
school enrollments were available.

Several of the schools and expansions shown in the table were

opened as the racial composition of the nearby housing devel-

opment was in the process of changing from white to black.

Examples of such projects are listed as follows, together

with the name of the nearby school or expansion and the per-

centages of the units in the projects occupied by white resi-

dant:, in the following years: (1) three years before the

opening of the school or expansion, (2) the year in which

the school or =xpansion was opened, and (3) in 1972, the

latest year for which figures were introduced in evidence:

Housing
Project

School or
Expansion

Nis_sion Hill Ext. Tobin

(1) (2) (3)

4%.
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1967 Bigelow-p D Street 94 '94
.1967 Hoar.Lp D Street 91 94
1967 Paihe-p Franklin Hill 69 79
3.971 Carter Lennox & Camden 5 3
1971 Lee Franklin Field 21 13
1972 Agassiz South Street 81 79
1972 Hennigan Heath .Street 24 1

"-a" signifies an addition to an existing
"-p, signifies, a portable. -

*T967 was the first year, for which racial
school enrollments were available.

school.

breakdowns of

Several of the'schools and expansions shown in the table were

opened as the racial composition of the nearby housing devel-

opment was in the process of changing from white to black.

Examples ofsuch projects are listed as follows, together

with the name of the nearby school or expansion and the per-

centages of the units in the projects occupied by white resi-

dents in the following years: (1) three years before the

opening,of the school or expansion, (2) the year in which

the school or expansion was opened, and (3) in 1972, the

latest'year for which figures were introduced in evidence:

Housing School or
Project Expansion (1) (2) (3)

mission Hill Ext. Tobin 38% 25% 4%
Columbia Pt. McCormack 74 54 27
Franklin Hill Paine -p 93 79 .7
FranIrlin Field Lee 80 13 8
Heath Street Hennigan 24 1 1
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These changes were due partly to the Boston Housihg Author-

ity's' practice, when black residents gained access to a

predominantly white public housing project in more than

token numbers, of avoiding referral of white applicants to
46

that project but referring only black applicants. The extent

to which these changes in the racial compositions of housing

projects may also have been attributable to the reciprocal

effect of a nearby school, alluded to ante at 121-122, is of

course unknown. In any event, it should have come as no sur

prise to the defendants when the schools opened imbalanced and

becamo more unbalanced thereafter. The opening racial composi-

tion of Tobin was not in evidence because it opened before 1967;

it was shown, however, that in 1967-68 Tobin was 31% white. A

possible exception to the pattern of unbalanced openings was

the portable at Paine; the school as a whole, when the portable

was opened, was balanced, i.e., 69% white. But by 1972, the

school as a whole was heavily imbalanced with an enrollment

of only 5% white, matching almost exactly the racial composi-

tion of nearby Franklin Hill project, by then 7% white. Con-
.,

ceding confusion as to some causal relationships, one conse-

quence of the location of the new schools and expansions

was clear: the containment of children, black and white,

in schools near the housing projects in which they lived,

effectively incorporating the segregation practiced with

respect to public housing by other government officials.

Apparently no housing project which has fallen below
80% white has stabilized at that point, but has sholn a steady

and rapid progression toward 100% non-white. The black perz.
_ 4t=a.i ;if. air *;ki-n,,1- si°*-i:nri of :Rnat-nn-_franiz _:1 =3 95 in: :1910- And-, -
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the portable at Paine; the school as a whole, when the\ portable
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school as a whole was heavily imbalanced with an enrollment
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tion of nearby Franklin Hill project, by\then 7% white. Coil-
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ceding confusion as to some causal relationships? one conse-

-quence of the location of the new schools and expanSions

was clear: the containment of children, black and white,

in schools near the housing projects in which they lived,

effectively incorporating the segregation practiced with

respect to public housing by other government officiali.

46
Apparently no housing project which has fallen below

807. white has stabilized at that point, but has shown a steady
and rapid progression toward 100% non-white. The black perk
cent of the total population of Boston was 13.97 in,1970 and

16.3% in 1972.
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The defendants have argued that they began a program

of constructing larger elementary schools which could

accommodate students from a number of neighborhoods of

differing racial compositions,so that the schools would be

racially balanced. It is true that larger schools were

opened, but not due to the defendants' initiative. The

defendants began to construct larger schools only in 1966

when the state refused ~to approve construction plans which

would have resulted in mote segregated schools. That year

the.defendants proposed the construction of three schools,

one each in the Marshall, Mather and Gibson districts.

Each of these schools, given their size and location as pro-

posed by. the defendants, would have opened racially segregated.

The state board insisted that two large elementary schools

be built instead. Then when larger schools -were opened,

particularly Hennigan and Lee, defendants resorted to other

kinds 'Of segregative practices which have been the subject

of previous findings.

As for the defendants' asserted neighborhood school

policy, findings heretofore made prove that it was so melee-
/

tive as hardly to have amounted to a policy at-all. Several

.
practices of the defendants were antithetical to a neighbor-

hood school system: extensive busing, open -enrollment,

multi-school districts, magnet schools, citywide schools and

feeder patterns.. Additionally, the elementary district map,

atic. at 47, does not show districting which would be consistent

Lli-th ria: ahhcsrlIcind gehriol 'policy! schools are not located



would have resulted in more segregated schools. That year

the:defendants proposed the construction of three schc I'

one each in the Marshall, Mather and Gibson districts.

Each of these sahools, given their size and location as pro-

posed, by the _defendants, would have opened racially segregated.

The state board insisted that two large elementary schools

be built instead. Then when larger schools were opened,

particularly Hennigan and Leek defendants - resorted to, other

kinds of segregative practices which have been the subject

of previous findings.

As for the defendants' asserted neighborhood schlool

Policy, findings heretofore made prove that it was solselec-

tive as hardly to have amounted to a policy at -all. Several

practices of the defendants were antithetical to a neighbor-
ft

hood school system: extensive bUsing, open enrollMent,

mula-school districts, magnet schools, oftyWide schools and

feeder patterns.. Additionally, the elementary distriatlmap,

ante at 47, does not show districting which would be consistent

with a neighborhood school policy: schools are not located

near the center of regular, compact districts, but rather near

the edges of irregular districts requiring some stude4s to
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tend a relatively distant school when there is another

school within.one or two blocks. Notice, for example, the

relative distances from a residence just east of the broken,

dividing line to Emerson and Clap, Fenwick and Everett, and

Dickerman and Mather. When the defendants have emphasized

considerations of distance and'safety, it has usually been

when they could be used to maintain segregation; students

have seldom been the benefactors of this concern when there

was no prospect of integration. The neighborhood school has

been a reality only in areas of the city where residential

segregation is firmly entrenched. Thus students in South

Boston or Roxbury have been assured of attending a neighbor-

hood school, all white or all black. White students who

found themselves in predominantly black school's because of

their residence were practically guaranteed a right to transfer

under open enrollment or one of the exceptions to the controlled

transfer policy--regardless of overcrowded conditions at the

receiving schools. Therefore, as the third response to the

partial defense of residential segregation and neighborhood

schools raised by the defendants, a further quotation from

the Keyes case, at 212, is apposite, as follows:

"[Wje haNie no occasion to consider in this case

whether a 'neighborhood school policy' of itself

will justify racial or ethnic concentrations in

the absence of a finding that school authorities

have committed acts constituting de jure segrega-

tion. . . .
the mere assertion of such a policy

is not dispositive where, as in this case, the

school authorities have been found to have pra-.:.-

ticed de jure segregation . . . of the school

system by techniques that indicate that the
'neighborhood school' concept has not been main-

tained free of manipulation."

_ __
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The arguments raised by the defendants in this case have been

identical to those in the Reyes, case in that they are mere

assertions. See also Spangler v. Pasadena Board of Education,

C.D. Cal. 1970, 311 F.Supp. 501, 522; Davis v. Pontiac School

District, E.D. Mich. 1971, 309 F.Supp. 734, 744, aff'd 6 Cir.

1971, 447 F.2d 573, cert. denied, 1971, 404 U.S. 913; and

Taylor v. New Rochelle, 2 Cir. 1961, 294 F.2d 36, 39.

Inseparability of District

In considering the ramifications of the defendants'

segregative conduct, further attention must be paid to the

city's geography and the natural boundaries that lie within

it. This necessity is explained in Keyes v. School District

No. 1, Denver, Colo., supra, at'200-205, from which the follow-

ing excerpts are taken:

"We have never suggested that plaintiffs in
school desegregation cases must bear the burddh
of proving the elemdnts of de lure segregation as
to each and every school or each and every student

within the school system." Id., at 200.

"This is not a case, however, where a statutory
dual system has ever existed. Nevertheless, where
plaintiffs prove that the school authorities have
carried out a systematic program of segregation
affecting a substantial portion of the students,
schools, teachers and - facilities within the school
system, it is only common sense conclude that
there exists a predicate for a finding of the ex-
istence of a dual school system." Iii., at 201.

"In short, common sense dictates the conclu-
sion that racially inspired school board actions
have an impact beyond the particular schools that

are the subjects of those actions. This is not

to say, of course, that there can never be a case

in which the geographical structure of, or the

naturallboundaries with(n, a school district may
have the effect of divvding the, district into

separax., identifiably and unrelated units. Such

a detetmination is essentially a question of fact
to\be resolved by tO trial court in the first
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city's geography and the natural boundaries that lie within

it. This necessity is explained in Keyes v. chool District

No. 1. Dewier? Colo: supra, at 200-205, from which the follow-

ing excerpts ;Le taken:

"We have never suggested that plaintiffs in
school desegregation cases must bear the bltiren
of proving the elements of de jure segregation as
to each and every school o r e ach and every student
within the school system."___Id.,at_200

"This is not a case, however, where a statutory
dual system has ever existed. Nevertheless, where
plaintiffs, prove that the school authorities haye
carried out a systematic program of segregation
affecting a substantial-portion of the students,
schools, teachers and facilities within .the school
system, it is only, common sense, to conclude that
there exists a predicate fora finding, of the ex-
istence of a dual school system." Id.,.at 201.

"In short, common sense dictates the conclu-
sion that racially inspired school board actions
have an impact beyond the particular schools that
are the subjects of those actions. This is not
to say, of course, that there can never be a case
in which the geographical structure of, or the
naptial boundaries within, a schoordistrict may
have, the effect of dividing the, district into
separate, identifiable and unrelated units. Such

a determination is essentially a question.of fact
to be resolved by the trial court in the first
instance, but such cases must be rare. In the
absence of such a determination, proof of state-
imposed segregation in a substantial portion of
the district will suffice to support a finding by
the trial court of the existence of a dual system."
Id., at 203.

. _
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As previously mentioned, certain areas of the city, Charles,

town, East Boston, Brighton and South BoSton are fairly

intact communities with somewhat restricted access to other

parts of the city. The first two areas in Particular are

separated from the rest of tostoby the Boston inner harbor.

Is either of

identifiable

that should

trict"? Id.

them or any other part of Boston Va separate,

and unrelated section of the schoOl district

be treated as isolated from

at 213. This\ inquiry was

1

the rent of the dis-
1

considered at the HEW

administrative proceeding in which both the trial judge and

I
the reviewing authorities adopted the governa(ent's limitation

of the Boston school system for the purpose

which excluded both Eas-_ 'Boston and South Boston schools as

being in "geographically distinct areas." Initial Decision

of its analysis

2, 1973, at iZ.. The administrative judge divided

Boston schools, fox- purposes of his opinion, into a

ceatral system, an Las, Loston subsystfm and a South Bos.ton

sub Ftom. Id., at 72.

lipw'evEr, no secti,_.- or the city is "separate, identifiable

and unrelatad" within the meaning of the Keyes case. Charles-

torn and East Boston apt 4eparate but in no way isolated.

,seady iccess Chariest-J.4n may be had ay the Charlestown

L%rid4,1 or the Northwest Fxpressway or the Charles River dam

:iJ Prison Point Bridg, East Boston and the tenter of the

city_ are connected by no double-lane one -way tunnels, the

Callahan Tunnel heading north\and Sumner Tunnel south.

Each section is served Ly frequent public rapid tranrportatiot

which connects with all ocher parts of the city and makes

(



administrative proceeding in which.both the trial judge and

the reviewing authorities adopted the government's Limitation

of the Boston school system for the purpose of its analysis

which excluded both East'Boston and South Boston schools as

being in "geographically distinct areas." Initial Decision

d:.ted March 2, 1973, at 14. The administrative judge divided

the Boston schools, for purposes of his opinion, into a

central system, an East Boston subsystem and a South Boston

subsystem. Id., at 72.

However, no section of the city is "separate, identifiable

and unrelated" within the meaning of the Keyes case. Charles--

town and East Boston }re separate but in no way isolated.

Ready access to Charlestown may be had by the Charlestown

Bridge.or the Northwest Expressway or the Charles River dam

via Prison Point Bridge. East Boston and the center of the

city are connected by t'o double-lane one-way tunnels, the

Callahan Tunnel heading north and the Sumner Tunnel south.

Each section is served by frequent public rapid transportation

which connects with all other parts of the city and makes
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47
three stops in each section.' Brighton is acc ssible both

by public transportation and several major st ees, including

Commonwealth Avenue and BeacOn Street,

Charlestown, East-Boston and South Boston s_hools are

in no way unrelated to those in the rest of the city. In

making this evaluation several discussions,

but will not be repeated, viz., feeder patt

open enrollment, vocational progranis and

respect to faculty and staff. All of the

ante, are relevant

rns, overcrowdin

ces with

city's schools are

administered centrally by the school co ittee and the central

administrative offices under the superi tendent. For many

years Boston's schools were all citywi e schools insofar as

open enrollment was the official scho 1 policy; the only

theoretical limits on this policy we e available seats and

the students' desire to enroll.

Students from the three conc ivably separate sections are

transported on city-operated bus s to the elite high schools

located in other parts of the ity, as shown in the following

figures for 1972:

Boston Latin
Girls Latin
Boston Tech.

Total

Charlest
38
12
2

East Boston South Boston
60 84
35 30
60 72

155 186

Students from these sa sections are also transported at city

expense to Trotter an Lewis, the elementary and intermediate,

components of the m del demonstration subsystem. Similarly,

47

It 'has ever been suggested by anyone that Brighton
is separate or is schools unrelated; so no further findings



acu y any staff. All of the city's schools are

administered centrally by the school committee and the central

aiiminiktrative offices under the superintendent. For many

years Boston's schools were all citywide schools insofar as

open enrollment was the official school policy; the only

theoretical limits on this policy were available seats and

the students' desire to enroll.

Students from the three conceivably separate sections are

transported on city-operated buses to the elite high schools

located in other parts of the city, as shown in the following

figures for 1972:

Charlestown East Boston South Boston
Boston Latin 38 60 84
Girls Latin 12 35 30
BoSton Tech. 23 60 72

Total 73 155 186

Students from these same sections are also transported at city

expense to Trotter and Lewis, the elementary and intermediate

components of the model demonstration subsystem. Similarly,

47
It has never been suggested by anyone that Brighton

is separate or, its schools unrelated; so no further findings
will be made about that section of Boston.
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s tuden is from the other sections of Boston listed below were

in attendance at public high schools in tht three sections

in question during 1972:

Charlestown East Boston South Boston
Roslindale 46 2 1

Roxbury 12 P 19
South Boston 20 - -

West Roxbury 15
North End 105 2

South End 29 27 2

Charlestown - 1 1
Dorchester 97 12 764
East Boston 18 1
Jamaica Plain 27 1 -

Total 369 48 788

Lesber numbers of out-of-district students also attended junior

high schools in the sections in question.

Lastly, the defendants were parties to the HEW proceedings,

Docket No. CR-982, 72-1, in which their main witness was William

G. Tobin, deputy superintendent until his retirement in Septem-

ber 1970. The summary of his testimony, at 42 of the Initial

Decision, states that Mr. Tobin "further asserted there was

no area in the school system designated either as a central

system, a South Boston system or an East Boston system. The

entire system operated as a single integral system." This

court agrees.

State Defendants
I

The plaintiffs' case against the state defendants, gen-

erally speaking, is that they have not exercised their powers'

to prevent various segregative acts by the city defendants.

Plaintiffs point in particular to the fact that the state

board approved racial balance plans that effectively promoted

segregation. They also assert that the state defendants, the

state board of education and commissioner of education, failed

ela!!{1:1-



high schools in the sections in question.

Lastly, the afendants were parties to the HEW proceedings,

Docket No. CR-982, 72-1, in which their main witness was William

G. Tobin, deputy superintendent until his retirement in Septem-

ber 1970. The summary of his testimony, at 42 of the Initial

Decision, states that Mr. Tobin "further asserted there was

no area in the school system designated either as a central

system, a South Boston system or an East Boston system. The

entire system, operated as.a single integral system." This

court agrees.

State Defendants

The plaintiffs' case againSt the state defendants, gen-

' erally speaking, is that they have not exercised their powers

to prevent various segregative acts by the city defendants.

Plaintiffs point in particular to the fact that the state

board approved racial balance plans that effectively promoted

segregation. They also assert that the state defendants, the

state board of education and commissioner of education, failed
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to reduce segregation by use of their specific statutory

powers with respect to school construction, transportation

aid, vocational programs and educational standard& for pro-

fessional personnel. In the court's opinion, however, the

evidence does not warrant a finding that the state defendants

intentionally contributed to or participatad in any substan-

tial way in creating or maintaining racial segregation in

he Boston public schools. On the contrary, the evidence

established that they did everything within their limited

authority under the law to compel the city defendants to obey

the State law and the federal constitution.

True, the state board approved four separate racial

balance plans for Boston. However, each plan, if, it had been

executed in good faith, might have made a substantial con-

tribution to the elimination of racial segregation in Boston's

schools. The failure of these plans was uniformly the result

of the city defendants' failure to carry them out promptly

and to'take steps necessary for a particular proposal to

have been effective. The state defendants consistently made

or endorsed suggestions that the ,:ity defendants either re-

fused to accept or accepted only after long delays, including

redistricting, the use of portables to reduce segrc ition,

changes in feeder patterns, restriction of open enrollment

and-transportation. Additionally, the state board voted several

times to withhold financial aid because of what it considered

to be failures on the part of the city defendants to comply

with_the_&tate_laW_ar_executa_racial_balance_p_lanswhichhad
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established that they did everything within their limited

authority under the law to compel the city defendants to obey

the State law and the federal constitution.

True, the state board approved four separate racial

balance plans for Boston. However, each plan, iiit had been

executed in good faith, might have made a substantial con-

tribution to the elimination of racial segregation in Boston's

schools. The failure of these plans was uniformly the result

of the city defendants' failure to carry them out promptly

and to take steps necessary for a particular proposal to

have been effective. The state defendants consistently made

or endorsed suggestions that the city defendants either re-

fused-to accept or accepted only after long delays, including

redistricting, the use of portables to reduce segregation,

changes in feeder patterns, restriction of open enrollment

and transportation. Additionally, the state board voted several

times to withhold financial aid because of what it considered

to be failures on the part of the city defendants to comply

with the state law or execute racial balance plans which had

been approved. The withholding of state aid pursuant to
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Mass. G.L. c. 15,.§ 1I was the ultimate sanction that the

board had under state law.

In at least two instances the state board forced the

defendants to modify plans so that schools might open racially

balanced. Marshall, which opened racially balanced, was

originally planned by the city defendants on June 13, 1966

for only 700 pupils. The state defendants rejected that

plan on June 28, 1966 and directed that the school be expanded

to at least 1206 in order to aecommodate several hundred addi-

tional white students. In February 1967 the city defendants

agreed to expand the school plan to an enrollment of 1000

students and the state board approved. But for this expansion

Marshall would have been majority black because of its location.

Holland similarly opened racially balanced only because of

the state board. The original plan of the city defendants on

June 6, 1966 provided for two schools: one in the predomi-

nantly white Mather district and another in the predominantly

black Gibson district. This plan was rejected by the state

board, which recommended a single project combining those

districts. The city's February 1967 plan partially adopted

this recommendation and the state contributed 65% of the cost.

The state defendants' efforts to reverse the increasing

segregation in Boston's schools was considerably hampered by

the limited authority conferred upon them by statute. The

board was given only ultimate weapons, viz., the withholding

of state funds and resort to the state courts, rather than

authority over the management of Boston's school system.

Given the method of evasion adopted by the city defendants,

274
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students and the state board approved. But for this expansion

Marshall would have been majority black because of its location.

Holland similarly opened racially balanced only because of

the state board. The original plan of the city defendants on

June 6, 1966 provided for two schools: one in the predomi-

nantly white Mather district and another in the predominantly

black Gibson district. This plan was rejected by the state

board, which recommended a single project combining those

districts. The city's February '1967 plan partially adopted

this recommendation and the state contributed 65% of the cost.

The state defendants' efforts to reverse the increasing

segreg.ation in Boston's schools was considerably hampered by

the 14ited authority_cOnferred upon them by statute. The

board
)

was given only, ultimate weapons, viz., the withholding

of state funds and resort to the state courts, rather than

authority,cver the management of Boston's school system.

Given the _method of evasion adopted by the city defendants,
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formalistic compliance followed by procrastination and

evasion on grogftgit technical grounds, the means of

enforcement at the board's disposal were highly ineffective.

Sometimes funds withheld to force the adoption of specific

proposals had beenreleased before the city defendants'

techniques for evasion became known to the board, as

happened after the fourth stage plan was approved in

August 1971. Similarly, judicial process is.slow and

unwieldy as a sanction in the handy of an administrative

agency operating under a statute as complex and technical

as the Racial Imbalance Act. The state defendants were

simply outmaneuvered by the city defendants and frustrated

by their intransigence and frequent bad faith. These atti-

tudes were exhibited, for example, at a meeting of the

school committee on April 8, 1971 at a time when $28,000,000

in state financial assistance was being withheld and the

state board was requesting that the committee submit a fourth

stage plan inclUding districting of high schools and elimina-

tion of open enrollment. The committee was discussing how

it should counter the state board's demands. One member

proposed a vote that the chairman of the board's committee

on racial imbalance be taken off the job. Referring to the

.city's Education Planning Center which would draw up the city's

plan, the following exchange occurred:

Superintendent: My team will make your plan- -

not my plan but the School Committee's plan. I

have to keep saying that.

Chairman: We will be the bad guys. That is

--whatwe -were -e-lec.ted_for..._



unwieldy as a sanction in the hands of an administrative

agency operating under a statute as complek and technical

as the Racial Imbalance Act. The state defendants were

simply outmaneuvered by the city defendants and frustrated

by their intransigence and frequent bad faith. These atti-

tudes were exhibited, for example, at a meeting of the

school committee on April 8, 1971 at a time when $28,000,000

in state financial assistance was being withheld and the

state board was requesting that the committee submit a fourth

stage plan including districting of high schools and elimina-

tion of open enrollment. The- committee was discussing how

it should counter the state board's demands. One member

proposed a vote that the chairman of the board's committee

on racial imbalance be taken off the.job Referring to the

city's Education Planning Center which

plan, the following exchange occurred:

Superintendent: My team will make your plan- -

not my plan but the School Committee's plan. I

have to keep saying that.

Chairman: We will be the bad guys. That is

what we were elected for.

ould draw-up the city's
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Eventually the state defendants charged unconstitutional

segregation by the city defendants in the state court,

wherethe claim was denied for insufficient'proof, and in

a crossclaim in this case. The racial imbalance plan which

the state defendants finally succeeded in imposing upon
1

Boston by Supreme Judicial Court orders dated January 16,

March 22 and'April 17, 1974, which is scheduled to take

effecti/nSeptember1974,isthelatestdemonstrationof_their

best fforts. -

:If the court were concerned only about liability issues,

judgment would be entered in favor of the s a e defendants;

I

but, in view of its conclusions, it_mUSt also deal with the \I

remedies to which plaintiffs are entitled. The .state boar

and state commissioner have ultimate responsiuility for th

education of pupils in the Boston public school system. T ere-

fore, although they have not contributed to the racial segrega-

tion that pervades the Boston schools, their continued presence

in these proceedings may be necessary for the effectuation of

appropriate remedies. The state defendants will be retained

as parties defendant for purposes of formulating and aiding

in the 'execution of sach remedies. See Griffin v. County

School Board of Prince\Edward County, 1964: 377 U.S. 218, 234;

RLle 19(a), Fed. R. Civ. P.

Conclusions of Law

Keyes v. School District No. 1, Denver, Colo., 1973,

413 U.S. 189, furnishes a blueprint for decision of the

liability issues-in this case, as follows: (a) whether racial

segregation exists in parts of the Boston public school system;
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judgment would be entered in favor'Of the state defendants;

in view of its conclusiOns, it must also deal with the

remedies to which plaintiffs are entitled. The state board

and state commissioner havI ultimate responsibility for the

education of pupils in the Boston public school system. There-

fore, although they have not contributed to the racial segrega-
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as parties defendant for purposes of formulating and aiding

in the execution of such remedies. See Griffin v. County

School Board of Prince Edward County, 1964, 377 U.S. 218, 234;
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segregation exists in parts of the Boston public school system;
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(b) if so, whether such segregation was intentionally caused

and maintained by the defendants; (c) whether any parts shown

by plaintiffs to have been intentionally segregated constitute

a substantial portion of the school system, i.e., whether

defendants' intentionally segregative conduct affected a

substantial portion of the students, schools, teachers and

facilities within the school system. If/plaintiffs prevail

on these issues, it follows that there is de jure segregation

in the city and that the defendants' obligation to eradicate

it is no less than if it were due to 'a local ordinance re-

quiring separate school facilities fgr different races. There

will remain 'for decision, however, a fourth issue governing

the nature and extent of the defendants' obligation to desegre-

gate and of the remedies which must be ordered by the court,

viz., (d) whether, after considering any evidence that the

system is geographically separable or that segregative intent

was not among the factors that motivated the defendants'

actions, -as a result of (a), (b) and (c) the entire school

system :.s a system, one for white students and one for

1;)lack studnts.

Plaintiffs provc_d beyond question that racial segregation

exists in part of the Boston public school system. That

issue was vir,ially uncontested. In reaching this conclusion

we have tter irto consideration the racial composition of

School en-ollm-mt, and faculties and staff, community and

:titudes toward the schools and factors of

geography anc :iemoc!raphy. See Keyesv. School District No. 1,

Ir.,nver, Colo., supra, at 196.



it is no less than if it were due to a local ordinance re-

quiring separate school facilities for different races. There

will remain for decision, however, a fourth issue governing

the nature and extent of the defendants' obligation to desegre-

gate and of the remedies which must be ordered by the court,

viz., (d) whether, after considering any evidence that the

system is geographically separable or that segregative intent

was not among the factors that motivated the defendants'

actions, as a result of (a), (b) and (c) the entire school

system is a dual system, one for white students and one for

black students.

Plaintiffs proved beyond question that racial segregation

exists in parts of the Boston public school system. That

issue was virtually uncontested. In reaching this conclusion

we have taken into consideration the` acial composition of

school enrollments and faculties and\staff, community and

administration attitudes toward the schools and factors of

geography and demography. See Keyes v. School District No,. 1,

1Denver Colo., supra, at 196.
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The paramount issue in this case is whether the defendants

acted with a "purpose or intent to segregate", Keyes v. School

District No. 1, Denver, Colo., supra, at 208, i.e., either

with a desire to bring about or continue segregation in the

Boston schools or with knowledge that such segregation was

/.
certain, or substantially certain, to result from thtir actions.

See 1 Restatement of Torts 2d, § 8A, couient b; Prosser, Torts

(3d Ed.) 31, § 8. In resolving this issue, the court need not

ascertain tha ultimate reasons why the defendantis made certain

decisions. For example, in voting to permit 134ck students

to remain in Lee and white students to continue at Fifield

and O'Aearn, a school committee member-might/have been

prompted by a desire to improve. this prospects for reelection--

that would be his motive for o voting, not his intent in so

voting. Motive is what prompts a person to take some action

toward achieving a result; intent refers to his decision to

do a particular act as a means of achieving that result.

This is not of course to say hat motive may.not be relevant

to intent; j'tst that they are -to u dis$inguishad. Intent

ordinarily may not be proved directly, because there is no

way of fathoming or scrutinizing the operations of the hilman

mind; but may be.inferred from the.surrounding circumstances.

The opinion of the court in Keyes used the Word "motivated"
A

a number of times, :at 208-210, but always in the context of

the school authorities' negative burden if plaintiffs should

first succeed in proving substantial intentional segregation.
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albertain.the ultimate reasons why the defendants made certain

decisions. For example, in voting to permit black students

to remain in Lee and white students to continue at Fifield

and OcHearn, a school committee member might have been

prompted by a'desire to improve. his prospects for reelection--

that would be his motive for so voting, not his intent in 'so

voting. Motive is what prompts a person to take some action

toward achieving a result; intent refers to his decision to

do a particular act as a means of achieving that result.

This is not of course to say that motive may.not be relevant

to intent; just that they are to be distinguished. Intent

ordinarily may not be proved directly, because there is no

way of fathoming or scrutinizing the operations of the human

mind; but max be inferred from' the surrounding titcumstances.

The opinion of the court in Keyes used the word "motivated"

a number of times, at 208-210, but always in the context of

the school authorities' negative burden if p1aintiffs/should

first succeed in proving substantial intentional segregation.

To permit school authorities to offertylaence of 'their own

motivations, peculiarly within their ow:. knowledge and control,
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to rebut plaintiffs' prima facie case is quite different,

in our view, from requiring plaintiffs to adduce evidence of
48

defendants' motivations. A long line of decisions begin-

ning with Brown v. Board of Education, 1954, 347 U.S. 483,

established that a dual school system explicitly imposed by

law is unconstitutional. The Keyes case simply makes tt

clear that the intentional imposition of a dual school. system

by covert or subtle means is equally unconstitutional. It

should be clearly understood that racial hos-ality is not

the applicable standatd. Segregation need not have been

inspired by any particular racial attitude to be unconstitu-

tional. Johnson v. San Francisco School District, N.D. Cal.

1971, 339 F.Supp. 1315, 1318. Also, the intent to segregate

need not be the sole purpose for the defendants' actions; 4.t

red only b-e-one of them.

The question to be decided therefore is whether the

defendants have followed a deliberate policy of separating

students on the be ;is of race. Even this statement is an

oversimplification since' a course of in' .L..,ionally dis-

criminatory decisions, all arrived at independently, which

over the years has produced a dual school system, would be

equally unconstitutional althOugn there was no proof of a

common scheme linking each decision. Cf. Higgins v. =Board

of Educati 1, W.D. Mich. 1973, No. 6386 (slip op. at 90, 103).

This discriminatory purpose may be shown in a number of ways.
.10.111.11.11.10.

48

We do not read the Court's opinion in Keyes as Mr.
Justice Powell seems, 231;, to hotazthatil the



or su t e means is equally unconstitutional. It

should be clearly understood that racial hostility is not

the applicable standard. Segregation need not have been

inspired by any particular racial attitude to be unconstitu-

tional. Johnson'v. San Francisco School District, N.D. Cal.

1971, 339 F.Supp. 1315, 1318. Also, the intent to segregate

need not be the sole purpose for the defendants' actions;.it

need only be one of them.

The question to be decided therefore is whether the

defendants have followed a deliberate policy of separating

students on the basis of race. Even this statement is an

oversimplification since a course of intentionally dis-

criminatory decisions, all arrived at independently, which

over the years has produced a dual schoOl system, would be

equally unconstitutional although there was no proof of a

common scheme linking each decision. Cf. Higgins v. Board

of Education, W.D. Mich. 1973, No. 6386 (slip op. at 90, 103).

Thip discriminatory purpose may be shown in a number of ways.

48

We do not read the Court's opinion in Keyes as Mr.
Justice Powell seems to, at 231, to hold that "the motivation
of school board action is . . . controlling in Colorado",
except when school authorities succeed in rebutting plain-
tiffs' prima facie case.
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There may be direct evidence of discaminatory,purpose,

e.g., that segregative steps were taken by the defendants

in response to the 4emands of voters favoring segregation..

Similarly, statements by the defendants at the time of

decision-making may show discriminatory purpose. Indirect

evidence of segregative intent would include the absence

of valid educational, fiscal, administrative or, other govern-

mental justifications f7 decisions having clearly foreseeable

segregative consequence/4. Also, in a limited number of situ-

ations, e.g., distribution of faculty and staff, an inference

of the proscribed intent may arise simply from existing

segregation. See Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenber Board of

Education, 1971, 402 U.S. 1, 1G;

The obvious difficulties of ascertaining the intent of

the administrators of a municipal school system like Boston's

were mentioned in all four opinions in the Keyes case. Al-

though that case was decided after the trial in these pro-

ceedings, the volume and scope of the evidence introduced by

the parties and of thp requests for findings of fact filed

after trial have enabled the court to embark on the teleological

course ordered by the Keyes case and charted by Mt. Justice

Powell in his op nion, concurring in pait and dissenting in

part, at 234-235, as follows:

"Every act of a school board and school administra-
tion, and indeed every failure to act where affirma-
tive action is indicated, must .low be subject to
scrutiny. The most routine decisions with'respect
to the ope aticn of schools, made almost daily, can
affect in varying degrees the extent to which schools,
are initially segregated, remain in that condition,

are de seg-regated,



segregative consequences. Also; in a limited number of situ-
-,

ations, e.g., distribution of faculty and staff, an inference

of the proscribed intent may arise simply from existing

segregation. See Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenberg Board of

Education, 1971, 402 U.S. 1, 18:

The obvious difficulties of ascertaining the intent of

the administrators of a municipal school system like Boston's

were mentioned in all four opipions in the Keyes case. Al-

though that case was decided after the trial it these pro-

ceedings, the volume and scope of the evidence introduced by

the parties and of the requests for findings of fact filed

after trial have enabled the court to embark on the teleological

course ordered by the Keyes case and charted by Mr. Justice

Powell in his opinion, concurring in part and dissenting in
,

part,sat 234-235, as follows:

"Every act of a school board and school administra-*
tion, and indeed every failure to act where affirma-
tive action is indicated, must now be subject to
scrutiny. The most routine decisions f.,ith respect
to the operation of schools, made almost daily, can
affect in varying degrees the extent to which schools
are initially segregated, remain in that condition,
are desegregated, or--for the long term future- -
are li,ely to be one or the other. These decisions
include action or nonacticn with respect to school
building construction and location; the timing of
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building new schools and their/size; the closing
and consolidation of schools; the drawing or gerry-
mandering of student attendance zones; the extent
to which a neighborhood policy is enforced; the
recruitment, promotion and assignment of faculty
and supervisory personnel; policies with respect

. to transfers from one school to another; whether,
and to what extent, special schools will be pro-
vided, where they will be located, and who will
qualify to attend them; the determination of cur-
riculum, including whether there will be 'tracks
that lead primarily to college or to. vocational
training, and the routing of students into these
tracks; and even: decisions as to social, recre-
ational, and athletic policies. "49

The court's findings have necessarily been divided into cate-

goriest but the ultimate finding as to segregative intent rests

upon the record as a whole, including the multiplicity and

cumulative effect of the defendants' policies and practices.

A good example of this aspect of the defendants' conduct ap-

peared in the fall of 1971 after the state board on August 31

approved their amended fourth stage plan which provided for

(a) the replacement of open enrollment by controlled transfer,

(b) a citizens' advisory committee to prepare redistricting

plans to achiev,e racial balance, (c) a comprehensive
i

long-

range plan to be formulated with technical assistance to be,

furnished by the state board and overseen by a special committee,

(d) the opening of Lee with a district which would guaranitee

a balanced school, (e) the opening of Hennigan on r balanced

basis, and (f) the construction of a new English which would

open balanced. By the end of 1971 the defendants had succeeded

in (1) eviscerating the controlled transfer policy by creating

exceptions and encouraging their use, (2) sabotaging the
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The Court's findings have necessarily been divided into cate-

gories, but the ultimate finding as to segregative intent rests

upon the record as a wholJ, including the multiplicity and

cumulative effect of the defendants' policies and practices.

A good example of this aspect of the defendants' conduct ap-

peared in the fall of 1971 after the state board on August 31

approved their amended fourth stage plan which provided for

(a) the replacement of open enrollment by controlled transfer,

(b) a citizens' advisory committee to prepare redistricting

plans to achieve racial balance, (c) a comprehensive long-

range plan to be formulated with technical assistance to be

furnished by the state board and overseen by a special committee,

(d) the opening of Lee with a district which, would guarantee

a balanced school, (e) the opening of Hennigan on a balanced

basis, and (f) the construction of a new English which would

open balanced. By the end of 1971 the defendants had succeeded

in (1) eviscerating the controlled transfer policy by creating

exceptions and encouraging their use, (2) sabotaging the

.49'

There was ansabsence of evidence only as to social,
recreational and athletic policies.
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advisory committee by app:intinr: perzons known to be

vehemently opposed to redistricting and instructing them

to employ delaying tactics, (3) preventing the formulrtion

of a comprehensive long-range plan by refuging the state

board access to data necessary to render technical assis-

tance and failing t :' appci.nt mc7.barr to the special committee,

(4) permitting a drisis t: hich provided an excuse to

open Lee racially s.lgregnt.cd allow children of protesting

white parents to remsin in FiFi.14 C'Hearn, and (5) open-

ing.one wing of ilennigan 9 s-Ig7ngated basis. Also during

the 1971-72 school year the dnfondents were (6) busing 130-

black first to third grade students to relatively distant

Weld, (7) continuing the existing pattern of,overcrowding

in predominantly white Schools while predominantly black

schools had available space, (8) opening naw annexes, Charles-

town and Carter Temporary, to perpetuate segregation, and

(9) rejecting suggestions for the use of portables for the

alleviation of racial imbalance.

Tha vecord on which the court; has relied in determining

whether defendants acted with segregative intent also includes

several hundred pages of stenographic transcripts of school

committee meetings. In some instances excerpts from the

transcripts have been included in the court's findings. The

transcripts themselves, however, are far more probative than

any excerpts. Unfortunately they present a problem which

must be addresse6 directly jf the basis for the court's con-
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white parents to rnmsin in FiFi,,14 andiO'Aearn, and (5) open-f

ing. one Wing-of Hennigan zn, g sngr2gated basis. Also during

the 1971-72 scho31 year the dclfend;nts were (6) busing 130

black first to third grade students to relatively distant

Weld, (7) continuing the existing pattern of overcrowding

in predominantly white schools whir predominantly black

'schools had available space, (8) operng new annexes, Charles-

/town and Carter. Temporary, to perpe ate segregation, and

(9) rejecting suggestions for the us of portables for the

alleviation of racial imbalance.

The record on which the court has relied in determining

whether defendants'aced with segregat ve intent also includes

several hundred pages of stenographic transcripts of school

committee meetinas. In some instances Ixcerpts from the

transcripts ha "e been included in the co4res findings. The

transcripts themselves, however, are far .ore probative than

any excerpts. Unfortunately they present a problem which

must be adcyessed directly if t!c basis fo the court's con-

elusions is to be clear, it Coat they contain numerous

degrading characterizations c: black students, e.g.,
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"Negro immigrants from the South"' by one former, perennial

committee member who stated three pages later, "You certainly

have a right to say that 3 seem to be talking about letting

the Negroes have their own schools and the whites have their

own schools." The court has placed very little reliancc, on

this type of evidence, which showed beyond doubt the segre-

,

gative intent of that member, because it did not represent

the attitudc of most committee members "On the other hand,

it has been impossible to overlook i/ completely, because

this member was elected chairman 'by his colleagues for two

,years and rarely if ever did ny member take exception to his

remarks. The court has loAced for and weighed valid, non-

discriminatory justificaions.for the defendants' decisions
/ /.

and actions. Only whe
/ there were none or when thereYas

clear evidence of discriminatory, purpose his the court found

that the defendants' intent was segregative. Lastly, the court

has endeavored to view the evidence, not with perfect hindsight,

but with the perspective and in the chronology and context in

which the defendants would have decided upon choices open to

51
them.

Applying these principles, the court concludes that the

defendants took many actions in their official capacities'.

50
"I think the facts of the matter are that the Negro

immigrants from the South are disinclined to put their effort

into our northern type of education . . ." (June 28: 1971,

at 63); "The Southern Negro pupil is not as,pry usually in

his eagerness to learn as other children, /and therefore the

more lively children, the lively Negro ildren and the lively

white children, start to move out, of the white 'children

leading the outward procession." (J e 1, 1971. at 105.)

51
Remote-ness_i__time _hap no relevance to the issue of
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years and rarely if ever did any member take exception to his

remarks. The court has looked for and weighed valid, non-

discriminatory justifications for the defendants' decisions

and actions. Only when ,there were none or when there 'was

clear evidencesof discriminatory purpose has the court found

that the defendants' intent was segregative. Lastly, the court

has endeavored to view the evidence, not with perfect hindsight,

with the perspective and in the chronology.and context in

which the defendants would have decided upon.choices open to

51 "
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them.

Apptlying these principles, the court concludes at the

defendants took many actions in their official capacities

50
"I think the facts of the matter are that the Negro

immigrants frori the South are disinclined to put their effort

into our northern type of education . . . ." (June 28, 1971,

at 63)-; "The Southern Negro pupil is not as spry usually in

his eagerness to learn as other children, and therefore the

more lively children, the lively Negro children and the lively

white children, start to move out, often the white children

leading the outward prdcession.'\ (June 1, 1971, at 105-,--)
N\

51
Remoteness in time has no relevance to the issue of

intent. "If the actions of school authorities were to any

degree motivated by segregative intent and the segregation

resulting from those actions,contibues to exist, the fact of

remoteness in.time certainly, does not make those actions any

less 'intentional". Keyes!v. School District No. 1 Denver,

Colo., supra, at 210.
\ 292
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with the purpose and intent to segregate the Boston public

schools and that such actions caused current. conditions of

segregation in the BostOn,public schools. The findings of

fact stated in the preceding divisions of this opinion have

described practices which have been ruled to be unconstitu-

tional in many other cases, e.g., Keyes v. School District

No. 1, supra, at 201-2; Booker v. Special School District,

D. Minn. 1972, 351 F.Supp. 79.9, 804, 808; Bradley v. Milliken,

E.D: Mich. 1970, 338 F.Supp. 582, 587-88, 593, aff'd 6 Cir.

1972.,. 484 F.2d 215;

C.D. Cal. 1970, 311

Span&ler'v. Pasadena Board of Education,

F.Supp. 501, 508, 520, 522; Taylor v.

Board of Education, S:D. N.Y. 1961, 191 F.Supp. 181, 184-5,

192, 194, aff'd 2 Cir. 1961, 294 F.2d 36, 38. In five of the

categories of defendants' activities, described in divisions

I-V, ante, the court concludes on the basis of evidence within

each category that the defendants were acting with segregative

intent. Only in division VI, ante, on, xamination and Voca-

tional Schools and Programs, has the court relied upon the

burden-shifting principle discussed in the Keyes case at

208-210. However, this principle is applicable generally

and Npuld be available to buttress the conclusions in divisions

I-V if need be. The segregative consequences of many of the

defendants' actions were scarcely contested-, but were argued

by the defendants to have been unforeseeable or beyond the

defendants' power to prevent. The court has generally rejected

these defenses for reasons stated either within numbered divi-

o-.4-,,,,-ci._.^-c__:th-a_nn-i:mirnrk n h P12E:la rt_:enti-tle cl-._:Res ide n t _
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E.D. Mich. 1970,,338 F.Supp. 582, 587-88, 593, aff'd 6 Cir.

1972,. 484 F.2d 215; Spangler:v. Pasadena Board of Education,

C.D. Cal. 1970, 311 F.Supp. 501, 508, 520, 522; Taylor v.

Board of Education, S.D. N.Y. 1961, 191 F.Supp. 181, 184-5,

192, 194, aff'd 2 Cir. 1961, 294 F.2d 36, 38. In five of the

categories of defendants' activities, described in divisions

I-V, ante, the court condludes on the basis of evidence within

each category that the defendants were acting with segregative

intent. Only in division VI, ante, on Examination and Voce-

'aerial Schools and Programs-, has the court relied upon the

burden-shifting principle discussed in the Keyes case at

208-210. However, this principle is applicable generally

and would be available to buttress the conclusions in divisions

I-V if need be. The segregative consequences of many of the

defendants' actions were scarcely contested, but were argued

by the defendants to have been unforeseeable or beyond the

defendants' power to prevent. The court has generally rejected

theSe defenses for reasons stated either within numbered divi-

sions ot the opinion or in the part entitled Residential

Segregation and Neighborhood Schools.
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On the issue whether substantial portions of the system

have been intentionally segregated by the defendants, the,

court concludes that they have. Plaintiffs have proved that

the defendants intentionally Segregated schools at all levels,

e.g., secondary English, intermediate Lewenberg and elementary

Hennigan; built new schools for a decade with sizes and loca-

tions designed to promote segregation; maintained patterns

of overcrowding and underutilization which promoted segrega-

tion at 26 schools; and expanded the capacity of approximately

40 schools by means of portables end additions-when students

could have been assigned to other schools with the effect of

reducing racial imbalance. How many students were intentionally

separated on a racial basis cannot be stated with any degree

of precision; but the annual totals were certainly in the

thousands, including graduates of nine, K-8 elementary schools

and four middle schools by means of feeder patterns manipu-

lated by the defendants, students attending most high schools

and several junior highs by the same means, students making

unbalancing transfers under the open enrollment policy and

exceptions to the controlled transfer policy, students trans-

ported to perpetuate segregation, and students at schoOls

identifiably black by meana of assignment and transfer policies

regarding faculty and staff. As explained in the Keyes case,

at 201 -202, segregative practices like these have obvious

reciprocal effects. For example, by using feeder patterns

to channel black students to English, defendants not only

concPutrirod 1,i nc k 'students there but also made high schools

which thp'hInrk nbidents might otherwise have attended more
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could have been assigned to other schools with the effect of

reducing racial imbalance. How many students were intentionally

separated on a racial basis cannottbe stated wittiany degree

of precision; but the annual totals were certainly in the

thousands, including graduates of nine K-8 elementary schools

and four middle schools by means of feeder patterns manipu-

lated by the defendants, students attending most high schools

and several junior highs by the same ;means, students making

imbalancing transfers under the open enrollment policy and

exceptions to the controlled transfer policy, students trans-

ported to perpetuate segregation, and students at schools

idPntifiablv black by means of assignment and transfer policies

regarding faculty and staff. As explained in ,the 'Keyes case,

at 201-202, segregative practices like these have obvious

reciprocal effects. For example, by using feeder patterns

to channel black students to English, defendants not only

cuncontratod black students there but also made high schools

which the 414 ntudents might otherwise have attended more

prodominnntly -4i to. Similarly every segregative transfer
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undei- open enrollment or an exception to the controlled

transfer policy, whether by a white or black student,
A

increased segregation in the sending school as well as in

the receiving school.

Finally, defendants did pot "adduce proof sufficient

to support a finding that segregative intent was not among

the faptors that motivated their actions", Id., at 210; nor

produce "evidence supporting a finding that a lesser degree

of segregated schooling" in any part of the system 'rould not

have resulted even if they had not acted at they did; Id.,

at 211; nor demonstrate that any area of the city "is a

separate, identifiable and unrelated section of the-tchool

district that should be treated as.isolated from the rest of

the district", Id., at 213. In many instances defendants'

evidence consisted of "allegedly logical, racially neutral

explanations for their actions", Id., at 210, which proved to

be rationalizations. In view of the plaintiffs' proof of the

defendants' pervasive practices which were intentionally

segregative and their direct and reciprocal effect6, the

court concludes that the defendants' actions had a segregative

impact far beyond the schools which were the immediate subjects

of their actions. Indeed plaintiffs' evidence showed, in-

dependently of reciprocal effects, that some of defendants'

practices had a segregative impact on entire levels of the

school system. The court concludes that the, defendants have

knowingly carried out a systematic program of segregation

affecting all of the city's students, teachers and school

facilities and have intentionally brought about and maintained

a dual school system. Therefore the entire school system of

-Boston isunconatitutionally_segregate& Accordingly, the
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evidence consisted of "allegedly logical, racially neutral

explanations for their actions",. Id., at 210, which proved to

be rationalizations. In view of the plaintiffs' proof of the

defendants' pervasive practices which were intentionally

segregative and their direct and reciprocal effects, the

court concludes that the defendants' actions had a segregative

impact far beyond the schools which were the immediate subjects

of their actions. Indeed plaintiffs' evidence showed, in-

dependently of reciprocal effects, that some of defendant&

practices had a segregative impact on entire levels of the

school system. The court concludes that the defendants have

knowingly carried out a systematic program of segregation

affecting all of the city's students, teachers and school

facilities and have intentionally brought about and maintained

a dual school system. Therefore the entire school system of

Boston is unconstitutionally segregated. Accordingly, the
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court will contemporaneciusiy with this opinion file a partial

judgment permanently enjoining the city defendants from

discriminating upon the basis of race in the operation of

the Boston public schools and ordering that they begin forth-

with the formulation and implementation of plans to secure

for the plaintiffs their constitutional rights,

Remedial Guidelines

Tt is time to -n to the_future, Henceforth the defen

dants are under an "affirmative obligation" to reverse the

consegvnces of their unconstitutional conduct. Green v.

County School Board, 1968, 391 U.S. 430; Raney v. Board of

Education, 1968, 321 U.S. 443 Neutral conduct is no longer /

constitutronany sufficient. Keyes v. School District No. I,

Denver, Colo., supra, at 200, n. 11. The defendants must

eliminate all vestiges of the dual system "root and branch",

Green, supra, at 438.

In order to assist the defendants in carrying out theIr

obligations, the court will outline several remedial prin-

ciples which the Supreme Court has declared to be constitu-

tionally applicable. First, the obligation of the defendants

is to proceed now to secure the rights of the plaintiffs.

Green, supra, at 439. In ascertaining compliance with this

obligation, "a school authority's remedial plan . . . is to,/

be judged by its effectiveness." Swann v. Charlotte - Mecklenburg

Board of Education, 1971, 402 U.S. 1, 25. Thus, compliace

ir-cititic_il'Aoiaoradnitstni.,_mr.rithk:.ai-.mi--A;eJ=^Atoli-371; .,-Alciml-



It is time to turn to the future. Henceforth the defen-

dants are under an "affirmative obligation" to reverse the

consequences of their unconstitutional conduct. Green v.

County SchcolBoard, 1968, 391 U.S. 430; 'Raney v.'Board of

Education, 1968, 391 U.S. 443. Neutral conduct is no longer

constitutionally Sufficient. Kayes:v. School District No. 1,

Denver Colo., supra, at 200,.n. 11. The defendants must

eliminate all vestiges of the dual sysl-em "root and branch",

Green, supra, at 438.

In order to assist the defendants in carrying out their

Obligations, the court will outline several remedial prin-

ciples which the Supreme Court has declared to be constitu-

tionally applicable. First, the obligation of the defendants ,

is to proceed now to secure the rights of the plaintiffs.

Green, supra, at 439. In ascertaining compliance with, this

obligation, "a school authority's remedial plan . . . is to

be judged by its effectiveness." Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg

Board of Education, 1971, 402 U.S. 1, 25. Thus, compliance

requires desegregation and the goal is to dismantle the dual

system. Id. at 28.
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Second, the primary responsibility for desegregation

lies with the school committee. Brown v. Board of Education,

1955, 349 U.S. 294, 299 (Brown II). If in fulfilling this

responsibility-, policy preferences hinder or obstruct the

conversion to a unitary school system, they "must give way

[since they would]_hinder vindication of federal constitu-

tional guarantees." North Carolina State Board of Education

v.
/

Swann, 1971, 402 U.S. 43, 45. This means that a prefer-
_

ence not to bus, or for neighborhood hoOls; or any other

policy preference, can be validly maintained only if it will

not interfere with the defendant constitutional duty to

desegregate. Also "these consti utional principles cannot

be allowed to yield simply because of disagreement with them."

Brown II, supra, at 300. No amount of public or parental

opposition will excuse avoidance by school officials of con-

m.:.stitutionally imposed obligations.

la

Third, "school authorities are 'clearly charged with the

affirmative duty to take whatever steps might be necessary,'"

5wann,4 supra, at 15, quoting Green, supra, at 437. This

means that bUsing, the Pairing of schools, redistricting with

both contiguous and non-contiguous boundary lines, involuntary

student and faculty assignments, and all other means, some

of which may be distasteful to both school officials and

teachers and parents, must be evaluated; and, if necessary

to achieve a unitary school system, they must be ,implemented.

The Supreme Court has recognized that "Whe remedy for segre-

gation may be administratively awkward, inconvenient, and
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policy preference, can be validly maintained only if it will

not interfere with the defendants' constitutional duty to

desegregate. Also "these constitutional principles cannot

be allowed to yield simply because of disagreement with them."

Brown II, supra, at 300, No amount of public or parental

opposition will exc se avoidance by school officials of con-

stitutionally imposed obligations.

Third, "school

rx:'affirmative duty to

authorities are 'clearly charged with the

take whatever steps might be necessary,'"

Swann, supra, at 15, quoting Green, supra, at 437. This

means that bUsing, the pairing, of schools, rediStricting with .1

both contiguous and non-contig ous boundary lines, involuntary

student and faculty assignments, and all other means, some

of which may be distasteful to both schoOi,officials and

teachers and parents, must be evaluated; and, if necessary

to achieve a unitary school system, they:must be,implejlented.

The Supreme Court has recognized that "[t]he remedy ,for segre-

gation may be administratively 47kward,'inconvenient, and

even bizarre in some situatioa:, and,may impose burdens on

some; but all awkwardness and inconvenience cannot be avoided

. . . when remedia adjustments are being made to eliminate the
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dual school systems." Swann, supra, t 2 8 . . The Supreme

Court has also indicated .3t the non-use of a more effective

plan may indicate a "lack of good' faith" on the part-of the

defendants, and any such preferences places a heavy burden

of-justification upon them. Green, supra, at 439. With

these principles in 'mind the difficulty and duration of

future proceedings can be kept to a minimum.
/

Four, h, the Supreme Court has said, "Awareness-of.the

racial coMpositionof the whole school system is likely to be

a u$eful starting point in shaping a remedy to correctpast
,

constitutional violatibns." Swann, supra, at 25. In Boston

the public school population is approximately two-thirds white

and one-third black; ideally everyschool'in the system would

have the same racial proportions, although as a practical

. -
matter there is no prospect of achieving this 2:1 ratio in

every! school. The Court has also pointed 'c that with de-

segregation plans which leave any schools all or predominantly

one race, white or black, the defendants must carry the burden

that such treetmgnt is genuinely nondiscriminatory. id at 26.

More specifically, the Court has pointed out that "the nature

of the violation determines the scope of the remedy." Id. at

16. Thus, where the defendants have been found to have com-

mitted discriminatory acts as tma specific school facility,

certainly no plait which ultimately leaves the racial iden-

tifiability of that facility untouched will be constitutionally

sufficient.

Fifth, such time as the court allows for formulation and

1
implementation of plans to. desegregate Boston's schools will'
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16. Thus, where the defendants have been found to have com-

mitted discriminatory acts as to a specific s hool facility,

certainly no plan which ultimately leaves the racial iden-

tifiability of that facility untouched will be constitutionally

sufficient.

Fifth, such time as the court allows for formulation and

implementation of plans to desegregate Boston's schools will
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be granted at the cost of continuing the denial of the

plaintiffs' rights under the Constitution. Foi thi4 :reason

the time all':wed for compliance must be only that reasonably

necessary to design and-evaluate plans to be presented to

the court and thereafter only the time reasonably necessary,

administratively, to implement the plan which is ultimately

approved ,by the court. The Supreme Court has decreed that

"[t]he burden rests upon the defendants to establish that

such time is necessary in the public interest and is con-

sistent with good faith compliance at the earliest practicable

date." Brown II, supra, at 300.

The remedies, to be ordered by the court. will be affected

in this case by the pending, current implementation by the..

"defendants of a racial imbalance plap.designed'by the state

board and forced upon the city defendants by orders of the
,

Supreme Judicial Court entered on January 16, March 22 and

nil 17, 1974. The state court plan is scheduled to take

) effect 0 the opening day of school in September-1974. Our

understanding is that this p/lan will reduce the nUmberof

majority black schools from 68 to 44 and the number of black

----
children attending imbalanced schools from approximately

3,01-000 to approximately 10,000. The state plan relies on two

of the traditional methods, redistricting and busing. The jam

also removes one of Boston's structural obstacles to integre-

'tion by converting the entire system, except for McKay junior

high in East Boston, to the middle school design, i.e., all

students entering the sixth grade will be in a middle school

4.



such time is necessary in the public interest and is con-

sistent with good faith compliance at the earliest practicable

date." .Brown II, supra, at 300,,

The remedies to be ordered by the court will be affected

in this case by the pending, current implementation by the

defendants of aracial imbalance plan designed by the state

board and forced upon ,the city defendants by orders of the

Supreme Judicial Court entered on January 16, March 22 and

April 17, 1974. The state court'plan is scheduled to take

effect on the opening day of school in September 1.974. Our

understanding is that this plan will reduce the number of

majority black schools from 68 to 44 and the number of black

children attending imbalanced schools from approximately

30,000 to approximately 10,000. The state plan relies on two

of the traditional methods, redistricting and busing. The plan

also removes one of Boston's structural obstacles to integra-

tion by converting the entire system, except for McKay junior

high in East Boston, to the middle. school design, i.e., all

students entering the sixth grade will be in a middle school

and all students entering the ninth grade will be in a high
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school except at McFay. Under-the state board plan, Boston's

high schools, except for the three examination schools; are

given districts for the first time, thus eliminating many

discriminatory feeder patterns. Finally, busing will be used

to reduce' segregation; state officials predict that approxi-

mately 6,000 students will'be bused for this reason, but city

officials estimate that the number will be closer to 20,000.

These and other aspects of the state plan will be explored

at the hearing scheduled by separate notice for June 27, 1974

in the':.-coniext of the court's separate partial judgment and

interlocutory order, attached hereto as Appendix A.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICiCOURT

DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS

TALLULAH MORGAN ET AL.,
Plaintiffs,)

v.

)
JAMES. W. HENNIGAN ET AL., )

Defendants.)

CIVIL ACTION
NO.1,72-911-G

PARTIAL JUDGMENT AND INTERLOCUTORY ORDER

June 21, 1974

.GARRITY, J. This action came on for- trial before the

court, and the issues haVing been duly tried and a decision

having been duly rendered", as set forth in an opinion filed

herewith, that the rights of the-plaintiff class of black

students and parents under the Fourteenth Amendment to the

Constitution of the United States have been and are being

violated by the defendants in their management and operation

of the public schools of the City of Boston,

Partial Judgment

It is ORDERED and ADJUDGED that the defendants John J.

Kerrigan, chairman, Paul Ellison, John J. McDonough, Kathleen

1.0

Sullivan and Paul R. Tierney, who are the members of the Boston

School Committee, and William J. Leary, Superintendent of

Schools of the City of Boston, their of cers, agents, servants,

employees, attorneys, and all other persons in active concert

or participation with them who receive actual notice of this

judgment and order, be permanently enjOined from discriminating

upon the basis of race in the operation of the public schools

of the City of Boston and from creating, promoting or main-
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court, and the issues having been duly tried and a decision

having been duly rendered', as set forth in an opinion filed

herewith, that the rights of the plaintiff class of black

students and parents under the Fourteenth Amendment to the

Constitution of the United States have been and are being

violated by the defendants in their management and operatiOn

of the public schools of the City of Boston,

Partial Judgment

K

It is ORDERED and ADJUDGED that the defendants John J.
1

igan, chairman, Paul Ellison, John J. McDonough, Kathleen

Sullivan and Paul R. Tierney, who are the memIllers of the Boston

School Committee, and William J. teary, Superintendent of

Schoo s of the City of Boston, their officers, agents, servants,

.
employees, attorneys, and all other persons in active concert

or participation with them who receive actual notice of this

judgment and order, be permanently enjoined from discriminating

upon the basis of race in the operation of the public schools

of the City of Boston and from creating, promoting or main-

taining racial segregation in any school or other facility
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in the Boston schoOl system;, and said defendants are further

ORDERED to begin forthwith the formulation and implementation

of plans which shall eliminate every form of racial segrega-

tion<in the publi
\

schools of Boston, including all con-

sequences and vest ges of segregation previously practiced

by the defendants.

Interlocutory Order

It is further ORDERED that, pending further order or

unless specific leave of this court is obtained, said defen-

dants be preliminarily enjoined from:

(a) failing to comply in any respect with the Racial

Imbalance Act plan ordered by the Supreme Judicial Court of

Massachusetts to be implemented: on or before the opening day

of school in SepteTber, 1974;

(b) beginning the construction of any new School or
any

expansion or the placement of /new portable ;

(c) granting transfers of white teachers from schools

with majority black enrollments or black teachers from schools

with majority -white enrollments;

(d) granting transfers under exceptions to the controlled

transfer policy.

Dated at Boston, Massachusetts, this 21st day of

June, 1974. N

. ./., , .

United States District Judge
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dants be preliminarily enjoined from:

(a) failing to comply in any respect with the Racial

imbalance Act plan ordered by the Supreme Judicial Court of

'Massachusetts to be implemented-on or before the opening day

of school in September, 1974;

(b) beginning the construction of any new school or
any

expansion.or the placement of/new portable ;
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(c) granting transfers of white teachers from schools

with majority black enrollments or black teachers from schools

with majority white enrollments;

'(d) granting transfers under exceptions to the controlled

transfer policy.

Dated at Boston, Massachusetts, this 21st day of

June, 1974.

United States Distric/t,Judge
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